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WAREHOUSING OPERATIONS

Course Introduction

WAREHOUSING OPERATIONS is designed to instruct you in the procedures used in vtrehousing
operations. Although the actual skills of effective warehousing must be gained from experi-
ence, this course will instruct you in the fundamentals for laying out storage areas, computing
storage space and materials handling equipment, storage of vartJs commodities, and the proce-
dures used in preservation, pedalling, packing, and marking of military supplies and equipment.

Lesson
Number

Study
Hours

Reserve
Retirement
Credits

ORDER OF STUDIES

Subject Matter,

1 2 0 Introduction
2 4 2 Storage Space
3 3 1 Materials Handling Operations
4 3 1 Storage Procedures
5 3 1 Storage of Special Commodities
6 4 1 Preservation, Packaging, and Packing

3

2r.
1

7
FINAL EXAMINATION

EXAMINATION: Supervised final examination without textbooks or notes; time limit,
3 hours.

MATERIALS: MCI 30.3h, Warehousing Operations.

Lesson sheets and answer sheets.

RETURN OF Students who sucessfully complete this course are permitted to keep the
MATERIALS: course materials.

Students disenrolled for inactivity or at the request of their commanding
officer will return all course materials.

1
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MCI-R24h

INFORMATION

FOR

MCI STUDENTS

Welcome to the Marine Corps Institute training program. Your interest
in self-improvement and increased professional competence is noteworthy.

Information is provided below to assist you in completing the course.
Please read this guidance before proceeding with your studies.

1. MATERIALS

Check your course materials. You should have all the materials listed
in the "Course Introduction". In addition you should have enough enve-
lopes to mail all lessons back to MCI unless your lesson answer sheets are
of the self-mailing type. If your answer sheets are or the pre-printed
type, check to see that your name, rank, and social security number are
correct. Check closely, your MCI records are kept on a computer and any
discrepancy in the above information may cause your subsequent activity
to go unrecorded. You may correct the information directly on the answer
sheet. If you find a discrepancy and correct it, ensure you correct this
information on all your answer sheets. If you dia not receive all your
materials, use 57 enclosed Student Request/Inquiry (MCI-R14_) to notify
MCI of this fact and what you require. (Note: The MCI -R14 be mailed
to MCI without envelope or stamp.

2. LESSON SUBMISSION

It is most important that you complete the required information at the
top of each answer sheet that does not have your name and address pre-
printed i it. In courses in which the work is submitted on blank paper
or printed forms, identify each sheet in the following manner:

DOE, John J. Sgt 332-11-S999
38.4g, Forward Observation
Lesson 3
Military or office address

(RUC number, if available)

Submit your lessons on the answer sheets provided. Complete all blocks
and follow directions on the answer sheet for mailing. Otherwise, your

answer sheet may be delayed or lost. If you have to interrupt your studies
for any reason, you may request a single six month extension of time by
contacting your training NCO. If you are not attached to a Marine Corps

unit you may make this request by submitting the enclosed MCI-R14.... You



are allowed one year from the date of enrollment to complete this course.
Your commanding officer is notified of your tatus through the monthly
Unit Activity Report. In the event of difficulty, contact your training
NCO or MCI immediately.

3. MAIL-TIME DELAY

Presented below are the mail-time delays that you may experience be-
tween the mailing of a lesson and its return to you.

TURNAROUND

MAIL TIME
MCI PROCESSING

TIME

TOTAL NUMBER
DAYS

EAST COAST 10 5 15
MIDWEST 12 5 17

WEST COAST 16 5 21

OVERSEAS 24 5 29

You may also experience a short delay in receiving your graded last
lesson and your final examination due to administrative screening required
at MCI.

4. GRADING SYSTEM

LESSONS EXAMS

GRADE PERCENT MEANING GRADE PERCENT

A 94-100 EXCELLENT A 94-100

B 86-93 ABOVE AVERAGE B 86-93
C 78-85 AVERAGE C 78-85

D 70-77 BELOW AVERAGE D 65-77
NL BELOW 70 FAILING F BELOW 65

You will receive a percentage grade for your lessons and for the
final examination. All lessons must be COMPLETED AND PASSED before
you will be administered an exam. The grade attained on the final
exam is your course grade.

5. FINAL EXAMINATION

ACTIVE DUTY PERSONNEL: When you submit your LAST LESSON, your exam will
be mailed automatically to your commanding officer. The administration of
MCI final examinations must be supervised by a commissioned or warrant of-
ficer, or a staff NCO (equivalent or higher).

INACTIVE DUTY OR CIVILIAN EMPLOYEE: The exam may be supervised by
a director of civilian personnel, civilian training officer, clergyman,
or local school official.

2
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6. COMPLETION CERTIFICATE

The completion certificate will be mailed to your commanding officer.
For non-Marines, it is mailed to your supervisor.

7. RESERVE RETIREMENT CREDITS

Reserve retirement credits are awarded to inactive duty personnel only.
Credits awarded for each course are listed in the "Course Introduction" and
are only awarded upon successful completion'of the course. Reserve re-
tirement credits are not awarded for MCI study performed during drill
periods if credits are also awarded for drill attendance.

8. DISENROLLMENT

Only your commanding officer can request your disenrollment from an
MCI course.

9. ASSISTANCE

Consult your training NCO in the event of course content problems.
Should he be unable to assist you, MCI is ready to help you whenever you
need it. Please use the enclosed Student Course Content Assistance Request
(MCI-CP19_) or call the Autovon telephone number listed below for the
appropriate course writer section.

PERSONNEL/ADMINISTRATION 288-3259
COMMUNICATIONS/ELECTRONICS/AVIATION 288-3604

INFANTRY 288-3611

ENGINEER/MOTOR TRANSPORT 288-2275

SUPPLY/FOOD SERVICES/FISCAL 288-2285
TANKS/ARTILLERY/INFANTRY WEAPONS REPAIR

LOGISTICS/EMBARKATION 288-2290

For administrative problems call the MCI Hotline.. 288-4175

For commercial phone lines, use area code 202 and prefix 433 instead
of 288.



10. STUDY HINTS

By enrolling in this course, you have
shown a desire to improve the skills you
need for effective job performance, and
MCI has orovided materials to help you
achieve your soil. Nov all you need is
to develop your own method for using
these materials to best advantage.

The following guidelines present a four-
part approach to completing your MCI
course successfully:

9 Make a "reconnaissance" of
your materials;

9 Plea your study time and choose
a good study environment;

9 Study thoroughly and system-
atically;

9 Prepare for the final exam.

a. MAKE A "RECONNAISSANCE" OF
YOUR MATERIALS

Begin with a look at the course
introduction page. Read the COURSE
INTRODUCTION to get the "big
picture" of the course. Then read the
MATERIALS section near the bottom of
the page to find out which texas) and
study aids you should have received with
the course. If any of the listed materiels
are missing. see paragraph 1 of this
pamphlet to find out how to get them. If
you have everything that Is listed, you

e ready to 'reconnoiter' your MCI
course.

Head through the tahie(s) of contents
of your text(s). Note the various subjects
covered In the course and the order in
which they are taught. Leaf through the
text(s) and look at the Illustrations.
Read a few lesson questions to get an
idea of the types that are asked. If
MCI provides other study aids, such as
a slide rule or a plotting board, familiarize
yourself with them. Now, get down to
specifics!
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b. PLAN YOUR STUDY TIME AND CHOOSE
A GOOD STUDY ENVIRONMENT

From looking over the course materials,
you should have some idea of how much study
you will need to complete this course. But
"some idea" is not enough. You need to
work up a personal study plan; the following
steps should give you some help.

CI Get a calendar and mark those days
of the week when you have time free for study.
Two study periods per week, each lasting I
to 3 hours, are suggested for completing the
minimum two lessons required each month
by MCI. Of course, work and other schedules
are not the same for everyone. The Impor-
tant thing is that you schedule a regular time
for study on the same days of each week.

QRead the course introduction page
again. The section marked ORDER OF
STUDIES tells you the number of lessons in
the course and the approximate number of
study hours you will need to complete each
lesson. Plus these study hours into your
schedule. For example, if you set aside two
2-hour study periods each week and the ORDER
OF STUDIES estimates 2 study hours for
your firs" lesson, you could easily echedule
and complete the first lesson in one study
period. On your calendar you would mark
"Lesson 1" on the appropriate day. Suppose
that the second lesson of your course requires
3 study hours. In that case, you would divide
the lesson in half and work on each half
during a separate study period. You would
mark your calendar accordingly. Indicate on
your calendar exactly when you plan to work
on each lesson for the entire course. Do not
forget to schedule one or two study periods
to prepare for the final exam.



0 Stick to your schedule.

Resides planning your study time, you
should also choose a study environment that
is right for you. Most people need a quiet
place for study, like a library or a reading
lounge; other people study better where
there is Lackgrolnd music: still others prefer
to study out-of-doors. You must choose your
study environment carefully so that it fits
your individual needs.

O. STUDY THOROUGHLY AND
SYSTEMATICALLY

Armed with a workable schedule and
situated in a good study environment, you
are now ready to attack your course, lesson
by lesson. You will find your first study
assignmeht and your first written assignment
on page 1 of lesson 1. On this page you will
also find the lesson objective, a statement
of what you flhould 1,e able to do after com-
pleting the assignments.

DO NOT begin by rading the lesson
questions and flipping through the text for
answers. If you do so, you will prepare
to fail. not pass, the final exam, Instead,
proceed as follows:

0 Read the study assignments care-
fully. Make notes on the ideas you feel are
important and mark any portion you have
difficalty understanding.

0 Reread the portions you marked
in step 0 When you have mastered
0u study assignment. start to work on
the written assignment.

ID Veail each question In the written
assignment carefully,

0 Answer all questions that you are
sure (If and leave the others blank.

8

6) Reread the portions of the study
assignment that explain the items you left
blank.

0 Comp late the written assignment and
send it to MCI for grading.

0 Go on to the ne, . lesson.

Follow the same procedure for each
lesson of the course. If you have problems
with the text or lesson questions that you
cannot solve on your own, ask your section
OIC or NCOIC for help. U he cannot aid
you, request assistance from MCI on the
MCI Student Course Content Assistance
Request included in this pamphlet.

When you have passed the M41 lesson,
the final exam will be sent to your training
officer or NCO.

d. PREPARE FOR THE FINAL EXAM

I

How do you prepare for the final exam?
Follow these three steps:

0 Review each lesson objective as a
summary of what was taught in the course.

0 Reread all portions of the text that
you found particularly difficult.

(.) Review all the lesson questions,
paying special attention to those you missed
the first times sound.

If you follow these simple steps, you
should do well on the final. GOOD LUCK!
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1-1. CONCEPT OF THE MARINE CORPS UNIFIED MATERIEL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (MUMS)

a. General. The Marine Corps Unified Materiel Management System (MUMMS) is an integrated
system of tilifFalized supply management. It is designed to meet all internal and external
Marine Corps requirements by using modern management and automatic data processing techniques.
This supply system operates from a single Inventory Control Point (ICP) and two Marine Corps
Logistic Bast- (MCLB's). HUMS is composed of 16 subsystems, which may be added to, revised,
combined, or possibly deleted as the system requirements indicate. The adoption of HUNKS
brought many changes and added new dimensions to the Marine Corps supply system.
Responsiveness is the keynce of the system. This responsiveness is possible through the 4se
of the automatic digital network (AUTODIN) and the centralization of inventory control and
stores accounting. Automatic digital network terminals are installed at all Marine Corps
activities which have receiver capabilities. The Inventory Control Point is located at the
Marine Corps Logistic Base, Albany, Georgia.

b. The Marine Corps distribution system. The Marine Corps distribution system comprises
01 actions required in the acquisition, and disposal of materiel assets of the
Marine Corps. Distribution of supplies is controlled from the time they enter the military
supply system until they are issued. Total system responsiveness requires contributions from
elements of Headquarters Marine Corps, the ICP, and the Marine Corps Logistic Bases. The
MCLB's established under the supply distribution are equipped with computers. The main supply
distribution points are:

HCLB, Barstow, Calif.
MCLB, Albany, Ga.

Now let's take a look at the responsibilities of the units that help make the distribution
system function.

(1) Inventory Control Point (ICP). The Marine Corps Logistics Base, Albany, Georgia
US-technical control over 4T1 supplies affecting each MCLB. The ICP is the
central supply processing point for the Marine Corps supply system. It controls
the input, availability, and disposal of materiel. The ICP is responsible for
receiving and processing requisitions from customers, providing the MCLB's with
copies of contracts and procurement instrrctions, and with instruction as to the
disposition of all requisitions initiated by the customer.

(2) Marine Corps Logistic Base (MCLB). The mission cf a MCLB is varied. Their
general mission is to receive, store, and issue materiel from the distribution
system for the logistical support of the Marine Corps. They also have the
additional responsibility of functioning as major maintenance and repair
installations. The MCLB determines the requirements, procedures, and
decontrolled items as required and performs item accounting for all items
procured. At the present time the main distribution points (MCLB's) are
operating under subsystem 06 (Mechanization of Warehousing and Shipment
Processing, MOW?). The administrative functions and tasks required in the
operation of the distribution system are organized into the 16 subsystems of
MUMS. These subsystems all combine to complete the MUMS system.

1-1
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c. Interrelationship. Figure 1-1 shows the interrelationships of MUMMS. The chart

indicates the use of the AUTODIN network to keep all units in immediate 4ontact with each
other. As figure 1-1 indicates, MUMMS depends on other activities outside the Marine Corps.
This is to give you a general setup of the MUMS concept. Only those subsystems that concern
you as a warehouseman will be discussed in this course.

SUBSYSTEM RELATIONSHIPS

INVINTORY CONTROL POINT SUMS CORPS LOOISTIC SUPPORT SAM

Fig 1-1. MUMMS system interrelationships.

1-2. THE SUPPLY CYCLE

a. Phases of supply. The functions of supply are many and varied. The phases of supply
basically work the same for all supply units regardless of size. Before any supply unit can
function, it must determine the requirements for supplies, determine the method or means of
procuring the supplies, and then accom,lish the actual distribution or issue of the items to
the people that need them. The functions of supply can be grouped into three broad categories:

(1) Oetermination of requirements. Of the three supply functions or phases, probably the
most important is the aetermination of requirements, which is the responsibility of
the individual commander.

(2, Procurement. Procurement is the actual tool or method by which needed material is
obtained. It can be best described as the act of requisitioning, purchasing,

renting, leasing, or otherwise obtaining supplies or services.

1-2
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e. Support Activities.

(1) Base materiel battalion. The base materiel battalion provides the supply functions,
the direcippWETifirro17112-"other functions of supply support necessary at a garrison-type
activity. The dutios of the various divisions and branches of the base materiel battalion
parallel those of like divisions and branches at a Marine Corps Logistic Base.

(2) Direct- support stock control (DSSC). Under the present concept of HUMUS, the DSSC is
subsystem 07. It serves the function of a retail outlet for the customer at post and station
activities. This subsystem can be compared to a small scale service unit. The operation of
each DSSC may vary, but the overall operation remains within the concept of the basic HCO
P4400.76 . Hateriel positioned within the MSC belongs to the distribution system, and the
!CP accounts for the materiel by money value only. There are several types of customer outlets
which make up the DSSC. These outlets are self-service centers, shop stores, clothing sales
and issues, and ammunition dumps.

1-4. THE PRIORITY DESIGNATOR SYSTEM

This system insures that the requests for material are processed in accordance with the
military importance of the requisitioner and the urgency of need. Within the priority
designator system there are 15 distinct priority designators, and preference is given to those
of greater military importance. Priority designators 02 and 03 should be used in peacetime
only under extreme circumstances. If correctly used by the requisitioning activities and
recognized by the warehouseman, these designators will provide a basis for true emergency
service. The priority designator system will be explained in a later chapter of this course.

1-5. WAREHOUSE PUBLICATIONS AND DIRECTIVES

One of the continuing problems in the area of supply is knowing where to find the
instructions necessary for effective and efficient operations. The purpose of this paragraph
it to help you become familiar with the various sources of warehousing procedures taught and
referred to in this course. It is necessary for you, in your daily work, to have a knowledge
of the publications and directives affecting warehouse operations.

a. Storage and Materials Handling (DOD 4145.19-R-1). This publication is the basic
warehousing text for theliaTrirtrifiartment of Wens.. It has 8 chapters, each divided into
sections for a clearer understanding of the materiel involved, and 3 appendices.

b. Mechanization of Warehousing and Shipment Processing Manual (HOWASP) (11C0 P4400.75 ).
This maniiiris one of the family of manuals of the Marine Corps Unified Materiel Management
System (HUMS) and prescribes the standard procedures for processing transactions between the
Inventory Control Point (ICP) and the HOWASP subsystem at the Marine Corps Logistic Bases.
The procedures contained in this manual are designed to achieve maximum standardization of
transaction processing between these activities and to simplify warehousing and shipping
operations by eliminating unnecessary manual systems and reports.

c. Preservation, Packaging, and Packing of Supplies and Equipment (HCO P4030.21
and HCO P4030.31 ). These publicattonr were prepared for Joint use by aTTthe Armed Forces.
Whougii these publications are not discussed in detail in this course, they should be used as
a reference for warehousing operation; involving cleaning, drying, protecting, packing, and
the like. Military specification, lilt-P-115 Methods of Preservation, should be consulted in
conjunction with HCO k030.21 and I1CO P4030731_.



d. Military Standard Marking for Shipment and Storage (MIL-STD-129H1. This manual should
be consuTted to insure proper marking of supplies and equipmea to reduce the problems involved
in shipment of improperly marked containers. Instructions in this manual will also help
eliminate the cost of repacklog and remarking of supplies.

e. Marine Corps Warehousing Manual (MCO P4450.7). The instructions in this manual provide
guidance and Marine Corps policy and procedures to be followed in establishing, using,
expanding, inactivating, and disestablishing storage and warehousing operations. This manual
also provides guidance in warehousing and rewarehousing of material within the Marine Corps
stores system and the establishment of a standard field warehousing system.

1-6. CLASSES OF SUPPLY

a. Purpose. The primary purpose of the ten classes of supply is to provide an
administrative procedure or tool of convenience for identifying and grouping like items into
classes which aid it planning, authorizing supply levels, and identifying supply locations.
In addition, the grouping provides a common language for reference purposes and exchange of
supply information. Classes of supply are not, however, used in the requisitioning of
supplies, budget, or invenory management. This widely used system of grouping supplies is
the most important for logistical purposes. Read carefully the chart on the next page to get
an idea of the present system which is used throughout the Marine Corps.

b. Utilliation. The supply class structure is widely used by the Department of the Army.
The Air FiFirdoes not use classes of supply as such, but makes references to material in such
terms as war consumables, war readiness spars kits, and station and housekeeping sets. The Air
Force utilizes the supply classes as required in joint operations. The Department of the Navy
uses supply commodity grouping in supply operations. Subsistence, POL, and ammunition are
regarded as commodities which need no additional identification. During amphibious operations,
naval units utilize the classes of supply and refer to them while supporting the Marine Corps
units.

c. The 10 classes of supply. The classes of supply listed in figure 1-2 will provide all
elements of the DOD a major tool for logistic planning and operations. Through the use of these
supply classes, more realistic information and data will be available for use in performing
appraisals of logistic problems. These classes of supply permit definite and meaningful
expression of authorizations and levels. The 10 classes provide planners at all levels in all
services with a uniform system for stating their authorization and levels. The homogenous
grouping of material by distinctive class and subclassification permits realistic planning for
movement, receipt, storage, and issue of supplies.

1-5



Class I - Subsistence

A - Air (inflight retlons)
C - Combat Rations 3/

R - Refrigerated subsistence
S Non - refrigerated subsistence

(less combat rations)

Class iI - Clothing, individual equipment,
tentage, organizational tool sets, toolkits,
handtools, administrative and housekeeping

supplies and equipment.

B - Ground support materiel 2/
E - General supplies
F - Clothing and textiles
M - Weapons
I - Industrial supplies 5/

Class III - POI.: Petroleum fuels, lubricants,
hydfiliTTe and insulating oils, preservatives,

liquid and compressed gasses, balk chemical

products, coolants de-icing and anti-freeze
components and additives of such products,

and coal.

A - Air

W - Ground (surface)

Class IV - Construction: Construction

to include installed equipment
and fortification/barrier material.

No subclasses 0 supply

Class V - Ammunition: Of all types (includ-
iWaimical, radiological and special wea-
pons), bombs, explosives, mines, fuzes,
detonators, pyrotechnics, missiles, rockets,
propellants, and other asociated items.

A - Air
W - Ground (surface)

Class VI - Personal demand items.
sales items).

No subclasses of supply

Class Vii - Major end items: A final
Zoibliallon of end products which is
ready for its intended use; i. e.,
launchers, tanks, vehicles, mobile
machine shops, etc.

A - Air
0 - Ground support materiel 2/
- Administrative vehicles V

G Electronics
K - Tactical vehicles

1. - Missiles
N - Weapons
N - Special weapons

Class VIII - Medical materiel, including
11004Ai peculiar repair parts.

No subclasses of supply

Class IX - Relair parts (less medical
WOW repair parts): all repair parts
and components, including kits, assemblies
and subassemblies (reparable and
nonreparable) required for maintenance

support of all equipment.

A - Air
B - Ground support materiel 2/
0 - Administrative vehicles y

G - Electronics
K - Tactical vehicles
1. - Missiles

M - Weapons
N - Special weapons
T - Industrial supplies y

Class X - Materiel to support non-military
programs (e.g., agricultural and economic
development) not included in classes I - IX.

Note: Major classes are in Roman numerals; subclasses 1/ art in Arabic letters.

(Footnotes are on the next page.)

Fig. 1-2. Ten classes of supply and their subclasses.



1/ The alpha code for the subclassification of classes II, VII, and IX represents, with one
exception, materiel category designators used in supply management. The exception is A (air),

which is used for all applicable classes. Alpha codes not used as materiel category
designators were assigned as subclassifications for classes I, III, and V. An addition sub-

classification materiel category designator (A through 1) could be found in combination with
the designated subclassification. FoP example, class V AL designates "Ammunition, Air,

Missile." These subclassifications may be found in use by unified and specified commands or b

the other services. The Marine Corps, however, does not intend to use materiel category
designator subclassifications with a major classification unless they are specifically linked

with one of the other major classifications above. Permissive coding does allow the services
to Idd subclassifications, if they are required, for materiel use only.

2/ Includes power generators, construction, barrier, bridging, firefighting, petroleum and

mapping equipment.

3/ Includes gratuitous health and welfare items.

4/ Commercial vehicles used in administrative motor pools.

5/ Includes bearings, block and tackle, cable, chain, wire rope, screws, bolts, studs, steel
rods, plates and bars.

Fig. 1-2. Ten classes of supply and their subclassescent'd.
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30.3h

WAREHOUSING OPERATIONS

Lesson 1

Introduction

STUDY ASSIGNMENT: Information for MCI Students.
rourso Introduction.
MCI 30.314 Warehousing Operations, chap 1.

LESSON OBJECTIVE: Successful completion of this lesson, combined with on-the-job experience,
will enable you to identify the various supply sources, the supply distribu-
tion system, sources of warehousing information, and the classes of supply.

WRITTEN ASSIGNMENT:

A. Multiple Chain: Select the ONE answer which BEST completes the statement or answers the
question. After the corresponding number on the answer sheet, blacken the appropriate
circle.

Value: 1 point each

1. MUMMS is composed of subsystems.

a. 9 c. 15

b. 12 d. 16

2. As a warehouseman, you are primarily concerned with which phase of the supply cycle?

a. Preservation c. Procurement
b. Determination of requirements J. Distribution

3. Which system encompasses all action required for the acquisition, availability, and
disposal of materiel assets of the Marine Corps?

a. MOW& c. Distribution
b. Direct support stock control d. AUTDDIN

4. Where is the Inventory Control Point for the Marine tarps located?

a. ACLB, Albany, Ga.
b. MCLB, Barstow, Ca.

c. Headquarters Marine Corps
d. MCDEC, Quantico, Va.

S. Responsiveness is the keynote to MUMPS and is accomplished through the use of

a. AUTODIN. c. the ICP.
b. AUTOVON. d. the MeLBss.

6. Which organization has an additional responsibility of functioning as s major mainte-
nance and repair facility?

a. MCDEC, Quantico, Va. c. NCB, Comp Pendleton, Calif.
b. NCB, Camp Lejeune, N. C. d. MCLB, Albany, Ga.

lsn 1; p. 1 21



7. Which activity has the primary mission of providing suained logistical support to a
division/wing air-ground task force?

a. force service support group c. Base materiel battalion
b. SASSY management unit d. Direct support stock control

8. Which organization has supply functions similar to those of a SASSY management unit?

a. force service support group c. Marine wing %u port group
b. Marine Corps Logistic Base d. Base materiel battalion

9. What is the primary mission of the SASSY management unit of a Marine division?

a. Combat supply and storage support
b. Receipt, storing, maintaining, and issue of supplies to FMF using units
c. Tactical and logistical support
d. Overhaul, repair, and issue of reparable items

10. Which organization serves as a retail outlet for customers at post and station
activities?

a. SASSY management unit c. Force service support group
b. Battalion supply d. Direct support stock control

11. To support operating groups in tactical situations the MWSG is responsible for
maintaining a backup of supplies and uquipmen4.

a. 50-day
b. 30-day
c. 70-day
d. 60-day

12. How many chapters does DOD 4145.19R-1 contain?

a. 6 c. 7

b. 5 d. 8

13. DOD 4145.19R-1 contains appendices.

a. 5 c. 3

b. 4 d. 6

14. Which is one of the two HCO's used for instruction in preservation, packaging, and
packing of military supplies and equipment?

a. HCO P4400.76 c. MD P4030.31
b. HCO P4400.75: d. NCO P4400.15:

15. Which Joint service publication is the basic warehousing text for the entire Department
of Defense?

a. DOD 4145.19-R-1
b. HCO P4400.75

16. Which manual should
age and shipment?

c. NavSandA Manual
d. Armed Services Procurement Regulation

be used for instruction in marking supplies and equipment for stor-

a. HCO P4400.75 c. ASPR
b. HCO P4400.70-

30.3
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17. Which items are classified as class II supplies?

a. Subsistence c. Ammunition
b. Clothing d. Repair parts

IS. at type of items should you expect to receive in a shipment of class V supply?

a. Petroleum c. Pamunition
b. Subsistence d. Construction material

19.

20.

Rations for troops in flight would be classed

a. I-A. c. III-A.
b. I-C. d. III-N.

Repair parts for tactical vehicles are classed

a. II-N. c. IX-X.
b. IX-B. d. X.

21, Mat type of items would you receive in a shipment of class IC supplies?

a. Air (inflight) rations c. Nonrefrigrrated subsistence
b. Refrigerated subsistence d. Carina rations

Note: Questions 22 to 29 require you to identify the class (a-e below) to which each
supply item belongs.

22. Combat rations a.
b.

Class I
Class II

23. Tentage c.
d.

Class III
Class V

24. Handtools e. Class VIII

25. Lubricants

2'. Chemical munition

27. Compressed gases

26. Medical material

29. Organ izational tool k its

Total Points: 29
fp * *

30.3
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Chapter 2

STORAGE SPACE

Section 1. THE STORAGE LAYOUT

2-1. INTROOWTION

There are two basic types of storage facilities; covered storage space and open storage
space. Covered storage space is storage space within any roofed structure. Within this
category are a variety of structure types. These are:

General-Purpose Warehouse

Controlled Humidity Warehouse

Refrigerated Warehouse

Flammable Storage Warehouse

Shed

Transitory Shelter

Above Ground Magazine

Earth Covered Magazine

Dry Tank

Open storage space is an improved or unimproved open area designated for storage
purposes. The open improved storage space is an area which has been graded and surfaced with
concrete, tar or asphalt, crushed stone or gravel, or other suitable topping. The unimproved
storage space is a designated area for storage which is unsurfaced.

No matter which type of storage facility that is used, efficient operations depend mostly
upon the fullest u$e of space with minimum operating cost for materials handling and other
procedures for the storage of material. This can be obtained only by planning of storage
space.

2-2. FACTORS OF LAYOUT

a. Similarit . Primarily, items are stored by class; within classes, items may be stored
by category o ma e storage and issue easier. The first use of storage space for specific
items will be by class grouping. Example: As far as possible, all items in class 2010 will
be stored in one area.

b. Popularity. Activity or turnover is the first factor to be considered in determining
storage location Tor material. Stocks that move daily should be stored nearest the shipping
area, as should the bin stocks. Items with the slowest movement should be located fethest
from the working area. Figure 2-1 illustrates the proper storage layout by popularity.

$HIYPING ACTIVITY .

1111km
sHippING ACTIVITY

say

Fig 7-l. Storage of stocks by popularity.

?-1
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c. Size. The ever-changing levee of quantities on hand makes it essential that storage
be by cub-re-size rather than numerical sequence. The size of an individual item affects not
only the amount of storage space which will be allotted to a class iwt will also bP considered
in the location of that class within the storage area. The size 1 an item will determine the
type of storage aid required for its storage. Within the various activity areas for fast,
medium, and slow-moving stock, provisions must be made to store items of different cubic size.

d. Characteristics. No special handling or storage methods are required for most items
of generaT supply; only if their similarity, popularity, or size must be considered will they
require special handling or storage. However, there are some items which do require special
handling. Consideration must be given to the special handl+ng and storage of all such
materials in planning the layout of storage areas. Figures 2-2 and 2-3 illustrate two sample
laouts for storage that can b0 used. It is up to you as the warehouseman to determine how
you can best utilize the storage layout in accordance with similarity, popularity, size, and

other characteristics.
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Fig 2-2. Sample shed layout.
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Fig 2-3. Sample storage layout for open area.
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2-3. PLANNING OF STORAGE AREAS

a. Background. From time to time it is necessary to rewarehouse supplies either to
comply with Millie Corps directives or because of local circumstances. Such rewareho'ising may
be accomplished by moving stock to new locations and storage areas or by a oasis: repositioning
of material. These methods should not be used unless the benefits derived will offset the
expense of the movement. whichever method is emplqyed, the supervisor should know how much
space will be required 4n the storage area to which the supplies are to be moved.

b. Retail-bin store e. In planning of storage areas, it is important to know the spree
size reqiiii-emitti-e or s a dard space. in bin storage. Space may be occupied by shelf boxes,
loose material, or individually boxed materials. Space size requirements for bin storage are
shown in figure 2-4 and defined below.

/OE frt!t:: :

0 "trial*: iiiiciii

......

NOTE

The shelf box arrangements shown above are
examples only some of the layouts that
can be used. The number of SVAll or large
boxes or whole shelves to be used depends
upon the physical characteristics and
volume of bin stocks to be stored.

The main principles to be followed are:

1. Use shelf boxes extensively for ease of
inventory and stock relocation.

. Small lots in the center so that the
majority of items are in chest high
position for easy picking.

. Heavy, large items toward the bottom
with most inactive on lowest shelves.

. Light, large items toward the top with
most inative on highest shelves.,.

Fig 2-4. Typical bin shelf boy arrangement.

2-3
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Space

size
Number of large shelf boxes or inserts

required

1 1

1 2

3 3

3X 0 (comprises one complete shelf space)
4 4

S 5

6 6 (3 each or 2 shelves)
5X 0 (comprises two complete shelf spaces)
12 1 (1-compartment shelf box)
24 1 (one compartment of a 2-compartment

shelf box)

The standard small 1 and 2-compartment shelf boxes are 4 1/2 inches high, 5 1/2 inches wide,
and 1 foot 5 inches in length. The standard 1.41a 1-compartment steel shelf box is 10 3/8
inches high, 11 1/4 inches wide. and 17 1/2 inches in length. The standard large corrugated
shelf box is 8 inches high, 10 inches wide, and 15 inches in length. Smaller items are stored
in small 1 or 2-compartment shelf boxes which fit 12 to the shelf.

2-4. LOCATION NUMBERING SYSTEM

a. Introduction to the location numbering sptem. To meet the requirements of MUMMS and
its subsystem ISOWASP, this numbering system was oviToped to simplify the routing and control
of material in a mechanized handling system. This system is thoroughly responsive to
mechanized materials handling; it meets every requirement of SOMAS'', supports improved space
management, and reduces stock selection time through introduction of a more efficient
stock-picking pattern. A typical stock location number (A 22 44 17 AC) is shown in figure
2-5. Me will study each part of this number in the following subparagraphs. Each position is
either alpha (consisting of a letter of the alphabet) or numeric (consisting of a number).

MULTISTORIED
WAREHOUSE

PAP TIAL

WAREHOUSE

Fig 2-5. Area.

b. Area. The first digit of the location number is alpha (alphabetic) and has the
capacity-Todesignate 26 separate storage areas within a depot (fig 2-5). An area may consist
of a group of buildings within a complex, an open storage area, a single building, a warehouse
or shed, or parr of a structure, such as floor.

2-4
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c. Station. Figure 2-6 indicates the second and third digits of the location number
which are numeric and have the capacity to designate 99 separate stations within an area. A
station number may be used to identify stock picking stations, stations for receipt of
materiel for stowing, packing stations, floors of a building, sections of a warehluse, a
building within an area, collection or assembly stations, or drop-off stations.

Fig 2-6. Station.

d. Aisle or row. The fourth and fifth digits are numeric and are used to designate up to
99 aisles. Mira- ire numbered independently within each station starting with the number 01
up to but not exceeding 99. This independent numbering system permits a continuous flow
pattern from station to station during storage or picking of supplies (fig 2-7).

Ark 1..

qt

=1M1.1,

LOCATION A 22 17 AC

Fig 2-7. Aisles.

2-5
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e. Segment. figure 2 -8 shoots the sixth and seventh digits which are numeric and provide
the capacity to subdivide each aisle or row into 94 segments. It can identify a short-lot
storage area, stack, rack, bin, or a portion of a rack or hin. A point to remember is that
the odd numhers are on the left and the even numbers are on the right of the aisle or row
(based on directions of flow as related to transportation or main aisles).

Fig 2 -8. Segment.

f. Level. The level as shown in figure 2-4 is the eighth digit and is alpha
(alphabeTIFT: It is used to designate the level of storage, such as bin or rack shelf within
a segment. The use of an alpha character in this position provides a capacity to identify 2R
levels within each segment. When nonapplicable, such as in bulk storage, the letter A Is
always assigned.

LOCATION A 22 44 1

Fig 2-9. Level.

2 -c
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g. Compartment. Figure 2-10 shows the ninth and last digit of the numbering system which
is alpha (alphabetic) and is used to designate a compartment which is a subdivision of th
level within the segment and provides a capacity to identify 26 compartments within the
level. When a compartment is nonapplicable, such as in bulk storage, the letter A is always
assigned.

LOCATION: A 22 44 17 A

Fig 2-10. Compartment.

Section II. SPACE REQUIREMENT FACTORS

2-5. CONSIDERATIONS IN SPACE REQUIREMENT COMPUTATIONS

There are many factors which must be considered in developing a procedure for computing
storage-space requirements.

a. Quantity of inventory. Although many other elements apply in computing space
requirements, the quantity (item count) of the inventory to be stored remains the most
important consideration.

b. Characteristics of storage facility. Since storage space deals with vertical and
horizontiraiiinsions,-fielity ChafietiFfitics must be closely appraised. Space computations
are predicated on the quantity of inventory that can be stored within a given area; therefore,
limitations such as floor capacity, structural clearances, etc., must be considered.

c. Equioment capabilities. Regardless of the potential storage height within a warehouse
and the capacity. these faclofs would be of little value unless equipment capabilities are in
balance with the overall potential in vertical space utilization. Therefore, equipment
capabilities are important factors to be considered for vertical space utilization.

d. Commodity characteristics. The maximum stacking height potential cannot always be
realized sfnce the Characteristics of the material, or its packaging, may not permit stacking
to the height available.

e. Space allotted to other than inventory storage

(1) Storage support area. This space is allotted to functions which directly su,port
orage operations, i.e., offices, shipping, receiving, packing and crating,

preservation and packaging, inspection and identification, assembly, and box shop
space.

(2) Aisles. Any passageway within the storage area. This includes cross aisles, fire
aTil4i, and win aisles. Aisles are considered as space for storage operations.

(3) Structural toss. The amount of space not usable for storage because of
coistrdaT64;"subterranean or physical characteristics. Structural loss is
considered space for storage operations.



2-6. SQUARE, CUBE, AND WEIGHT rONPUIATIONS

To utilize storag, space most effectively, you must he able to compute square and cube
requirements and weight capacities of the storage area.

a. Square and cube computations.

(1) I .nding the square. To find the square of an item, use the formula: length (II x
width 1W) * square (S). The answer is normally expressed in square feet. The
square of an item tells you how much horizontal space the item occupies, but not
how much vefical space. When you use the formulaLxWeS, express hoth the
length and widtu in the same urit of measure, such as feet or inches. You cannot
multiply feet times inches and get the square of an item. The symbol I') when
used with a number indicates feet and (") indicates inches. Thus 5' equals six
feet and 6 " equals six inches.

(2) Examples of figuring square:

(a) A crate k 12' long x 8' wide x 6' high. Mow many square feet will it occupy'

12'

x8'

Ng sq ft (The height is not used for finding the square of an item.)

(b) A box is 2' long x 15" wide x 18" high. How many square feet of space will it
occupy? You cannot multiply 7' x 15" so either convert the feet to inches or
the 15 inches to feet, then multiply. It is faster to convert to feet hecause
when you get your answer, it will he in square feet. If you multiply inches,
you must then convert your answer to feet.

TWO METHODS TO OBTAIN SNARE FEET: First convert 15s to feet ; 15" is equal to
1.25 feet as well as 1 1/12 ' * 1 1/1A

1.P5' W
x 2'

/7674 ft

11 x 1 1/4'

1/1 x 6/A * P 1/9 sq ft

(c) How many square feet of space does the shaded area occupy' (each grid is 5,"
square.) It Is 7 grids wide and 4 grids long or 104" W x 'OR" L. Thus it is
8'8" W x 17' 4" L. (8'-8" 11.671 or 8'4" P/111.

17.33' L R 7/3 x 17 1/1 s

x8.67' W

10398

17117--- or 94 x 67 * II" . 160 //a sq ft

13864
13o.7611 or 150.3 sq ft

(3) Finding the cuhe. To find the cube of an item, use the fornaiat length fL) x
Width IV) x height (H) * cube. The answer is normally expressed in cubic feet.
The cube of an item will give you a 3- dimensional picture by telling the amount of
floor and air space that an item will require. When figuring cube, you must
express the length, width, and height in the same unit of measure, such as feet or
inches. .It is faster to figure by feet.



(4) Examples of figuring cube:

(a) A crate is I?' long x 8' wide x 6' high. How many cubic feet of space will
this crate occupy?

I?' L
x8' W
I'"sq ft
x6' H

137 g-cu ft of space occupied by the crate.

lb) A box is 2' long x 15" wide x 18" high. How many cubic feet of space will
this box occupy? (To convert 15" to feet you divide by 17 m 14 = 1.25%)

7Y

1.25' W
x2' L

7:0sq f.
x14'

250
Tom"

2, x 1 1/4' x 1 1/?'

2x5x3s10 13/4 cu ft
T T 7 -7

(c) In the problem in (2) (c) above, you found the square feet of two rows, each
four grids in depth. It was 160.1 square feet. If you can stack to 16 feet
in height, what is the cube of these two rows?

150.3 sq ft
x14' H

WOW-
1503

3. 8 cu ft of space

b. Weight computations.

(1) Floor load capacity. This should never be exceeded because of possible damage to
the structure and to the supplies stored therein. In most of our modern
warehouses, weight will not usually be a limiting factor; however, the supervisor
Should always consider this factor. The floor load capacity is expressed in
pounds per square foot. To find out how much an area will support, find the
square feet of the area and multiply it by the floor load rating. A good formula
to remember is S x R = C (square x rating = capacity).

( ?) Example of weight computations.

(a) In the problem in paragraph 2-6a (2)(c), the two rows occupy 140.1 square feet
of space. If the floor load capacity is 600 pounds per square foot, how much
weight can he placed in this area?

150.3 sq ft

x600 pounds per square foot rating
(10,711Q.0 pounds can he placed in these two rows.

If you have found that an incoming item will fit in these rows so far as cuhe
is concerned, check the weight of the shipment and compare with the capacity
of the area as found above.

(b) You want to stack A unit loads into one pallet column. Foch unit load weighs
3,Q80 pounds and is 4' L x 4' W. The floor load capacity is 400 pounds per
square foot. Would the floor toad capacity he exceeded by this pallet column'

3080 pounds per unit load
x4 unit loads

irm, pounds, weight of proposed pallet column

4' length of unit load
x4' width of unit load
In square feet occupied by pallet column

16 sq ft occupied by pallet column
x400 pounds capacity per sq ft

qraa pounds, amount of weight this floor area will support



In this case the column would weigh 15,920 pounds while the floor will support

only 9,600 pounds. Thus, all the vertical space cannot be utilized
because of weight restrictions. There will have to be two pallet columns,

each 2-unit loads high.

2-7. DEVELOPMENT OF DATA FOR USE IN SPACE REQUIREMENT COMPUTATIONS

Storage space includes vertical as well as horizontal area; therefore, in computing
space requirements you should use the cubic foot rather than the square foot as a primary
conversion factor in reling material to space. The following will apply in developing data
to support space requirement computations.

a. Average stackingheiskts. The characteristics of storage warehouses influence the
heights to h cTi aietertals may-be stacked. The composition of on-hand materials normally vary
from warehouse to warehouse with resultant effects on average stacking heights; therefore, it
is necessary for each warehouse to compute independent data which reflect average stacking
height of material. In order to obtain proper stacking height, selected categories of items
should be grouped into separate groups to determine the average height of each category. The
material may not be stacked to the potential height of the storage area. For instance, if i.a
average stacking height of each category is 10 feet but the storage area is constructed to
allow stacks 14 feet in height, the additional 4 feet of space is considered to be potential

storage height. In establishing material stacking heights, you should consider the height to
which supplies are capable of being stored in accordance with prOper warehousing practices.
Once you have determined the material stacking heights, it is a simple matter to compute the
space required if the material is to be stacked to the potential storage height.

b. Square foOt computation. After developing the stacking height data, you should
reconcile such information with the amount of floor area (square footage) that is currently
utilized in stowing material. If allowable vertical potential is not fully occupied, make
sure to identify the current excessive occupancy of floor area in order to reflect the actual
net square feet of storage space required to store material. Where possible, rearrange and
extend the height of stacking so as to bring the actual storage in balance with the potential
and equalize the amount of net square feet of space required with the amount of net square
feet actually occupied.

c. Example _problem. A survey has indicated that a certain material is capable of being
stacked to an average height of 14 feet. Facility characteristics will allow this potential
without exception. The survey also disclosed that materials currently occupy 218,000 square
feet of floor area; however, the stacking height to which material is actually stored averages
only 12 feet. How many square feet are required to store the material at the potential
storage height of 14' (figs 2-11 and 2-12)?

Part A: P Potential storage height
A s Actual storage height
E # Space occupancy effeciveness

Part B: S s Square feet occupied by material
E s Space occupancy effectiveness
R s Square feet required to store material

VERTICAL SPACE OCCUPANCY EFFECTIVENESS - USE PART A ABOVE:

A s E 120 s .86' is 86% E
T4

To determine sq. ft. required to store material at the potential height of 14' use
Part B above:

SmEsR or 218,000 sq. ft.x.86s187,480 sq. ft. required.

d. Therefore, a savings in sq. ft. of 30,520 sq. ft. of space is possible by stacking to
14' vice 12'. (218,000 at 12' and 187,480 at 14').
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Fig 2-11. Vertical space occupancy effectiveness, 1?/14 86%.
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Fig 2-12. Actual feet required to store material
218,000 x .86 = 187,480.

Section III. SPACE CONTROL AND REPORTING

2-8. STORAGE AND WAREHOUSE FACILITIES

Although it is the policy of the Marine Corps to obtain the maximum use of the storage
areas and warehouses at its disposal, there are times when existing facilities are
inadequate. For this reason, Marine Corps Order P4450.7 was published to provide instruction
on methods of acquisition of facilities.

2-9. SPACE CONTROL

a. Introduction. Determination of space requirements can he defined as "finding out how
much spaorieceye." Space control can best be described as "effective use of available
storage areas.' In other words, once storage space is availahle, controls should he
established to prevent wasted areas. A successful storage operation depends on adequate
Storage space and facilities, competent personnel to operate and administer them, and the
proper equipment to handle and More the supplits therein. Of these factors, attention is
dimted firSt to space. The availability of steage space is limited and sometimes
critical. It cannot e had just for the asking but is obtained by allocation from higher
authority on the basis of need. The proper allocation of space requires careful planning. To
be effective, planning in turn requires close control and accurate uniform reporting of
space. The importance of space control cannot be overemphasized. The use of a pianograph is
an excellent tool for maintaining space control. It enables storage personnel to plan for the
effective utilization of space within the storage area itself. A complete and currently
maintained planograph portrays the actual manner in which the gross storage space within a
warehouse, shed, or open area is used.

b. Basic drawing of the planograph. ite planogrpah is nothing more than a floor plan
Which ouTTInes the entire warehouse, shed, floor of a multiple story warehouse, or other area
scaled to one-sixteenth inch per square foot of floor space. A good planograph should show
the following:
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(1) the actual layout of space, including offices, heads, boiler rooms, doors,

assembly areas, firewalls, columns (posts), aisles, rows, and storage blocks. The
square feet of space used for storage and working aisles should be shown to aid in
space planning and materials handling operations.

(2) Floor uarkings which designate aisles ond rows are entered in the legend.

(3) The stock location code (area) should be indicated in the legend of the planograph.

(41 the planograph scale (1/16" l' is common) should appear in the legend.

(5) Stacking heights permitted should be indicated in the legend.

(6) The floor load rating should be indicated in the legend.

(7) Door numbers should be shown, and the legend should indicate the width and height
of the doors.

(8) Direction of stock picking. (Arrows may be used to indicate direction.)

c. The planograph overly . If the planograph contains the information listed above, it
is ready for use by the ware ousing supervisor in maintaining control of the space for which
he is responsible. Before the planograph is used, it should be covered with acetate so that
markings may be made with a grease pencil, thus permitting removal of information which has
served its purpose. The following information should be included on the acetate overlay of
the planograph.

(1) Show vacant space by shaded areas. By this method, you can readily determine
where incoming supplies may be stored and inform the warehouse manager that vacant
space is available. You may also mark to show where the various Federal supply
groups and condition code items are stored.

(2) To illustrate pallet racks and bin sections, you may mark to show the number of
openings available on a location or in a row. The overlay shows day-to-day
changes in available space.

(3) By using colored grease pencils, you can show such potential vacant space as
partially emptied rows or full statking heights not utilized. With this
information, you know where additional space can be recovered in an emergency and
where stock may be repositioned during slack periods.

d. Storage space status re ort. A storage space status report must be prepared
periodiciTTY for each section o e warehouse or storage area. When these reports are
received in the office of the storage manager, they are filed in building number sequence.
This report not only shows vacant and occupied space but also shows potential vacant space.
The manager should analyze this report thoroughly. When the potential vacant space reaches
5%, it warra7ts serious consideration, and action should be taken to reclaim this space as
quickly as possible. Now let's take a look at the types of space and the meaning of each:

(1) Actual vacant space. This is usable space which is not occupied by material or
storage bins and racks.

(2) Potential vacant space. Net usable space which is temporarily not available for
storage because of repair or alteration to the storage area or space that can be
made available by rewarehousing, elimination of honeycombing or utlization of
maximum heights in stacking. There are three types of potential vacant space:

(a) Type A. In most instances this type of space loss is due to short spaces in
front of statics or in the middle of stacks. This space can be reclaimed and
must be reported as type A potential vacant space.

(b) Type B. Type B potential vacant space is caused by low stacking of

040Tals. If materials can be stacked to a height of 15 feet and they are
stacked to only 12 feet, the space on top is type B vacant space.

(c) Type C. Type C potential vacant space is space that is temporarily
unavailable because of repairs to the storage area.

(3) Occupied 100%. There may be cases where you will have lots of space between the
top driffai and the ceiling but due to the load limit of the floor, you cannot
place any more material on these stacks. In these instances, regardless of the
vacant space on top of the stacks, this is considered as 100% occupied. Figures

2-13 through 2-16 illustrate the types of vacant space you will encounter as a
warehousemen.
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POTENTIAL VACANT

Type A - Short Spaces in From; of Stacks
In most instances this type

of space loss--short spaces
in front of stacks--can be I

avoided by following good
sZoek picking practices. In
some instances the con-
dition may be unavoidable.
In either case the apace that
might be reclaimed is re-
ported as POTENTIAL
VACANT--no matter what
the cause or explanation.

4_11_ 1 1
_1_1 1 1

!=l0IE"."

1

.

01.

Hue are itons (atnallarnis SIMMI111'
dos) which must be staffed by lot num-
km, thus causing short spaces in front
of stacks. POTENTIAL VACANT
melts.

Generally speaking, warehousing
practice thu loose short apical in tha
midst of stack is not good warehous-
ing Bit good Or bad, eroidsblo or un-
avoidai.le. such spaces are reported as
POTENTIAL VACANT. Fifty par-
cent of thornier row in the photograph

NI is occupied; accordingly the ma is PO-
TENTIAL VACANT (TYPE A).

111101
POTENTIAL
VACANT

Fig P-11. 'ype A potential vacant space.
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POTENTIAL VACANT

These reels could have been stacked
ens pallet higher with a resultant sav-
ing of apace amounting to 95 percent
(TYPE B).

Another subject for "Mental Rewarehousing"

As a pretties' matter it is desirable to supple-
ment *mantel rewarehousing" - ith paper com-
putations. Suppose you have a ',Nation like
that shown above. As noted in the caption,
another tier could be stacked above the three
already in plate.

By simple inspection we can see that one.

fourth, or 25 percent, of the available height
is not utilized. This means that 25 percent of
the done apace occupied by this stack could be
saved by rewarehouoing; hence if the stack oc-
cupies 1,300 square feet of floor space, then 95
percent or 100 square feet would be reported
as POTENTIAL VACANT.

STORAGE SPACE IS CRITICAL.
IIss it wisely. Report it accurately.
especially take action to recover
POTENTIAL. VACANT. This is
*found" space. Don't overlook it.

Fig 7-14. Type a potential vacant space.
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Type C-Space Temporarily Unavailable

M.

This is an example of warehouse
spores undergoing reconstruction
become original construction

I proved unsafe (weak suiporting
pillars). Not only the space oc-
cupied by the scaffolding but the
wetting space required by the
construction crew is tempormily
unavailable for storage, therefore
POTENTIAL VACANT
(TYPE C). Note that when

! supplies are removed from an
; . use booms of conditions requir-

ing repair or alteration, such
; space is reported as ?OM-

- TIAL VACANT, even though
moonstruceion has not yet ages.

Fig 2-15. Tape C potential vacant space.

WO%
OCCUPIED

These are batteries stacked to
the limit of permissible door
load (second door, multistory
warehouse) ; hence the space
occupied is 100 percent °CCU.
PIED. Frequently, more so-
nomical stacking of such iteme
can be attained by placing them
on the ground door where the
permissible floor load is greater.
But this fact does not change the
Statue, for reporting purposes,
of a stack skied in existence.

Fig 7-16. Storage height with consideration of
floor load limitations.
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?-1O. SPACE REPORTING

a. furpost. The storage space utilization and occupancy reports prepared by marine
activities serve as a basis for planning space requirements to meet both current an" future
needs. These reports also serve as justification for requests in appropriation increases for
construction of additional warehouses.

b. Measuring warehouse space. Before you can report space, you must know how to measure
the storage warehouse or area.-7rigure 2-17 illustrates the types of buildings and how to
measure the gross space storage area.

You measure all these structures by tak-
ing inside dimensions. The width in feet

is multiplied by the length in feet and the
result is the squarefoot area, or TOTAL.
G11014.4 STORAGE AREA. This is less

than the outside dimensions by the thick-
ness of the walls. You don't pay any at-
tent ion to inside the walls, passageways,
ramp., stair wells, or such matters. !low-

ever

DO

IF YOU HAVE A

BUILDING LIKE THIS
In which there is a cutback in the walls
you measure the cutback and exclude it
from TOT A I. GROSS STORAGE
AREA.

OR LIKE THIS
in which there is a tower for aces, or any
portion not designed for storage (though
in a storage building) you exclude it from

TOTAL GROSS STORAGE AREA.
However, if this tower had been designed

for storage and later converted to storage
aloes, you would include it in TOTAL
GROSS STORAGE AREA. Even if it
was not designed for storage but is used

for that purpose you report it during the
period of use.

Fig ?-17. Measuring gross storage area.

c. Net stora e s ace. You have measured the warehouse and have the total gross storage
area. Now you must compute the net storage space. Figure %IA gives you an example of how
you can compute the net storage space.
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StONAGE
OPERATIONS

OFFICES

GROSS
SPACE

IN

SUPPORT
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FUNCTIONS

OTHER

GROSS
SPACE
FOR
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STRUCTURAL
LOSS

11110
ABLE
SPACE

Fig 7-111. Computing net storage space.

As explained above, gross space for storage operations less gross space used in
support of storage functions equals gross space for storage. By deducting structural
loss and aisle space from the gross space for storage, we obtain the net storage
space. By deducting the net vacant space from the net storage space we obtain the net
occupied space.

1-17
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d. Supply Facility Management Report. Supply facility management reporting, requirements
planning, andracquisition Justin-cat-Wire reported to the naval Supply Systems Command
(NAVSUP) using the Navy Format/Worksheet DD Form 805 (fig 2-20). In addition to the Navy
Format/Worksheet 00 Form 805, each reporting activity must provide one set of punched cards to
accompany each report. The punched cards are prepared using the format shown in figures 2-21
and 2-22.

(1) Reporting RequIrements. Marine Coprs "Air Support" shore activities and Marine
Corps "Ground uppon7 activities having 20,600 gross square feet or more of
general and/or ammunition supply facilities are required to submit the report
semi-annually. Reports are submitted to HQHC (LHH-2) by 15 June and 15 December
of each year Reports are reviewed and forwarded to RAVSUP no later than 10 days
after 30 June and 31 December of each year. Adherence to this schedule is
critical in order to meet NAVSUP Automated Oata Processing (ADP) schedules and DOD
report submisOon requirements. The submission of this report by *Air Support*
and "Ground Support* activities is explained Jr HCO P4450.7_.

(2) Newly activated activities or activities acquiring a total of 20,000 gross square
feet or more should commence semi-annual reporting as of 30 June or 31 December
following such activation and/or acquisition.

(3) After submission of initial reports, reporting activities submit change data only
as the NAVSUP ADP operation retains the latest prior data submissions or magnetic
tape.

(4) Initial data and change data should only be entered in clear (unshaded or
non-cross hatched) data blocks of the Navy Format/Worksheet DD Form 805. The
NAVSUP computer will automatically compute and print data, as appropriate, in both
clear and shaded blocks. No data should be entered or printed in cross-hatched

Noce: Cate on lines preceded by an astrisk (*) should be representative of ratios
whose units of measure are define by the printed scription of such lines
except that data on lines 10d ( 6 ) and lid ( 4 ) should be
representative of feet. Data on a 1 other lines s ould be reported and
printed to the nearest thousand square feet, cubic feet or measurement tons of
material in store. For example, a value of 1499 should be reported as 1 and a
value of 1500 should be reported as 2.

e. Preparation of Navy Format/Worksheet OD Form 805. Following are detailed instructions
in the preparation of the report. (Refer to foldout 2-20 on page 2-24 while reading
the following instructions)

(1) Header section.

(1) fi. Insert the last two digits of the fisca' year being reported.

(i) qr. Insert quarter being reported, i.e., 1 for December and 3 for June.

(3) UIC. Enter UIC of activity reporting from Chapter 5, Volume 2 of the NAVCOMPT
194-Tial.

(i) Suffix. Enter suffix cc: c,

(5) Name of Installation. In..ii 4

c, 0 ,0 ,

ese spaces.
0 , 0 1, .', '..

(2) Section A: Gross Storage Space - Squere Feet.

(D) Activities reporting for the first time will enter the words "NONE- INITIAL,
REPORT.° After initial report no entries are required as data entries will be
printed by the NAVSUP computer using prior data retained on magnetic tape.

(12) Enter the amount of reportable space at the activity. Be certain to use
in de dimensions associated with outside dimensions reported on line 2a

). totals for each column must be supported by gross square feet (gsf)
d reported en Storage Unit Reports (NAVSUP form 605).

ODEnter the amount of oulAide square feet applicable to the gross square feet
reported on line 2 ( qlp ).

he activity.

Avity type/name.

ink. NAVSUP will insert required data in

2-18
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Enter any amounts of space representing supply facilities being furnished hy
other Navy or DOD activities, by other Government agencies, or secured from
private enterprise through *ingrant" agreements or ode.* the DOD Commercial
Warehouse Service Plan.

® Leave hlank. ADP operations apply.

C) Enter, as appropriate, the amount of gsf included in the following categories:

a. Space so deteriorated that it fails to provide a sufficiently protective
environment for the storage of material.

b. Space that !s unsafe for any storage purpose or operation.
c. Space that, because of its location, repreSents an unwarranted security

risk or its occupancy would be in violation of a local safety ordinance.

O Enter as appropriate any amount of gsf that is recoupable for supply
operations and has been inactivated, secured and placed in standby status.

ID Enter as appropriate any amount of gsf recoupable for supply operations that
has been outgranted (by license, permit, lease, host-tenant use agreement,
etc.) to non-DOD users for their operation.

e enter as appropriate any amount of gsf of supply facilities outgranted (by
license, permit, host-tenant use agreement, etc.) to other NavyfRarine Corps
or DOD users for their operation.

O Enter any portion of gsf reported on line 6 ( ) that has been outgranted
for operation by any Navy or Marine Corps activ y other than the reporting
activity.

Leave blank. ADP operations apply.

O Enter the amount of gsf assigned for accommodation storage of non-stock (non
supply system) material. Non-stock material 4s defined as material other than
that required to maintain supply system stock levels.

0 Leave blank. ADP operations apply.

Enter gsf amounts of internal structural loss as appropriate. In covered
storage areas, such items as rest rooms, columns, firewaIls, elevator shafts,
stairwells, ramps, steam pits, switch panels, loading wells, and door
clearances will be considered structural loss. In open improved storage
areas, such items as fire breaks, stream beds, railroad tracks, and clearance
for utility lines should be considered es structural loss.

e inter amounts of gsf used for aisles in storage areas as appropriate. Exclude
aisles in support areas.

® Leave hlahk. ADP operation; apply.

(3) Section R Net Storage Space.

Leave blank. ADP operations apply.

O Enter any amount of net square feet (PS) occupied oy erected bins.

(5 Enter any amount of HS occupied hy erected racks.

ID Enter the total amount of NS available for storage of material in hulk areas.

, 0 Leave blank. ADP operations apply.

Enter as appropriate in columns el through II', the value of tine ea t
(for each type of space) multiplied by the average clear stacking heigh (S141

within each type of spare at the activity.

® Enter as appropriate in columns Cl through ro, the value of line qb ( 13/ )
(for each type of space) multiplied by the average SI4 value or all rac areas
within each type of space at the activity. votal cubic feet (!:r) reported
under zolumns H and 1 will reflect actual occupancy hy erected racks including
any TrF capable of being occupied if material were to be /is stored on the top
shelf or structural levels thereof.



(E) Enter as appropriate in columns Cl through G2, the value of line 9c ( 11) )

(for each type of space) multiplied by the average SH value for all but areas
within each type of space at the activity. TCF reportable in column H will
be computed by assuming an average SH value of at least 10 feet.

Leave blank. AOP operations apply.

(E) Enter as appropriate the attainable cubic feet (ACE) in bin areas which is the
total cubic volume of erected bin structures. Such cubic volume is the
product of the outside dimension of the

4
nst i.e., length x width x height,

or alternately, the value of line 9a ( ) (for each type of space)
multiplied by the average height of bins n each type of space. Cubic volume
above bin structures will not be included.

(E) Enter as appropriate the ACF in/above racks which is the product of the racks'
outside dimensions, i.e., length x width x height. Cubic volume above the
racks will be included to the extent that use of such space is permitted by
safety limitations and the capacity of available materials handling equipment
(MHE).

E) Enter as appropriate the value of US in bulk areas reported on line 9c (q) )
(by type of space) multiplied by the stacking height permitted by safety
restrictions and floor load limitations attainable with available MHE and
storage aids. Cubic volume beyond the reach of available MHE lift heights and
floor load limitations will not be reported even though safety limitations or
permissable stacking heights have not been attain a. The cubic ea cities
reportable on this line, as well as lines lia ( cl, ) and lib ( ), are
limited to those attainable under present storage arrangements and chieved
with available equipment. The cubic capacity of ioproved open storage space
(column H) shall generally be computed by using an average stacking height of
10 feet except where local conditions and actual commodity characteristics
dictate a specific stacking height. The cubic capacity of unimproved open
spike (column I) will be that actually occupied and reported on lisle 13

((9 ), column I.

E) , E]) , ID Leave blank. ADP operations apply.

8 Enter as appropriate that portion of line 9c ( 3E0 ) that is occupied by
materiel in bulk areas.

E) Leave blank. ADP operations apply.

0 0
E) Enter as appropriate the ACF capacity of bin and rack compartment Shelves and

of lk space above N floor areas (as Indicated on lines lla ( ), lib

( ), and tic ( ), respectively) utilized partially or w oily by
Navy Marine Corps own materiel. The methodology for determining bin and
rack utilization/occupancy may comprise statistical sampling or may involve
maintenance of a simple record of available and occupied space.

(E) Leave blank. ADP operations apply.

0 Enter as appropriate the amounts of utilized/occupied ACF that are common or
cross-serviced for storage of other DOO material. Include ACF
utilized/occupied by household.goods (H14) and personal effects 'elonging to
military service personnel.

E) Enter as appropriate that portion of line 13b ( 4E0 ) that is common or
cross-serviced for storage of non-00D material. Include ACE utilized/occupied
by GSA National Stockpile Materiel.

Leave blank. AOP operations apply.

E) Enter an estimated value for the cubic feet of pure materiel (including
pallets on which materiel is stored in bulk old rack storage areas) that
gcupy one cubic foot of "adjusted ACE utilized" (as reported on line 13c (

). NAVSUPINST 4450.22 provides a table which may be used to arrive at the

estimated value.
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® through ® Leave blank. ADP operations apply.

Enter as appropriate the estimated portions of lines 9c (i9 ) and 14 (ID)
that are not obligated to any future requirements.

(j 6 e Leave blank. ADP operations apply.

@ through Ent as the estimatedigtions of line 15 ( ),

and lines la ( ), llb ( ), and lic ( ), respectively, th are

not obligated to any future req rements.

Leave blank. ADP operations apply.

0 1 through 69 Enter as appropriate estimated amounts of cubic space in
utilized A bin, rack, bulk storage arms, espectively within space

ported on line 13 ( ), and lines Ila ( ), llb ( ) and llc (

), respectively, tha can be recouped throw0 rewarehouslfig.

C1 Leave blank. ADP operations apply.

(4) Section C: First Year of 5 Year ACF Facility Requirements gnalysis.

0 Enter as appropriate those amounts of ACF required to satisfy obligated
requirements for the next fiscal year. Requirements for material currently
stored in unimproved storage space (column I), for which continued open
storage is adequate, will be included in column H. ACF values reported will
reflect TCF values computed by multiplying values of SH by values of KS
developed for and appearing on the activity's Basic Facility Requirements List
(BFRL) for each category code, groups of category codes, or basic categories
identified in column headings of this form.

q...'f) , © Leave blank. AOP operation: apply.

et Enter as appropriate the amoulits of ACF recoupable through activation of space
in standby (km cup ) and the retrieving of outgranted spacethe lin 4

rations existing between Ines 11 ( ("i ) and 7 ( cLp ) to yield a ratio of
(from lines 5 (9 and 6 ). These quantities will be adjusted by the

ACF per gsf.

® Enter amount of "Cube Loss" (the difference between lines
10 and 11 ) that can reasonably be recouped through rewarehousing
and/o the addition f new/additional MHE and associated storage aids.

8 Enter as appropriate any amounts of unusable space (from line 3 ) that

may be rendered usable by accomplishing major repair or modificat n. Su
gsf quan ies will be adjusted by the ratio existing between lines 11 ( )

and 7 ( ) to yield a ratio of ACF pers gsf. The repairs/modificatio
be report herein are those estimated to cost $506000 or more for each
structure or open storage area involved.

10 Enter as appropriate the ACF of space in need of replacement, the repair of
which is not economically justifiable and for which there is a continuing
requirement.

(5) Section D: Years 2 through 5 of Five Year ACF Facility Requirements Analysis.

Note: Data reported in columns entitled "Covered" will represent a summation of data
reported in (3), Section C, under columns Cl and 02.

® Ent

0
for each fiscal year projected summations of data reported on line 11

( ) that include any anticipated changes in the amounts of ACF available
as e result of on-going or anticipated program changes.

8 Enter for each fiscal year summary totals of data reported on line 19 ( (E) )

with amendments thereto to reflect on-going or anticipated program changes,
as appropriate.

0 Leave blank. AOP operations apply.

2-71
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eEnter for each fiscal year summary totals of data reported on line "0 ( 151 )
with ammendments thereto to reflect on-going or anticipated program chang ,

as appropriate.

0 Explain changes in amounts or es of covered space and open improved space
when the changes on line 2 ( ) of the prior 30 June report reflect
differences of 5,000 gsf or moilof covered space or T0,100 gsf or more of
open improved space. Wen the difference in covered space reflects a
diversion equal to or exceeding 40,000 gsf since the prior 30 June report*
cite the assistant Secretary of Defense -Installations and Logistics (ASO (1 A
I)) letter that authorized such diversion. The diversion must have been
processed via ?IAVSUP (Warehousing Branch) in consonance with paragraph 9 of
NAI(SUPINST 4450.'?. Additionally, differences of 5*000 gsf or acre in covered
storage space that reflect acquisition, transfer, reassignment or disposal of
General Supply Facilities will have been suhject to NAYSUP approvals
stipulated in NAVSUPINST 4440.21.

0 This "Certification" statement must he completed with the signature and title
of the individual responsible for preparation and submission of the
activity/site report.

CARD #1
(lines 1 through 22)

Header Title Col Char Fields Remarks

Report No. N I Always "L"

Date N 2 -3 Last two digits FY being reported

Freq N n Quarter heing reported, i.e., lellec;
31,June

Ulf: N 5.0 UIr and Suffix code of the reporting
activity/site

UIC SUFFIX A 10-11

Line No. A/N 12-15 Left justify. Leave unused spaces
blank, i.e., OP.; 1341

GenerAl Purpose cl N 16-19 Right justify. Each reported field
must be completely filled with numbers

Controlled Humidity C2 N PO - ?3 numbers and/or zeros. Do not punch
commas. When reducing a quantity

Flam/Hazardous C3 N 24 -26 to zero, fill entire field with zeros.

Special Operations C4 N 21-30

chill 01 N 31-11

Freeze OP N 14.16

Shed E N 11-n9

Igloo Fl N 40-41

Ahove Ground F2 N 44-41

Inert GI N AR-Al

Deep Freeze G? N 5,-64

Open Improved H N 4549

Open Unimproved I N AO.A4

Under no circumstances will cards or transmittal sheets he submitted for shaded blocks.

Fig P-21. Punched card instructions (card fl).
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CARD 12
(lines 23, 24 and 26)

Header Title Char Fields Remarks

Report No. N I Always "2°

Date N 2-3 Last two digits of FY being reported

Freq N 3 Quarter being reported, i.e., lpse/
3June

UIC N 5.9 UIC of reporting activity

UIC SUFFIX A 10.11 Suffix of site

Line No. 11 12-15

2nd FY N 16 Always "2"

Covered N 17-22 *Data for 2nd FY

Open N 23-28 *Data for 2nd FY

3rd FY N 29 Always "3"

Covered N 30-35 *Data for 3rd FY

Open N 36-41 *Data for 3rd FY

4th FY N 42 Always *4"

Covered N 43-48 *Data for 4th FY

Open A 49-54 Data for 4th FY

5th FY N 55 Always "5"

Covered N 56-61 *Data for 5th FY

Open N 62-67 *Data for 5th FY

* Right Justify. Each reported field must be completely filled with numbers and/or
zeros. Do not punch COMAS. When reducing a quantity to zero, fill entire field with
zeros.

Under no circumstances will cards or transmittal sheets be submitted for shaded blocks.

Fig 2-22. Punched card instructions (card M.

f. Storage Unit Report, NavSandA Form 605. The individual Storage Unit Report, NavSandA
Form 605, is a one-time or Change-in-snuffWI report. This reprrt is submitted AS an initial
report or when a change has occurred in a storage unit either by structural alteration or by
diversion of warehouse space to another use. When a change occurs in the structural
alteration of storage space, a revised NavSandA Form 605 must be submitted with the first DD
Form 8O5 submitted after such alteration of diversion. Figure 2-23 shows a completed NavUndA
Form 605.
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g. Preparation of NavSandA Form 605. Each warehouse, shed, and/or improved open storage

area plot is considered as one individual storage unit wnen the amount of gross space for
operations minus the total of the space used for other purposes equals more than 1800 sq ft.
For example: a warehouse 200' x 1025' has a gross area of 205,000 sq ft of storage space, of
which 209 sq ft are shown in the "Space Used for Other Purposes" as administrative and 209 sq
ft as office space, totaling 418 gross sq ft. Thus:

200' x 1025' 205,000 sq ft

Less 209' + 209' 418 sq ft
give gross space for storage operation Wang ft

The 'Type of Space" section will contain entries describing the space, and the
total of the figures shown in the column marked "Gross" will be 204,582 sq
ft. An igloo or magazine will be considered as an individual storage unit.
Unimproved open storage area plots will only be considered as individual
storage units when occupied. The following is a detailed instruction for
completing NavSandA Form 605.

Reporjaymbol (upper right-hand corner). Enter Marine Corps report symbol

0 Installation (name and location). Enter complete name of the Marine Corps
activity.

N.O. (naval district). Enter the appropriate naval district.

(2) Storage Unit No. Enter the official building number or open storage number of
the storage unit.

(2) Classification of Unit. Indicate here whether the unit is a warehouse,
nonwarehouse, or open improved area.

0 Location. Enter the word "Station."

0 Yr built. Enter the year in which construction was completed.

(2) Condition. Indicate here the condition of the unit, e.g., poor, 'air, good,
iFikiTTent.

(2) Foundation. Enter type of material used in construction of the foundation,
"Ws, concrete, steel, brick, or other as appropriate.

(2) Superstructure. Enter type of material used in construction, e.g., wood,
concrete, steel, brick, or other as appropriate.

(11 ) Floor. Enter type of material used in construction of floor, e.g., wood,
CREfete, asphalt, or other as appropriate.

(2) Roof. Enter type of material used in construction of roof, e.g., asbestos
inigling, composite strapping, or other as appropriate.

(E) Water Supply. Enter source from which water is obtained. If water is not

available, enter "None."

02) Type of Sprinkler System. Enter type of system and whether it is wet or dry.
If no sprinkler system is used, enter "None."

(E) Type of NeatinOlant. Enter type of heating plant utilized within the
storage unit and wiiiTher it is hot-air, steam, hot-water, or other.
Individual space heaters are not considered heating plants unless they provide
heat for the entire storage unit.

(2) Type of Electricity. Enter type of electricity by voltage, AC or AC, and the
number of cycles; Tor example, 120 to 220 volts, 60 cycles, AC.

(1i) Ownedby. Enter "Marine Corps owned.'

2-26
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IDimension (inside).

(a) For covered space, enter the inside measurements hetween exterior walls.
DO NOT deduct space for ffrewalls or other structural loss.

(b) For open improved space, enter overall measurements of the open space. PO

NOT deduct space for trackage or permanent roads.

Total Floor Area. Enter figure from Gross Space column below.

0 Floor. Enter the floor number.

0 Floor Load. Enter the authorized floor load capacity in pounds per square
na7-----

Gross S ace. Through utilization of internal measurements, enter the gross
square ee of space available for storage operations on each floor.

0 Ceiling Height. Enter the maximum ceiling height for each floor. For
buiPIngs with variable ceiling heights, enter each section separately.

0 Stacking Height. Enter the maximum height to which supplies may he stored,
compatible with fire regulations and good warehousing practices.

0 Space Used for Other Purposes. Under Purpose column, enter a brief specific
description of the function for 'ditch space is used; for example, office,
museum, classroom, armory, library, recreation room, and similar purposes.
Under Gross Square Feet column, enter the number of gross sq ft involved.

Gross Square Feet For Storage Operations. Enter the gross square feet of
space which is used Tor any operation concerning storage or storage support.
This figure should be reflected in, and equal to, the totals reported on DD
form 805, line 2, columns *b" through 'n.*

0 Type of space. Enter informition indicating that the type of space is
general, heavy-duty, heated, unheated, controlled humidity, chill, freeze,
fire lane, or other as appropriate. Enter the type of material used in the
surfacing of an open improved area.

eStationary Materiels Handling Equipment. Enter total number of units of
stationary materials handling equfpment located in each storage unit, by type

and operation.

(B1 Transportation Facilit1rs. Enter type of transportation facility availahIe or
the capacity,Wn,Ir loading levels of the *acility.



30.3h

WAREHOUSING OPERATIONS

Lesson 2

Storage Space

STUDY ASSIGNMENT: MCI 30.3h, Warehousing Operations, chap 2.

LESSON OBJECTIVE: I.14on successful completion of this lesson you will be able to identify
the location numbering used in warehousing; determine space
requirements by use of square, weight, and cube Computations; complete
forms used for space reporting; and identify types of vacant space en-
countered in space reporting.

WRITTEN ASSIGNMENT:

A. Multiple Choice: Select the ONE answer which BEST Completes the statement or answers the
question. After the corresponding number on the answer sheet, blacken the appropriate
circle.

Value: 1 point each

1. How many factors are there to be taken into consideration when planning a warehouse
storage layout?

a. I

b. 2

c. 3

d. 4

2. Hot: many standard small 1-compartment shelf boxes fit each shelf in bin storage?

a. 4 c. 12

b. 8 d. 16

3. The first character of the location numbering system designates the

a. area.
b. station.

c. aisle.
d. segment.

4. Which characters (circled in alternative4) in location A 22 44 17 BC designate
a station?

a. Adp 17 BC c. A 22 44 qic3)
b. A 4 17 BC d. A 22 44

S. :That formula is used for finding the square feet of an area?

a. Height x length c. Length x width x height
b. Length x width d. Height x width

6. How many square feet of space are needed to store a box that is B' long, 6' wide, and
11 high?

a. ?4

b. 3?

c. 48
d. 2PB

7. Your planoiraph shows a shaded area of 4 grids long and 4 grids wide. How many square
feet of space does the area represent? (Remember each grid is 52° square)

a. 150.3

b. .14.4).5

p. 1

c. 300.4
d. 300.9
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8. How many cubic feet of space are required to store four crates 48" x 600 x 60" ?

a. 266 c. 365
b. 320 d. 400

9. How many cubic feet of space are needed to store a box that is 4' Tong, 15* wide, and
18" high?

a. 5.0 c. 6.0
b. 5.5 d. 7.5

10. How much weight can be placed in a 175 sq ft area that has a 600 pound per sq ft load
capacity?

a. 105,0001bs
b. 105,2401bs

c. 105,6001bs
d. 105,6501bs

11. How many cubic feet of storage space are needed to store a crate that is 12' long, 8'
wide, and 6' high?

a. 48
b. 72

c. 96

d. 576

12. What is the space utilization effectiveness when materiel is stacked to a height of 9
feet and the allowable stacking height is 15 feet?

a. 1.6$
b. 54%

c. 60%
d. 90%

13. The materiel in question 12 occupies 126,000 sq ft of space. By rewarehousing these
supplies to utilize all vertical space, how much space will be required?

a. 65,000 sq ft c. 90,600 sq ft
b. 75,600 sq ft d. 113,400 sq ft

14. What Marine Cs*,is order was published to provide instructions on methods of acquisition
of facilities?

a. MCO P4449.7 c. MCO P4450.7
b. MCO P4455.1: d. MCO P4445.6:

15. Which information should be shown on the planograph?

a. Location of empty bins c. Location of individual items
b. Square feet of nonstorage space d. Actual layout of space

16. Which scale is most commonly used for the planograph?

a. 1/16" a c. 1/4" *

b. 1/16" * 2' d. 1/2* = 1'

17. Where should the floor load rating be entered on a planograph?

a. In each section c. Along each aisle
b. In the legend d. On the overlay

18. Which areas are indicated by shading on the planograph overlay?

a. Vacant storage c. Rack storage
b. Bin storage d. Box pallet

19. Supply Ferility Management Reports must reach HfMC (code LMM-2)

a. no later than 30 June and 31 December.
b. no later than 5 days after 30 June and 31 December.
c. 10 days prior to 30 June and 31 December.
d. no later than 15 June and 15 Oecember.

30.3
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20. Which situation causes type C potential vacant space?

a. Short spaces in front of stacks
b. Stacking to the floor load limit but not to height limit
c. Supplies removed for repairs to buildings
d. Low stacking leaving unfilled rows

21. Short vacant spaces in front of stacks is considered what kind of space?

a. Type A potential vacant c. Type B potential vacant
b. 100% occupied d. Type C potential vacant

22. If an item is stacked to the allowable floor load limit but to only 3/4 of the maximum
height, the space on top is considered

a. 90% occupied. c. 70% occupied.
b. 80% occupied. d. 100% occupied.

23. Which feature of a warehouse is not computed in the total gross storage area?

a. Firewalls c. Stairwells
b. Passageways d. Platforms

24. By deducting the structural loss and aisle space from the gross space for storage, you
obtain the

a. net storage space. c. net vacant space.
b. net space for storage operations. d. gross space for storage operations.

25. In measuring warehouse space, you measure the inside dimension and multiply the
length X width to obtain the gross

a. storage area.
b. space for storage operations. d. space for storage.

26. Which is one of the features considered as *gross space for storage operations* ?

a. Assembly c. Preservation and packaging
b. Packing and crating d. Structural loss

27. Action should be taken to reclaim the potential vacant space when that vacant space
reaches percent.

a. 2 c.

b. 3 d. 7

c. space for support of storage functions.

28. You have an area of 135,000 gross square feet of covered storage space. How often must
you submit a Supply Facility Management Report to the Naval Supply Systems Command?

a. Monthly c. Semiannually
b. Quarterly d. Annually

29. Which form is used as a one-time or change-in-situation report?

a. 00 Form 605 c.

b. DO Form 825 d.

30. Which form is used as a storage unit report?

a. DO Form 805 (Navy format/worksheet) c.

b. DD Form 825 d.

30.3
Ise 2; p. 3

NavSandA Form 605
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31. In preparing the Storage Unit Report, what dimensions are reported for open improved
space?

a. Overall dimensions of the open space
b. Overall dimensions minus railroad tracks
c. Overall dimensions minus permanent roads
d. Overall dimensions minus railroad tracks and service aisles

32. Which feature of a warehouse is indicated on NavSandA Form 605?

a. Floor load limit c. Size of door openings
b. Width of loading platforms d. Fire-resistance ratings of firewalls

33. Newly activated activities with more than 20,000 gross square feet commence supply
facility management reporting to Naval Supply Systems Commend

a. within 10 days after activation.
b. thirty days after date of activation.
c. fifteen days prior to effective date of activation.
d. as of 30 June or 31 December following activation.

34. Which report is the Navy format/worksheet for DO Form 805?

a. Supply Facility Management Report

b. Storage Unit Report
c. Warehouse Workload Summery
d. Storage Space Status Report

35. Storage space that is unsafe for any storage purpose or operation is reported on the
Navy format/worksheet DD Form 805 on line

a. 2. c. 6.

b. 3. d. 8a.

Note: Questions 36 to 41 pertain to the following situation:

SITUATION: Supplies of a particular category are stored within a 39' x 44' section.
3ITIWupcan be stored to 16' throughout. However, the average stacking height of
stored supplies is 13'. The supply items presently occupy 500 sq ft of space.

36. How many square feet of space is in this section?

a. 1716 c. 1661
b. 1706 d. 1500

37. How many cubic feet of storage space do the supplies occupy?

a. 17,160 c. 19,550
b. 19,500 d. 19,600

38. What percentage of space is effectively utilized?

a. 72% c. 78%
b. 75% d. 81%

30.3 54isn 7; p. 4



39. if these supplies were stored to maximum height, how many square feet of space would
be needed?

a. 1512

b. 1500

c. 1251

d. 1215

41. If the floor load rating is 500 pounds per sq ft, how many pounds of supplies can be
stored in this section? (Remember: room dimension - x 44'1

a. 85,800 c. 808,000
b. 800,000 d. 858,000

41. If supplies were stored to a height If 16 ft, how many cubic feet of material could be
stored in this section?

a. 27,45 c. 28,546

b. 27.664 d.,,29.645

Note: Questions 42 to 46 pertains to the following situation:

SITUATION: The warehouse section shown (in fig 1 below) is 200' long and 200' wide.
ereniiiiiiatwo aisles 12' wide and three rows 12' wide. The office space occupies an

area 36' by 48'.

42. The office space occupies

a. 1728 sq ft.

b. 6800 sq ft.
c. 10,784 sq ft.
d. 27,488 sq ft.

43. The aisles (including intersections)
occupy

a. 1760 sq ft.
b. 4800 sq ft.

c. 6800 sq ft.
d. 10,784 sq ft.

41. Including intersections, how many
square feet are occupied by the rows?

a. 1728 c. 4800

b. 3600 d. 7200
Note: Insure that you calculate the

square fcet of the Intersections
only once for questions 45 and 46.

45. The total amount of space (excluding intersections) occupied by
all aisles and rows is

4-

if 12.

Fig I

tr

a. 9,600 sq ft. c. 11,568 sq ft.
b. 11,136 sq ft. d. 12,000 sq ft.

46. The total amount of space ( excluding aisles, rows and office space) available for
storage is

a. 1728 sq ft. c. 12,864 sq ft.

b. 10,784 sq ft. d. 27,136 sq ft.

30.3
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Chapter 3

MATERIALS HANDLING OPERATIOrS

3-1. INTRODUCTION

Up to this point in the course, you have been concerned primarily with methods of
planning and controlling storage areas. In this chapter you will study the physical handling
of supplies, including:

a. Selection and utilization of materiel handling equipment (MilE).

b. Computing pallet requirements.

c. Principles of loading rail freight cars, trucks, and trailers.

3-2. MATERIALS HANDLING FACTORS

a. The term "materials handling" refers to the movement of the materiel and supplies from
one place to another without affecting their value or performing any productive operation. The
quant4ty of items moved plus the general size and weight visually dictates the method of
handling materials. The number of pieces to be moved determines the method of handling.
Regardless of the size, shape, or value of an item to be moved, the first question to be
answered before selection of method of moving i, *How many pieces are to be moved?"
Materials handling practices vary; however, the basic principles remain constant. Equipment
should be selected so that flexibility is the keynote. Emphasis must be given to the
flexibility with which equipment can be converted to handle other jobs. To be effective,
planning of activities must be coordinated and all factors must be considered. below are
listed a few of the factors to be considered:

(1) Protection against weather. Care must be taken that supplies are protected against
all the elements of nature.

(2) Protection against breakage. Determine the degree of care that must be taken to
protect material that will be damaged by rough handling.

(?) Legal and physical restrictions in reference to transportation. He able to off-load
material as soon as possible to defray additional carrier charges.

(4) Possibility of unitized loads. Determine the best possible load limit for the
equipment involved. Equipment capacities should never be exceeded.

(5) Standardization of equipment and methods. Use a standard method of moving material
and equipment for the greatest reduction of cost per man-hour.

(6) Safety hazard involved. Are the laborers protected against injury? Consider all
safety factors f good warehousing practices and safe handling.

(7) Distance and number of moves and materials should be kept to a minimum. Movement
paths of material should be studied for the possibility of reducing 'backtracking" and
length of moves which will result in better utilization of equipment and personnel.

(8) Ail materials handling operations should be analyzed for possible improvement 4
elimination, combination, or simplification. Combining operations may result in
simplifying and reducing the number of times that the material has to be handled, thus
reducing the cost.

(9) Selection of materiel handling equipment is based on economics. These economics are
measured primarily in cost of moving the materials. Greater payloads for each hand-
ling operation will result in less handling cost per price.

3-1
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(10) Straight-line flow. The shortest distance between two points is a straight line.
Time required to travel a given distance is reduced by following a straight line.
Handle materiel as few times as possible so that the travel approaches a straight
line.

(11) Wherever practicable, materials should be propositioned for the handling operations.
Consideration should be given to propositioning moves that put containers in a
position to facilitate picking up and placing them on a conveyor in such a manner as
to reduce accidents and lessen equipment damage. Placing equipment so as not to
obstruct other material movement will result in reduced material and equipment
damage and a reduction in the number of accidents.

(12) Wherever practicable, materials should be moved in a horizontal plane or with the aid
of gravity. When loading and unloading, personnel will have to reach either down or
up; frequently excessive effort is used which mi ght have been greatly reduced if the
work-place layout had been better planned. The ideal lifting position is at the
waist; the nearer to the waist that a container or part can be picked up and
diswed of, the greeter will be the efficiency.

b. Since the major portion of personnel in materials handling is engaged in loading and
unloading activities, it is important that these two functions be given a great deal of
consideration. Loading and unloading activities include the necessary operations to handle or
transfer the many kinds of materials to or from various carriers. Where volume, size, or
weight merit, mechanical handling devices can be used economically. Such devices as conveyors,
industrial trucks, cranes, etc., aid the loading and unloading activity and the warehouse
operations. Safety hazards can be reduced and protection increased when mechanical devices
are used in place of personnel. The use of conveyors will aid in the loading or unloading
operations. In selecting mechanical handling equipment, you should consider the equipment that
is readily available to you. As a supervisor, you will need to know the capabilities of the
equipment available for use in warehousing.

3-3. MATERIEL HANDLING EQUIPMENT

a. Introduction. The equipment discussed in this paragraph represents a few pieces of
materielWerirguipmeht used within the Marine Corps. These are not all inclusive, but
rather a general selection of the equipment used in warehousing. Your selection of equipment
will vary depending on the activity where you are assigned. Figure 3-1 will display a picture
of the materiel handling equipment discussed in paragraphs b through h following.

b. Forklift trucks. A forklift truck is a vehicle designed to pick up, carry, and stack
unit loads of supplies and equipment. Standard forklift trucks are available with lifting
capabilities of 2,000 to 15,000 lbs and lifting heights from 100 to 210 inches. The trucks are
equipped with telescopic masts that permit loads to be lifted beyond the height of the
collasped mast. Gasoline-powered forklift trucks may be equipped with solid rubber or
semisolid tires for use in warehouses or pneumatic tires for use in outdoor storage areas.
Electric-powered forklift trucks are equipped with solid rubber or semisolid (or cushion) tires
for indoor operation only.

(I) Truck, forklift, 2,000-pound. This truck has the capacity of lifting 2,000 lb, with a
height capacity of TOO or 127 inches depending on the model. The standard

operating aisle for this truck is 9'6" with a 40" load length.

(2) Truck, forklift, 4,000-pound. This truck has a lifting height capacity of 100, 127,
or T44 iGzhes depending on the model. The weight capacity is 4,000 lb and it requires
a standard operating aisle of 10' in width with a 40 load length. This truck is de-
signed in two types, one for indoor use and the other for outdoor use.

(3) Truck, forklift, 6,000-ound. This truck reuires standard oerating aile 116"
wide with a 10° ioaCTinpgth. It has lifting

q
height

a

capacity of
p

168 inches
s

with a
6,000 lb load capacity. It is designed for indoor and outdoor use depending on the
model.

(4) Truck, forklift, 15,000-lound. This truck is capable of lifting 15,000 lb and it has
a Tilting height of 210 inches. It is designed for heavyduty outdoor storage
operation and can be used with fork extensions, bar and hoist, or other attachments.



(5) Truck forkliftl_roulh-terrain. The standard rough-terrain forklift truck is
available in three leadrcapaaties, 4,000, 6,000, and 10,000 pounds. It has high
flotation tires for operation in deep sand, snow, ice, or mud and is used primarily
for loading and unloading flatbed trailers, landing craft, or other similar small
cargo vessels.

c. Warehouse tractor. A warehouse tractor is a powered vehicle designed to pull a train
of warehouse-traiiers. The type designed for outdoor use has a rated drawbar pull of 2,600 to
7,500 pounds. The type designed for indoor use only has a drawbar pull of 2,000 to 4,000
pounds. Regardless of the size, this truck is of great value when used in corktonction with
forklift trucks because they provide for mechanized loadine, transporting, stacking, and ware-
housing of supplies. Tractors should be used when supplies are to be moved in excess of a
400-ft distance.

d. Warehouse crane truck. The werehouse crane truck is used to lift, swing, and lower
loads tat are too heavy, bulky, or otherwise unsuitable for handling by other types of
materiel handling equipment. Cranes designed for outdoor use have a lifting capacity of 6,000
to 20,000 pounds. The indoor warehouse crane has a capacity to lift 6,000 to 10,000 pounds.

e. TieringLtruck (narrow-aisle). The tiering truck is of straddle arm design and can gen-
erally operate Tn-6--foot aisles. The standard tiering truck for military use is the 3,000 lb
load capacity with a lifting height of 100 or 130 inches.

f. Pallet-type handlift truck. The pallet type handlift truck is available in two
distinct designs Tor the military service; the hand operated, hand propelled model and the
hare' operated, electric powered model.

g. Warehouse trailers. A warehouse trailer is a load-carrying platform mounted on casters
or wheels. Standard trailers are available in a wide variety of sizes and capacities and may
be equipped with solid-rubber or pneumatic tires. The ones most common in the Marine Corps
are available in capacities of 4,000 to 20,000 pounds.

h. Handtrucks dolly trucks, and conveyors. The handtruck is useful in storage operations
for those places teat are not accessible to machines. The dolly truck is a frame mounted on
wheels or rollers used for moving heavy loads for short distances. They conveyor is a device
for moving supplies in a fixed line of travel.

3-4. STORAGE ACCESSORIES ANO AIDS

a. General. Special devices, accessories, and attachments have been designed to handle
witeriall-TW-fituations where conventional items of equipment are not adequate for efficient
operation. We will not attempt to include all accessories and aids used by the military
services. Application and utilization of storage accessories and aids are subject to the
Judgement and approval of respons.51e authorities.

b. Pallet accessories. Pallet accessories ceisist of cylinder collar dunnage, notched
spacers for cylinders, picture frames, pallet racks, pallet slings and safety pallets.

(1) Cylinder dunnage and notched spacers are used for palletizing of cylinders.
Cylinder collar dunnage (fig 3-2) allows cylinders to be stored vertically and pro-
vides a support for the next tier without placing any weight on the heads of the
cylinders. The notched spacers (fig 3-3) allow material to be stored horizontally
without rolling off and provide a base for the next tier.

3-3
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TRUCK, FORKLIFT a000lt) TRUCK, FORKLIFT 600016
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fill11111111.11121(

CONVEYOR
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Fig 3.1. Materials handling equipment.
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Fig 3-2. Cylinder collar dunnage. Fig 3-3. Notched spacers for cylinders.

(2) The picture frame (fig 3-4) and box pallet (fig 3-5) are used to restrain bulky
material from slipping from the pallet. The box pallet is very usetul in storage of

small boxed iteos.

Fig 3-4. Picture frame.

3- 5

Fig 3-5. Box pallet.



c. Special storage aids. These range in variety from fork extensions to the railroad box-
car door-JOW.--The qiii-of aids available to you will depend on the type of activity you
may be assigned as a warehouseman. You can find more detailed information on storage aids in
chapter IV of DOD 4145.19-R-1.

3-5. HARREL HANDLING LINIMENT (1111E) AND PALLET REQUIREHElTS

lo fully utilize the available materiel handling equipment, you must know how much
equipment you will need. In operations involving mechanical nandling of material, it is
frequently orofitable to have the equipment set tue pace. There are several factors that
influence the selection and use of equipment. After the required quantity and type of
equipment is selected to perform a storage operation, the manpower 'equirement can readily be
determined and adjusted. However, determination of requirements for mechanical equiraent will
require a great deal of study if materials handling is to be accomplished economically.

a. Factors affecting equipmentrequirements. There are several factors which have a
direct beiFing on computation of materiel handling equipment requirements. To ignore any one
element could seriously impair the overall effectiveness of a planning program.

(1) Physical layout. Terrain features, location, arrangement and design characteristics
W buildings, extent of open storage areas, and road and rail facilities are all
elements that come under the general heading of physical layout. Each element is
required in planning requirements for HHE. Physical layout will influence the type
of equipment you select.

(2) !fission. Requirements are influenced by the mission which dictates material movement
patterns. For example, the responsibilities of the mission determine the character-
istics of commodities to be handled and thus would also determine the types of
handling equipment.

(3) Uorkload. This factor influences quantitative requirements (numbers of pieces of
icilgOiiiit) to a much greater degree than it influences type of equipment. An in-
crease in workload will, in almost all instances, result in increased equipment re-
quirements; a decreased workload, the opposite. It must be understood, however, that
the percent of decrease or increase in workload will not result in the same percent
etcrease or increase in MHE requirements. For example, an increase of 100% in work-
load does not demand that your equipment fleet be doubled. It is generally conceded
that equipment efficiency increases with increased workload until the maximum poten-
tial is attained. To take another approach, an increased workload will result in an:

(a) Increase in the number of hours actual equipment usage.

(b) Increase in equipment trips per hour.

(c) Increase in payload per trip. Continuous multiple-shift operations can also influ-
ence quantitative requirements. However, requirements would not be increased
simply on the basis of working more than one shift since each shift will be sub-
ject to the sane general operating conditions and equipment utilizaAon factors.

b. Determination of materiel handliniequipment and _pallet requirements. Effective plan-
ning of a mareillaiiiMITrii7jifition, including the projecting of eqiiimiiht requirements, can
be accomplished only when certain prerequisites or "must" factors are considered.

(1) Volume. The first prerequisite in operational planning is an understanding of the
ifze-of the job to be accomplished. 'The weight, cube, packaging characteristics,
node of transportation, etc., are valuable information in evaluating materials hand-
ling operations. Anytime that an operational plan must be modified or interrupted
while in progress, the cost of the operation is increased. Careful consideration and
planning in the beginning should normally preclude the necessity for adjustments.

(2) lypes and characteristics of equipment. A knowledge of the types of equipment and
thefr-iaried *charietirTitkiio IsTO be able to "match the equipment to the job" is
the supervisor's responsibility.



(3) Balanced o oration. Unless the proper ratio of manpower and equipment is predeter-

mined Or an opEition, nonproductive waste time at certain stages will result.
Should one segment of an operation move at a faster pace than another, action must be
taken to equalize or balance these segments so that wasted equipment and /or manpower
does not result. An understanding of the operation includes knowing how long it
takes each man and each piece of equipment to do a given amount of work in an effi-
cient manner. Care must be taken that speeds which equipment may operate do not ex-
ceed those allowed for safe warehousing operations. Figure 3-6 illustrates the
relationship of distance traveled to time consumed by known travel speeds.

Miles per hour
Ft

traveled
levvel time expended (Secs)

per

second
50' 100' 150' 200' 250'

2 2.9 li.3 34.5 51.7 69.0 86.2
3 4.4 11.4 22.7 34.1 45.6 57.0
4 5.9 8.5 16.9 25.4 33.9 42.4
5 7.3 6.8 13.7 20.5 27.4 34.2
6 8.8 5.7 11.4 17.0 22.7 28.2
7 10.3 4.9 9.7 14.6 19.4 24.4
8 11.8 4.2 8.5 12.7 17.0 21.2
9 13.2 3.8 7.6 11.4 15.1 18.9

10 14.6 3.4 6.8 10.3 13.7 17.0

11 16.1 3.1 6.2 9.3 12.4 15.5

12 17.6 2.8 5.7 8.5 11.4 14.2

13 19.1 2.6 5.2 7.9 10.5 13.1

14 20.6 2.4 4.8 7.3 9.7 12.1

15 22.0 2.3 4.5 6.8 9.1 11.4

Fig 3-6. Speed to distance traveled time study.

(4) Operating time. The time required for the materiel handling equipment to complete an
operational cycle must be accurately appraised. This involves knowledge of such ele-
ments as distances from receiving or pickup points to stacking or destination points.
Knowing the time factor for one complete cycle of movement of material by the select-
ed type of equipment and the quantity of material to be moved in tnis cycle will per-
mit a single arithmetic computation of quantitative requirements by application of
the common formula, V/C x T AT R (fig 3-7). The following hypothetical operating
example is presented to illustrate the value of acquiring a positive determination of
how long it takes to do a certain part of a job so that it can be further used in
computing equipment and manpower requirements. The 25% allowance factor is included
to compensate for unforeseen operating delays or known delays such as rest periods
and coffee breaks.

Example. You are shipping 420 cases of clothing which weigh 125 lb per case and
w ose cube is 6.3 cu ft per case. The item is stored 8 cases per 40° x 48°
pallet. Storage height is four pallet loads. One forklift with operator (and
one checker) and two laborers comprise the loading crew (shipment does not re-
quire marking). Nonrepetitive functions such as preparing the car for loading,
placement of car plate, etc., are not included.

Solution. The solution is set in two parts, the equipment and the personnel.



Equipment: Operational Steps. Time
(minutes)

Approach storage point from traffic aisle, pick pallet load,
and back out to traffic aisle 0.68

Proceed with load to car area, 170 ft 0.37
Enter railcar, deposit load, and back from car onto dock . . . . 0.82
Return to storage area, 170 ft +0.31
Actual expended time 1718

251 allowance factor for delays +0.55
Average performance standard per cycle -1:71

60 - 2.73 21.9 or 22 cycles .t. hour

Personnel: Operation steps.

Laborers discharge pallet contents into railcar. 1.78
Laborers remove empty pallet to dock area +0.19
Actual expended time 1797

25% allowance factor for delays +0.49

Average performance standard per cycle -FM
60 - 2.46 = 24.3 or 24 cycles per hour

Operations analysis. On the basis of the above, the forklift truck is capable of 22
operations per hour, and the laborers are capable of discharging approximately 24
pallet loads per hour. This would be considered an extremely well-balanced operation.
The slight time advantage gained by laborers is considered unimportant.

(5) Formia for computing the number of MHE necessary for separate operations. In opera-

tion A above, the requirements will be governed by recognition of: (1) the volume of
the Job, (2) amount that selected equipment can cove per trip, (3) length of time re-
quired by equipment to accomplish a trip cycle, and (4) the allotted time to complete
the Job. ben these factors are determined, mobile powered equipment needs may be
computed by applying the formula shown in figure 3-7. This formula may be applied in
computing any mobile equipment requirement within the scope of storage under any
operational circumstance whether inside or outside, whether in.volume or in small -
operation situations. Operational application of this formula is illustrated by the
problems beim:

FORMULA - V x T + AT = R
C

vOLUME

DIVI DE 0-1S1f--- #45

V -.Volume or she of tne operation to be performed.

C Units of volume carried per trip (pieces, pounds, etc.) by equipment.

T . Average expended time to accomplish a complete equipment trip cycle.

AT Allotted time to do the job.

R Equipment requirement.

Fig 3-7. Form la used in computing MHE requirements.
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(a) Problem A. A situation exists at NCL8, Albany, Georgia, which requires a relocation
71744-pallet loads of supplies. The haul distance is 1,500 feet, and it has been
determined that it takes a tractor with four trailers approximately 20 minutes to
make a round trip. Time is computed on tractor picking up and dropping trailer
trains at each point. Eight pallet loads are carried on each trip. There is ade-
quate space in all areas for multiple-lift truck operation. Compute tractor requir-
ments to complete this job in 3 days of single-shift operation (part A) and compute
forklift truck requirements to keep pace with the movement (part B). Average time
for truck to load train is 5.34 minutes and to unload and stack is 7.48 minutes.

Solution to part A: Formula V/C x T f AT R

V 4,064 pallet loads
C * 8 pallet loads per trip
T = .33 hours per round trip (60 min/20min .33)

AT 24 hours
R Tractor requirements

4,064 ; 8 . soe trips required to move materials
508 x .33 hr 168 hours required to move materials
168 hr f 24 = R

R 7 tractors per day

Solution to part 8: Formula V/C x T AT R

V 7 trailer trains
C 1 trailer train
T 5.34 (minutes to load train)
AT 20 (minutes per trailer train round trip)
R Lift requirements

7/1x5.34 f 200 R

37 20 R
R 1 17/20 or two forklift trucks for loading
V 0 7 trailer trains
C 0 7.48 (minutes to unload stack)
AT 0 20 (minutes per trailer train round trip)
R Lift truck requirements

7/1x7.48 ! 20= R

52; 20 =R
R 2 3/5 or 3 forklift trucks for unloading and

stacking

(b) Problem 8. The NCLB at Barstow, Calif, has receind 24 carloads of supplies that
iiii-5171Ischarged and stored in 2 days of single shift operation. The area of re-
ceipt will accommodate large-scale activity so operating room poses no problem.
Point of storage is within 200 ft of receiving dock. Received item is stored in
unit loads weighing 1,860 lb; a forklift true' .t make an average of 51 loads to
discharge one car. Timing experience has indicated an average trip time of 2.85
minutes for each load delivery and return. No delay in car palletization is anti-
cipated as adequate labor force has been allocated to equal pace of trucks. How
many lift trucks per shift will be required to complete this operation on schedule?
By using the formula V/C x T f AT = R, the following solution will result:

V 2 24 carloads
C * Portion of carload carried per trip = 1/51
T 2.85 minutes(time for truck to make round trip)

AT 16 hours
R Lift truck requirements



R = 24 1/51 x 2.85 (min) - 16 hr (24 - 1/51 = 24x51/1=1224)
R =1,224 x 2.85 - 16
R = 3,408 - 16 (3,488 - 60 = 58 hr )
R = 58 - 16
R = 3 5/8 or 4 lift trucks

(6) Formula for computing pallet requirements. The first consideration in pallet re-
qu Ttment pinning Is knotting hew latch warehouse floor soace or outside storage
space is available and the mount that can be considered to represent net pallet
storage area or bulk storage area. The first step is to reduce this floor area to
net square feet. The second step is to determine the square foot area of the
pallet. To this 1% factor should be added to accommodate the average load
overhang. A flat 16 sq ft area may be accepted for the 40"x48" pallet. Palletized
unit loads should be approximately 40 inches wide, 48 inches long, and 48 inches
high (including the pallet). Overhang of load on pallet mist not exceed 2 inches on
410 side. The square foot of the pallet should then be divided into the net square
feet of the storage area. The quantity is thee multiplied by the lumber of pallet
courses in vertical storage. This figure equals pallet requirements for the area.
An adjustment factor may be considered for those areas wherein some supplies by
virtue of their characteristics are stored without palletization. Figure 3-8
illustrates the formula for the planning of pallet requirements.

FORMULA §II =

ILIPLNATION:
S - Net covered storage area, in square feet used for bulk storage.

Amiga, staddne hetheight in such storage areas expressed in pallet courses (pallet
1001)

D . Square feet of floor area occupied by a pallet as determined by pallet size with 25%
added to compensate for load overhang and clearance.

- Quantity of pallets required.

Fig 3-8. Formula for computing pallet requirements.

EJamil.: Storage depot X is in the process of moving supplies into storage. Depot
X wITT-possess 3,500,000 gross square feet of warehouse storage area of which 70% will
be net bulk storage space. Facility and commodity characteristics indicate that an
average of four pallets high storage will prevail. How many pallets are required to
effect a 85% space qtilization of the net bulk storage area?
S = 3,500,000 x .70 (net space) x .85 (percent occupied)

H = 4 (pallets in vertical storage)
D = 16 (Gross square feet per 40" x 48" pallet)
R 4 Pallet requirements (40" x 48" pallets)
3,500,000 x .70 = 2,450,040
2,450,000 x .85 w 2,082,500
2,082,500 16 x 4 = 520,625 = R

3-6. LOADING OF RAILROAD CARS, 1RUCKS, NV MAILERS

a. Introduction. Improper loading and unloading are two of the major causes of loss and
damage dur risportation and the resulting delay in use at the destination. The purpose of
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this paragraph is to provide guidance in loading and thereby help prevent these discrepancies
during transportation by describing procedures or referring to other publications which set
forth procedures to be followed by shippers and cosignees. After determination has been made
to move materials and supplies, the freight Officer should be advised so that the proper mode
of transportation may be selected.

b. Selection and inspection of railroad cars. Before a railroad car can be used, it must
be inspected to determine if 3 t s su table to carry a load safely to its destination. The
following points should be checked:

(1) Soundness of the floor, sidewalls, end walls, and roof.

(2) Absence of all dunnage, nails, and bolts which might cause damage to material.

(3) Condition of doors. They should open and close easily and completely.

(4) Size and type of car. Determine if you received the car that we ordered.

c. Bagged commodities in closed
cars. Care must be taken when load-
-Ili-bagged commodities to prevent
damage. Contamination and snagging
of bags can be prevented by inspecting
the car prior to loading. Chafing can
be controlled by loading the bags away
from the car wall in pyramided layers.
Control of moisture damage can be
accomplished by protecting the sup-
plies from the elements while toed-
ing. Bags should not be stacked on
damp platforms or damp car floors.
Figure 3-9 illustrates the proper
stacking of bagged commodities.

END WALL

Fig 3-9. Pyramided layer buildup (side view).

d. Unit load. A unit is two or more items handled as a single unit. Urit loads are gen-
erally midi-W-74th a pallet base. When the 40" x 48" pallet is used, the ideal unit load is

1g

48 inches hi including the pallet and has a space displacement of 53 cubic feet. The weight
of the meter al may prevent stacking to the desired 48-inch height.

(1) Nonbonded unit load. Nonbonded unit loads are items of a type or shape that can be
deposited without bonding on a pallet and transported as a unit during normal
handling and storage operations.

(2) Bonded unit load. Frequently, because of the type of material or items to be trans-
ported, ft will be necessary to bond the items together. The items will be formed
into a unit load and bonded by means of adhesive, strapping, edge protection, or
other aids designed for this purpose.

e. LoadingLofalletized unit loads. When loading into a car, each unit must htve a firm
bearing contact-against the adjedirTrigit. Pallets should be placed tightly into cacti end of
the car. Ordinarily the space between pallets and the sidewails of the car iq approximately 6
inches and does not require any additional crosswise bracing; if that space emeeds 18 inches,
then the load must be secured to prevent side shifting. If you are loading smell pallets and
you have space in the center exceeding 18 inches, then crosswise bracing is required. The load-
ing at the doorway is finished off with proper bracing to secure and hold the load in place.
It is desirable to completely fill the lengthwise space of the car with pallet units. When the
last two pallets are moved into place, there is some slack space (possibly 4 to 12 inches) at
one or both sides of the doorway pallets. When this occurs it is necessary to fill in the
vacant space with some form of dunnage.

f. Loading of cylinders. Cylinortcal containers have a circular contour and when loaded
in a railTir, truck, van, or trailer, they do not have complete face or surface contact or sup-
port between adjacent containers, and this creates an unstable condition. Many containers in
use are constructed of lightweight material that will flex, bend, or crush under pressure. It
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is necessary to have at least two point contact with adjacent cylinders, to anproach the ideal
in loading: tight loading. Fig 3-10 illustrates this point; "du of this figure shows the
best method (tight loading), since any force against a container is distributed to adjacent
containers.

REFORM
SUPPORT IIETVMEN

ANGULAR CONTARIER.

0.

SONIC STABILITY PROINO0 SY
OFFSETTING CYLINDRICAL CONTAINERS

d.

c.

UNSTASLE SUPPORT BETWEEN
CYLINDRICAL CONTAINERS

b.

OFFSETTING CYLINIMCAL CONTAINERS
ALL EXCESS SPACE AT ONE 810E

Et.

Fig 3-10. Loading diagrams of cylindrical containers (top view).

q. Pneumatic dunnage. Pneumatic dunnage omits were developed primarily a) occupy the void
or v cant space in loadei rail, highway, or water conveyances. Pneumatic dunnage is not to be
used in aircraft. If used to secure explosfues or other dangerous articles, prior approval
must be obtained from the Bureau of Explosives. Two types of pneumatic dunnage are available,
reusable and disposable. Since there is a variation In size and shape, most commodities do not
completely fill the car. There is generally a void space which must be bloded, braced, or
filled. Pneumatic dunnage is a definite asset for this purpose and it is available in the
sizes listed in table 3-1. Figures 3-11 and 3-12 illustrate the two types of pneumatic
dunnage.

Table 3-1. Sizes of pnuematic dunnage.

IP flit0 sin Delisted zise Wei Obi (aP9roz)

'Types
i I 1isposablel I

341' z 48'
48' 4 48'
411' z Tr
42' z W

W z W
41' z W
48' z sr
Mr z 102'

12 lbe
18 ibe
22 lb,
28 Ste

Typo II
i Reusable)

{IN 4 {A'
0' z ir

mriel IS/14'
6714' 2 6114'

is-22 Ma
26-29 Om
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Fig 3-11. Reusable pneumatic dunnage unit complete.
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Fig 3-12, Disposable pneumatic dunnage unit complete.

(1) Advantages of using pneumatic dunnage.

(a) Allows more rapid installation and removal than conventional dunnage.

(b) Provides a highly resilient load-restraining method.

(c) Provides relatively low-pressure bracing (2 to 5 psi) for loads. (Inflation
pressure for pneumatic dunnage units in truck/trailer containers must not axone
3/4 psi maximum.)

:d) Is capable of tightening loads in which compactness was not achieved during
loading.

(e) Is capable of repositioning cargo loads shifted by sudden impact and also will
expand to take up slack developed through normal load jostling in transit.

(f) Is capable of retaining adequate cushioning air pressure during long-distance
shipments up to 30 days.

(0 Is not seriously affected by changes in temper3tre and altitude ei.countered
during surface transport.

in Example_ of p_neumatfc dunnage, hracirti (f igs 3-11 through 3-15).



SLOE
VIEW

Fig 3-13. Single void pneumatic bracing.

Fig 3-14. Larger dunnage units bracing higher loads.

rig 3-15. Pneumatic dunnage units staying load of various package sizes.

Note: When more than one unit of pneumatic dunnage is used in a conveyance, the inflation
process should be alternated from one unit to another until all units reach desired

pressures.

h. Truck and trailer lodding. Th. lost important factor contributing to the prevention of

damage in-likieFiridliirei-laiing is Oat of tight loading. Rarely does the material to be
shipped fit in a closed truck, van, or trailer without side slack or end slack. Physical

!wpm., .. capacities, weight limitations, and load dist.ibution of trucks and trailers vary
_really. UOSt cases slack may be taken up %it') bulkhe ds or dunnage. The variation
involved precludes covering of all types of lov:s Sine we cannot cover the types of various
10.1,, We will, therefore, cover the balancing of the load abo.t. J the vehicle. Equal di:tri-
bution cf load is just as important in truckloading as in car14 Aing. Figures 3-16 and :-17

illuIptrite weight distribution.

t
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7. There are 200 palletized unit loads to be shipped from your warehouse by boxcar. tf

1 forklift truck can complete 1 cycle with 1 pallet in 4.17 minutes, what is the
minimum amount of forklift trucks required to complete the job in 8 hours?

a. 1 c. 3

b. 2 1. 4

8. If the average performance standard per cycle is 4.24 minutes, how many cycles can he
accomplished la 1 hour'

a. 12

b. 14

c. 15

d. 16

9. How many square feet are require0 to store a 40" x 48" pallet?

a. 4

b. 8
c. 16

d. 24

10. What percentage factor is used to compensate for the pallet load overhang?

a. 2% c. 26%

b. 20% d. 30

11. Which items should be loaded in railcars in pyramided layer buildup?

a. Cylinders c. Natal pipes
b. Bagged commodities d. Oil drums

12. What is the cubic feet of an ideal palletized unit load?

a. AO
b. 48

c.

d. Mi

13. What is the height of an ideal palletized unit load?

a. 36 in
b. 40 in

c. 48 in
d. in

14. When loading small pallets in a railcar, what action is taken when the vacant space in
the center of the car exceeds 18 inches?

a. The space is filled with small containers.
b. Crosswire bracing Is required to prevent pallets from shifting.
c. Secure each pallet with a snubbing device.

d. Pallets should be blocked lengthwise and crosswise.

15. Which type of dunnage is NOT authorized for use in loading aircraft?

a. Plywood c. Pneumatic
h. Fiberboard d. Lumber

16. What is the most important factor in loading trucks and trailers?

a. Weight
b. Dunnage

c. Tight loading
d. Distance of deliverance

17. What is the maximum inflation pressure for pneumatic dunnage used in truck/trailer
containers?

a. 1/4 psi

h. 7 psi

in.1
ha 1; p.

C. A psi
d. 5 psi



3-7. LOADING RULES

When freight is to be loaded on or in open-top or closed cars and no loading and security
methods are provided, it should be blocked and braced according to the best method or procedure
that can be devised from the Association of American Railroads pamphlets. These pamphlets are
usually filed in the office of the installation transportation officer. The Loading Rules Com-
mittee, Mechanical Division, Association of American Railroads, has issued a looseleaf binder
containing 6 sections of rules governing the loading of commodities on open-top cars. The
sections are listed by number and title as follows:

Section No. Title

1 General Rules
2 Loading of Steel Products Including Pipe
3 Loading of Road Grading, Road Making, and Farm Machinery
4 Loading of Miscellaneous Commodities Including Machinery
5 Loading of Forest Products
6. Loading of Department of Defense Material

the instructions concerning the loading of ammunition, explosives and other hazardous materials
are issued by the Bureau of Explosive. in BOE 6DOD.E.

3-17



30.3h

WAREHOUSING OPERATIONS

Lesson 3

Materials Handling Operations

sTunv ASSIGNMENT: MCI 30.3h, Warehousing Operations, chap 3.

lESWN OBJECTIVE: Successful completion of this lesson will enable you to identify the
capabilities of materiel handling equipment; to identify the factors
and principles involved in materiel handling; to compute materiel
handling equipment requirements and pallet requirements; and to follow
the correct procedures for loading railroad cars, trucks, and trailers.

WRITTEN ASSI6NMENT:

1. Multiple Choice: Select the ONE answer which BEST completes the statement or answers the
question. Ifter the corresponding dumber on the answer sheet, blacken the appropriate
circle.

Valup: I point each

I. Which factor dictates the method of handling materials?

a. Cost of moving c. Safety hazards involved
b. Value of the item d. Volume

2. Which piece of equipment is useful in storage for places not accessible to machines?

a. Dolly truck c. Conveyer

b. liandtruck d. Warehouse trailer

3, What is the rated drawbar pull for outdoor use warehouse tractors?

a. 2,000 to 4,000 lb c. 2,600 to 7,500 lb
b. 2,000 to S,000 lb d. 2,600 to 13,500 lb

A. What materiel handling equipment should be used when supplies are to be moved
500 ft?

a. Warehouse tractor c. Forklift truck
b. Dolly truck d. Warehouse crane truck

5. Which storage aid is used for horizontal storage of cylinders?

a. Box pallet c. Collar dunnage
b. Picture-frame pallet d. Notched spacers

6. :n your computation of materiel handling equipment requirements for a particular job,
which factor will influence the quantitative requirement (number of pieces of equip-
ment) to a greater degree than it will influence the type of equipment required?

1. Physical layout
b. mission

.;r1 3; p. I

c. Workload
d. Weather

73



7. There are 200 palletized unit loads to be shipped from your warehouse by boxcar.
1 forklift truck can complete 1 cycle with 7 pallet in 4.17 minutes, what is the
minimum amount of forklift trucks required to complete the job in A hours?

a. 1

b. 2

c.

d. 4

If

8. If the average performance standard per cycle is 4.24 minutes, how many cycles can be
accomplished t 7 hour'

a. /2

b. 14

c. 15

d. 16

9. How many square feet are require(' to store a 40" x 48" pallet'

a. 4

b. 8
c. 16

d. 24

10. What percentage factor is used to compensate for the pallet load overhang'

a. 2%
b. 20%

c. 25%
d. 30%

11. Which items should be loaded in railcars in 0 pyramided layer buildup?

a. Cylinders c. Metal pipes

b. Bagged commodities d. Oil drums

12. What is the cubic feet of an ideal pal "etized unit Toad?

a. 40 c. 53

b. 48 d. 56

13. What is the height of an ideal palletized unit load?

a. 36 in
b. 40 in

c. 48 in

d. ST in

14. When loading small pallets in a railcar, what action is taken when the Vacant space in

the center of the car exceeds IA inches?

a. The space is filled with small containers.
b. Crosswire bracing is required to prevent pallets from shifting.
c. Secure each pallet with a snubbing device.
d. Pallets should be blocked lengthwise and crosswise.

75. Which type of dunnage is NOT authorized for use in loading aircraft'

a. Plywood c. Pneumatic

b. Fiberboard d. Lumber

16. What is the most important factor in loading trucks and trailers?

a. Weight c. Tight loading
b. Dunnage d. Distance of deliverance

17. What is the maximum inflation pressure for pneumatic dunnage used in truck/trailer
containers?

a. 3/4 psi

b. 2 psi
c. psi

psi



18. What publication provides instructions for loading of ammunition,
explosives and other hazardous materials?

a. ROE 6000.F c. DOE fio0o.E

b. BOE 4000.H d. DOE 600001

19. Which pamphlet of instructions is issued by the Association of American Railroads'

a. Loading of Projectiles
h. Bracing Less than Trailer loads of Explosives
c. Bracing Carloads of Dangerous Articles
d. Loading of Department of Defense Material

Note: Questions 20 to 78 require you to identify the appropriate equipment (a-e below) to
which the respective characteristics apply.

a. Forklift truck, 2,000-pound d. Narrow-aisle tiering truck
b. Forklift truck, 4,000-pound e. Forklift truck, rough-terrain
c. Forklift truck, 6,000-Pound

90. Requires a standard operating aisle of 9'6" with a '0" load length.

21. Requires a standard operating aisle of 10' with a 40" load length.

PP. Requires a standard operating aisle of 11'6" with a 40* load length.

23. Has a lifting height capacity of 168 inches.

'4. Has a load capacity of 1,000 pounds.

?S. Is a straddle arm design and can be operated in an aisle A' in width.

26. Has a lifting height capacity of 100, 1,7, or 114 inches (depending on the model).

27. Has a lifting height of 100 or 130 inches (depending on the model).

28. Has a load capacity of 10,000 pounds and is used for operation in deep sand or snow.

Note: Questions 29 to 19 pertain to situation T.

SITUATION I: You are a warehouse supervisor and information has been received showing
that a large quantity of a single item is due in. Current stock of this item on hand is
in packages weighing IP pounds each, with 21 packages per AO" x 48" pallet. When

received, inbound stock rill be packaged in a similar manner. The storage point is 140
feet from the expected unloading point. You assign two men to palletize and one 2,000 -
pound forklift truck to move and stack the pallet%. When the operation is completed, a
time study of this operation showed: (PS% delay factor is included)

Total time per cycle to pails ize 4.88 min
Total time per forklift cycle 'An min
Total pallet loads 600

29. How many cycles did the forklift truck complete per hour'

a. 8 c. PS

h. IP d. 06

10. How many cycles did tha lahorers complete per hour?

a. 8 c. PS

h. I? d. 06



31. If the forklift truck moved 1 pallet load per cycle, how many forklift trucks would be
required to move these supplies In 8 hours?

a. 1 c. 3

b. 2 d. 6

32. What does the analysis 'f this operation reveal?

a. It was well balanced.

b. One additional laborer should have been added.
c. Two additional laborers should have been added.
d. One additional forklift truck should have been added.

Note: Questions 33 to 35 pertain to situation II.

SITUATION II: You must move 1,152 pallets of supplies indoors. You want to concent-
filiTRYTTient equipment to complete the operation in 2 workdays (16 hours total).
Previous time studies reveal that:

(a) It rewires 5.00 minutes for the outdoor forklift to load the train (3 trailers
with 2 pallets c 1 each).

(b) The tractor-trailer train can make the round trip in 20 minutes. (The tractor
picks up and drops trailer trains at each point.)

(c) The indoor forklift truck can unload the train and stack the supplies in 8.00
minutes.

(d) Remember the formula: V/C x T ; AT = R.

33. How many tractors will be required for this 2-day operation?

a. 2 c. 4
b. 3 d.

34. How many outdoor forklift trucks will be needed to support the tractor-trailer trains?

a. 1

b. 2

c. 3

d. 4

35. How many indoor forklift trucks will be needed to support the tractor trailer trains?

a. 2 c. 4
b. 3 d.

Note: Questions 36 to 38 pertain to situation III.

SITUATION III. You have been requested to report the approximate number of 40" x 48"
pallets being used and the number of the same-size pallets required to fill all vacant
storage space in one section of your warehouse. The following information is
available:

Total area (200' x 20)') 40,000 sq ft
Space occupied by aides 9,525 sq ft
Space occupied by columns 112 sq ft
Space occupied by material on pallets 4,150 sq ft
Vacant space available for storage . . . . . 26,213 sq ft
Average stacking height 4 pallets

36. Approximately how my 40" x 48" pallets are there in the storage section?

a. 2,500 c. 2,036
b. 2,408 d. 1,031

37. How many pellets will it take to store supplies 4 pallets high in t:.e vacant storage
space?

a. 4,896 c. 5,880
b. 5,240 d. 6,553

30.3
Isn 3; p.4
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38. Raw many pallets will it take to store supplies in 75% of the vacant space?

a. 1,640 c. 5,526
b. 4,916 d. 5,555

39. Which diagram below depicts the best methoe for loading cylindrical contairers in a
boxcar?

a. b. c.

40. Each truck illustrated below has been loaded with a different commodity. The supplies
in each instance are heavy and no more items are to be placed on trucks. On which
truck have the supplies been properly placed?

a.

b.

30.3
1so 3; p. 5

Total Points: 40

* * *

c.
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Chapter 4

STORAGE PROCEDURES

Section to RECEIVING

4 -1. INTRODUCTION

The receiving operation is the method by which supplies are brought into the military
supply system. Prompt and accurate processing of receipts is a prime requisite for effectin
warehousing. The details of receiving operations depend mostly on the types of supplies to be
handled, distance supplies must be moved, types of materials handling equipment available, and
physical charcteristics of the storage installation. However, the following basic principles
of receiving are applicable wherever supplies are received for storage, issue, shipment, or
distribution.

4-2. PLANNING THE OPERATION AND SOURCES OF INFORMATION

a. Planning. The planning of receiving operations requires full coordination among the
offices 5f the storage installation responsible for differen. phases of the operation. This is
accomplished by the proper evaluation of information received in advance of actual shipment to
insure that proper steps are taken to receive the supplies as efficiently and economically as
possible. All available information regarding receipts must be disseminated throughout the
storage and materials handling organization, which includes personnel concerned with warehous-
ing, transportation, preservation, packaging and packing, inspection, etc. This information
will inform you when the shipment is due to arrive, how much is being received, what type of
supplies are involved, and the mode of transportation being employed. From this information.
every effort should be made to maintain a balanced operation with minimum interference with
other storage and materials handling activities. With the proper evaluation of this informa-
tion the warehouse supervisor can gain:

(1) Effective utilization of space. This will allow you to use vertical space to the
fuTTest extent and plan the amount of square feet required to store the inbound ship-
ment. Height to which material can be stored will indicate the cubic feet require-
ment of the shipment.

(2) Proper assignment of labor and equipment. As soon as requirements are determined.
submit requests to central labor and equipment pools. Make sure the manpower and
equipment are in balance.

(3) Determination of shi ments requiring special handling. Shipments of certain subsis-
tence items requspection prior to storage by veterinarian personnel.

b. Sources of information. You may be thinking "How is it possible to plan a receiving
operation in advance of the actual receipt of the materiel?" This is accomplished by advance
information as stated in the previous paragraph. There are various sources of advance infor-
mition available to the warehouse supervisor:

(1) Advance copies of shipping documents.

(2) Advance copies of bills of lading.

(3) Due-in information contained in the receipt "from due" card.

(4) Copies of contracts and purchase orders.

(5) Dispatches.

(6) Wire, note or letter notices of shipment.

(1) Other miscellaneous notices from vendors or carriers.



4-3. SPOTTING THE CARRIER AND UNLOADING

a. Spotting the carrier. This is the process of locating a railcar or truck in the proper
place for unloading. When "information is received by the warehouse unit that a carrier is due
to arrive, the unloading site oust be established. In making such a decision, the warehouse
supervisor must know what quantity of supplies he is dealing with what Federal groups are in-
volved, and how many items are in the shipment. When possible the carrier should be spotted
where supplies can be moved in a straight-line flow directly into the warehouse or storage
area.

b. Pre-unloadiog considerations. After the carrier is spotted and before actual unloading
of the siWies begfils, there are certain steps that should be followed.

(1) flagging_the traffic end of the railcar. The traffic end of the railcar is flagged
or marked in such a manner as to prevent unscheduled contact with the car by other
rail equipment while unloading operations are in progress.

(2) Set brakes on railcar or block wheels of trailers.

(3) Check car or truck seals. Make sure that they are intact and their numbers agree
with those on receiving documents (bills of lading, notices of shipment, advance
copies of shipping orders, etc.).

(a) If there is no advance copy of a delivery document available, the seal number may
be verified after the car or truck has been opened. This information is obtained
from documents which accompany the shipment.

(b) If the seal is broken or missing, or if the numbers do not agree with those on the
documents, appropriate notations should be made on the receiving document.

(4) Open car or truck doors.

(a) Railcar doors must be opened by the transportation personnel. Doors should be
opened with extreme care so as to protect personnel from falling cargo packages.
If doors are Jammed or otherwise incapable of being opened manually, a mechanical
aid should be employed.

(b) Truck doors are opened by the truckdriver.

(5) Visually inspect containers within the car or truck. Examine containers to determine
the degree of damage incurred during travel, if any. This is necessary in order to
plan for inspection of contents of damaged containers by the claims officer,
transportation officials, or claim agents of the carrier.

(6) Determine method of entry. The method of entry into truck or railcar depends on the
type of carrier and physical chara teristics of the receiving aeea.

(a) If the unloading is to be accomplished on a warehouse platform, a bridge plate may
be used between the platform and the truck or railcar door.

(b) If the receiving platform is at ground level, a portable platform or a forklift
truck may be employed.

c. Methods of unloading. Methods used in the unloading of supplies differ with the type
of supplies invoTved. Certain basic prfncirles are common and efficient when properly used.

(1) Straight-line flow. Straight-line flow can be obtained through proper spotting of
the carrier's eqOpment so that a minimum of turns will be necessary from the vehicle
to the stock location.



(2) Continuous flow. Continuous flow results from maintaining the proper balance of

labor and equipment. Lost motion and waiting time must be held to a minimum.

(3) Concentration of operation. The unloading operation should be localized insofar as
possible to make supervisfon easier and, through the use of shorter hauls, reduce re-
quirements for materials handling equipment.

(4) Efficient handling. This is normally accomplished by handling containers only once,
palletizing suppiTes to the maximum extent practical and using materials handling
equipment whenever possible.

d. Unloading mixed shipments. When a shipment consisting of several items is received,
it is necessary to check for fail identification, markings, and quantities on each container.
Conveyors are useful in unloading this type of shipment.

e. Unloading carload shipments of single-line items. If material is in unit loads, it can
be moved directly from the truck or car to the location for the items, depending on the dis-
tance involved. Regardless of whether the shipment is mixed or single-line item, unit pallet
loads should be made prior to moving the supplies to storage. Pallet selection guides and
charts should be displayed near the unloading area for reference in determining the most suit-
able pattern for various sizes of containers. The size of the unit pallet load will be
determined by:

(1) Protection of personnel.

(2) Consideration of container strength.

(3) Size of door and capacity of equipment.

f. Tallying incoming supplies. Checkers will normally be assigned from the transportation
unit. In most operations, the forklift operator will be utilized as the checker. The checkers
will record only the quantities actually unloaded and accounted for when tallying the total
quantity of an item. In many cases, items packed in uniform quantities can be checked by the
pallet load by forklift operators while unloading the shipment. When containers are received
which contain a standard quantity, it is generally not necessary to open them unless they have
been tampered with or show visual evidence of damage. Shipments consisting of numerous
different-sized packs or various different items and quantities must be checked and identified
by stock number, unit of issue, nomenclature, quantity per box or carton, and number of
cartons per unit load. The available shipping document is generally used as the tally sheet.
For receipts from commercial sources that are inspected and accepted at origin, the shipping
document will normally be the 00 Form 250 completed by the inspector and used by the checker
for tallying of supplies. Supplies received without covering documents must be tallied on
forms designated by local command. Figures 4-1 and 4-2 illustrate two forms commonly used for
tallying of supplies.
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e71-66(x0
THE HOLLINGER CORPORATION 0

3810 S. Four Mile Run Drive
Arlington, Virginia - 671-6600
OASAMACVVOOff Of COMSAT'S) MOO

AMA OfV44O 'OVAL 21141 OOSIO

MO 1.64 Contracting Officer ia..i.. et.. A 3583
Marine Corps Logistic Base ..

Albany, Georgia an 11/26/
Oven OOHS NO.

OAVO OODOVIO rid g
SALMON .4

411W Vol commanding General 0 DAVI ammo 1 2211/I
Marine Corps Logistic Base VIA R
Albany, Georgia 0 TIIIII1 2% 30

® INO.B. 'LAW ( ) OBOVS11AVI011 4 )

IVOO owners,
-seser--nmPerorrim OSOCIPTION Vliff VOICt MAIVOLON

1 2000 2000 Box, folding
23 1/2" x 15 1/2" x 6 3/4" 270. OOM 540.00

2 40100 4000 Box, folding
23 1/2" x 15"x 15" 340. 0014

3 4000 4000 Box, folding
15 l/2" x 119/16" x 7 1/8" 220. 0011 88.40

1420,00

IACEND

0 Shows who is shipping the supplies.

0 Reference is made to contract that ordered the supplies. This
is the number that will appear on the due-in listing.

0 Shows date shipment was made and the mode of transportation.

0 If supplies are paid for within 30 days after being inspected and
accepted, the Marine Corps will save 2% of the total billed coat.
Thin saving is called a discount.

0 Item number 2

i
it backordered and will be sent laser.

1

ow (.104 Rs rAlkali To 1111 amulets coarnmivion.
rum Immo mow* militia is %MIR COWL PUMP
LIP ::1 II fIrri tri niAlear 0 II11014 leartrt.

Fig Example of a contractor's Invoice,
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g. hacking and marking of containers. While the supplies are being unloaded, the o is
another process that take!. place. Pr-Moti moving supplies to storage it may be necessa,v to
repack and mark some containers. there are several factors that can cause repackici and
marking.

(1) Failure of contractors to comply with contract requirements.

(2) Changes in stock number, item identification, or other data.

(3) change in specifications.

(4) Damaged containers unsuitable for storage. It is preferable to correct deficiencies
at the time of receipt in order to prevent deterioration and rehandling of supplies
at a later date. Individual Items, separate containers, or pallet toads must he pro-
perly marked at the time material is checked and Identified. When materials are re-
ceived in palletized toads, It is not necessary to mark each icoividual carton or box
in the load.

4-4. REPORT OF DAMAGE AND/OR IMPROPER SRImar

If thore is an overige loss, or damage, notation must he mode on the receiving document.
However. do mot change the quantities shown on the document. Upon receipt of material, if dis-
crepancies exist, the local transportation officer should be notified so that the following
form can be prepared if necessary.

a. SF 361 (Discre ancy in Shi ment Report). As in most cases, if anything is damaged,

someone ions be e respons e or this discrepancy and absorb the loss involved. SF 161
(fig 4-3) will be prepared for:

111 411 overages, shortages, astray shipments, loss or damage to military freight.

(2) Al' improper loading, blocking, or bracing and improper handling of military freight
by carriers.

(3) Adjustment of property records.

(4) Support of official claim files.

4"
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4-5. MOVEMENT OF SUPPLIES TO STORAGE

The movement of supplies to storage is the final step in the receiving operation and it
should be accomplished in the most economical and expeditious manner possible. A forklift
truck is generally used for horizontal movements not over 400 feet each way Warehouse
tractor-trailer trains are used for longer distances up to l mile; however, cargo trucks or
truck tractors may be used in lieu of the tractor-trailer train due to condition of terrain,
distance of haul, or size and nature of commodity being hauled. Movement to storage must be
accomplished immediately because:

a. Stock control will Immediately release pending request from incoming shipments.

b. If the material Is not stocked on location immediately, tnis could result in a stock
denial on attempted issue for the material.

4-ri
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Section II. INVENTORY POLICY AND PROCEDURES

4-6. INTRODUCTION

a. General. Accurate physical inventories are essential to the accuracy of stock records
and to of requisitioners. Inventories and wall-to-wall location checks are
required to insure that all assets are counted. Frequency of inventory is determined locally
based on iten Characteristics, pilferability, shelf life, and movement history.

b. purpoes of inventory. There are several purposes for having inventories.

(1) Determine the quantity of material actually on hand.

(2) Determine the difference, if any between the quantity of stock on hand and the
quantity reflected on the records.

(3) Adjust records, as appropriate.

(4) Determine the cause of the difference between the stocks and the records.

(S) Reconcile the money value of stock actually on hand with the money value reflected on
the records and adjust the records as needed.

(6) Discover on a timely basis and correct all improper storage and warehousing
practices.

(i) Correct all differences between the actual location of stock and the recorded
locations.

OP Rapid verification of all stock denials.

(9) Check for serviceability.

c. Types of inventories

(1) Cyclic. A cyclic inventory is a recurrent program of physical inventory designed to
insure that all assets are verified by physical count during a prescribed period of
time. An annual wall-to-wall location verification of all assets will be held by all
activities operating stock accounts. Items that have had mass movement should be
verified within 30 days after the movement is completed.

(2) Spot inventory. A spot inventory should be taken when there is reason to believe
that the quantity shown on the stock record is not in agreement with the quantity in
the warehouse or when requested by proper authority. A warehouse refusal is the sub-
ject of a spot inventory.

(3: Periodic inventory. Certain types of items require closer control and are scheduled
for Inventory perlodicolly. These include, Wet are not limited to:

(a) Retail clothing outlets.

(b) Petroleum, oils, and lubricants.

(c) Subsistence.

(d) Controlled blank forms.

(e) Dry cell batteries.

4-10
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4-7. PRELIMINARY SURVEY

Prior to the heginning of each segment of the inventory, a preliminary survey conference
will be held to determine a cutoff date. This is the primary control date of the inventory.
The balance and locator files are frozen and came under the control of the inventory officer.

On this date the inventory tickets and Inventory control registers are determined.

a. Preparation of Inventory tickets. The inventory tickets will be prepared from the loc-
ation cards. Only one ticket Is prepared from the location when the 1-count system is used.
Two count cards are prepared for each locatinn when using the 7-count system. The inventnry
tickets are serially numbered in stock number sequence. The reason for this is that when the
Inventory teams turn the inventory tickets in to the control desk, the serial number can he
checked against the register.

b. Preparation of the inventory control register. The inventory control register is pre-
pared from the balance cards-by data processlng. The following information will he transferred
to the control register from the balance card.

(11 Stock number.

(7) Unit of issue.

(1) Management echelon code.

(4) Last transaction date.

(61 Special-handling code.

(6) Unit price.

(71 Balance on hand at cutoff date.

Materials received during the cutoff date will he held 4n a special holding area. If the
size of a shipment requires that the material be placed on location during inventory, it must
be marked to prevent inclusion in the inventory. Receipt for this shipment will not he posted

to the stock records after the cutoff date unless the material is required for immediate
release. All issues are managed by the inventory control desk. Prior to the cutoff date, ac-
tion should be taken to insure all pending receipts and issue documents affecting the inventory
have been posted to the records. Any documents prepared or discovered during the inventory
phase must he routed to the inventory control desk to insure acccuracy of the final inventory.
The inventory desk has control over all documents affecting the items being inventoried.

4-R. THE TAKING OF THE COUNT

Although no Marine Corps order specifies the actual conduit ,f the inventory count, the
procedure In this paragraph can be used as a guideline. The ca dct of the inventory is dicta-
ted by the individual command concerned.

a. counting assignments. Before counting assignments are distributed, teams are organized
and numbered. On men is the counter and one man the recorder. These teams are assigned loca-
tions which they are to complete before moving to the next location. They should be alerted to
discover and report to the control desk any unrecorded locations of material and any improper
storage practices. Unrecorded locations are recorded on manually prepared inventory tickets.
Counters record the quantity of each container and the number of containers counted on the in-
ventory tickets. Personnel should he given a briefing just prior to assignment and told to
watch for the following:

fl) Proper NSN heing inventoried.

(71 Mixed, damaged, and unserviceahle stock.

(1) materiel on unrecorded locations.
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(4) Unit of issue.

(rd Open containers.

(6) unidentified items.

(7) Inconplute items cuch as chests and kits.

b. Inventory confirmation. After counting an item, the team should place a positive indi-
cation on-the-fiaferfaTTO indicate that it has been counted (attaching a sticker or an identi-
fication card will do). An alternate procedure is to hang inventory tickets on the stock prior
to inventory. This procedure is very effective and helps the counter in several ways.

il) The inventory ticket on the material indicates the count has not been taken.

(2) it identifies locations for which no location card is available.

The counter simply removes the inventory card from the material and enters the count.
HAteriaI with no inventory tickets is recorded on a manually prepared inventory card.

c. Countilg_requirements. This will depend on the size of the account, the accuracy of
thv balaiee-in-d-Toatiii-Zi7E, and the condition of the warehouse.

(1) the I -count system. If the 1-count system has been employed, a second count will be
be taken to verify the first count only if an adjustment is necessary.

(2) the :-count system. If a 2-count procedure is employed, Oa frond must be taken by
a different-codif-team.

d. Document flow during inventory. Emergency issues made during the inventory from a
shipment received-Gyring heTetria counting phase are handled in the following manner:

(1) the receipt is posted to the control register.

("9 Thosc postings that affect the accountable balance will be classified as "before" or
"after" cutoff date and posted as such.

(3) Issuee, fiom materiel being inventoried must also be routed to the control desk and
stanped "before" or "after" the count was taken.

(4) Warehouse personnel making a walk-through issue must determine from the signal on
the materiel by the inventory team whether the count has or has not been taken.

e. Reconciliation of the count. Upon completion of the count, all inventory tickets are
turned intciiiie Tnventory control desk. The quantity in each container and the number of con-
tainers as recorded on the inventory ticket is extended and totaled. The quantity found on
1,cation is recorded in the inventory control register. The cutoff balance is compared to the
count balance taken by the count teams.

(l) If a 1-count system has been used, a second (-count may be necessary to verify the
&curacy of the first count when adjustments of quantity are made.

(2) If a 2-count system has been employed, a third count will be taken only if the first
two counts are not in agreement.

4-9, :NVEOTORT PROCESS WIDER HOWASP

a. Concept. the philosphy that the only good inventory is a 100% count has proven to be
invalid from the standpoint of man-hours, materiel expenditures, and the number of errors in-
jeOrl as a result of 100% counts. The inventory process is only applied to those areas of
stork management where a need for application of inventory is indicated. Basically, inventory
actions are directed toward those areas which prove to be unacceptable when compared to the
.:riteria established by Headquarters Marine Corps. the basic inventory process is constructed
around the fallowing functions:



(1) Locatln/stock/record data verification.

(2) Investigation of warehouse refusals/stock denies.

(3) Special inventories.

(4) Statistical sampling.

(S) All -item count.

(6) System error data file for management and inventory use.

b. Forms and cards. There are several cards and forms you will come in contact with
during the inventory. Some of these cards and forms you lett be required to complete and some
of them will be completed upon receipt from data processing. Regardless of the form you are to
prepare, the document identifier code (D1C) must be correct. Ihe D1C Is a 1 -digit numeric/
alpha code that is entered In card columns 1 to 3 to identify the type of transaction. The D1C
is entered on all cards and forms necessary to perform any of the inventory functions. The
document identifier codes and their format used In the WASP subsystem are listed in appendix
£ of Marine Corps Order P4400.71_. These are the forms and cards utilized in the inventory:

Forms and cards Document identifier code

1. Stock location card 7A1

2. Systems error card XF1
3. Item locator inquiry card XA1
4. OD Form 1348 -1, DOD Single Line Item Release/Receipt

Document As required
5. Inventory count card DKA
6. Statistical sample/all-item inventory request card xrs

7. Inventory notification card NIA
B. Statistical sample/all-item inventory request card

(nonmovement) XF4

9. Physical inventory request transaction ..... IMA
10. Materiel release denial card A4-.

11. Reidentification of stock card ORS
12. Statistical sample location verification request card XF,
13. MR0 control card ZW,

c. Location verification. This is an inventory procedure whereby the location data (or
the natiiRO1-110-711151;17W the item location file is compared to and reconciled with the
physical locatism of the material. No counting is performed during this process. A basic con-
cept Af this program is that all locations need not to be verified so long as a location purity
Is maintained. A location vitrification will be performed when the error rate becomes
excessive.

(I) Whenever the location error is less than 5%, a statistical sample location verifica-
tion should be applied to measure location and stock record accuracy.

PI Whenever the location error rate is greeter than 5% or the stock denial error rate
exceeds 2% for 3 consecutive months, a 100% location verification must be conducted.
In other words, all locations need not to be verified as long as 95% location purity
is maintained. If a location verification is to be performed, the inventory branch
submits a location verification request card (Dlr. XF:1) to the computer to obtain a
listing of all locations. This listing is forwarded to the inventory branch in loca-
tion sequence. The inventory branch compares and reconciles NSN/location data with
the segment. A 100% location verification requires the physical verification of all
locations. A statistical sampling fs a random selection of locations with a segment.
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d. found locations. All found locations (materiel not on the locator file) will be inves-
tigated by the inventory branch. When a found location occurs, the inventory branch will
transmit an item location inquiry (DIC TAI) to the computer to obtain all locations and quan-
tities for the NSN found. If a true found exists, the inventory branch prepares records and
updates the master inventory file at ICP. This is done by preparing and transmitting a request
for inventory (DIC 82A) to correct the NH' record. A stock location change card (DIC ZA1) will
also be transmitted to the computer to update the item location file. A system error card is
submitted to the system error file if an identifiably error has been discovered (app VI).

e. Unmatched locations. Unmatched locations are 'nvestigeted by the inventory branch, and
corrective action is taken by submission of a stock location card to the item location file and
submission of a system error card.

f. Unmatched NSN's. After research has been completed, all unmatched NSN's are submitted
to the of3WITURCRTFol office for reconciliation action. This action must be completed
within three days and the inventory branch notified of the action taken. Misidentified stock
discovered by this process must be correctly identified by the submission of a
reidentification of stock card (DIC BRS). This action should correct the item locator file
and result in the output of a reidentification stock card to the ICP to correct the master
inventory file. A system error card is prepared by the inventory branch and transmitted to
the system error file.

g. warehouse refusal. When a warehouse refusal occurs, the DD Form 1348-1, Release
Document, should be immediately transmitted to the inventory branch for a spot inventory. The
inventory branch requests all known serviceable locations for the NSN whies .ts been refused.
Within a four-hour time frame the inventory branch must conduct a search fc. he material. If
the material is found, the DD Form 1348-1 will be annotated with the location and quantity
found and returned to the storage branch for processing. If the material is not found, the
refusal is classed as a partial or complete stock denial. The inventory branch imprints the
00 Form 1348-1 with a stamp (fig 4 -5) indicating stock denial and giving the quantity denied.
The DD form 1348-1 is then forwarded to the accumulation area. The accumulation area
personnel correct the MRO (Material Release Order) for the dorvnt concerned and transmit the
MRO control card (DIC 787) to the computer. This causes computer to accomplish the
following:

(1) Transmit a material release denial to the ICP.

(2) freeze the record on the NSN.

(3) Produce an inventory count card (DIC DKA) for all locations and transmit cards to the
inventory branch.

figure 4-5 shows a high-priority MRO that was denied by the warehouse.

9'
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4-10. SPECIAL INVENTORIES

Fig 4-5. Warehouse refusal.

a. Special inventfr
a

ory, ICP-originated.
,:

This is a single-line or ltiline item inventory
initiated as a result o specie! rogues by the inventory control pomiunt. When the ICP
requests a special inventory, it will transmit the inventory count request to the MCLB concer-
ned, indicating a 15-day cutoff, thereby freezing the item records on the NCLB file which is to
be inventoried. The inventory branch places the inventory count request in suspense until 1
day before the scheduled cutoff date. The inventory branch of the MCLB then transmits the in-
ventory count request to the computer to freeze the records and produce inventory count cards
which are then forwarded to the inventory branch. The inventory branch conducts the count and
transmits the inventory count cards back to the computer. The computer will write the count
cards quantity over the item locator quantity, unfreeze the records, and transmit the inventory
count card to the ICP. Upon receipt of the inventory count cards from the MCLB, the directo-
rate of material management makes the required adjustments and unfreezes the records, provided
the adjustment falls within the authorized adjustment criteria. When the adjustment fails to
meet the established adjustment criteria, it is rejected and a recount card is transmitted to
the MCLB for a recount. When an error has been discovered during a special inventory, the
error is transmitted to the systems error file by the inventory branch.

b. S cial inventor , MCLB-ori inated. The HCLB may initiate a single-line or a multiline
inventory by ransm ng an nven ory no ification card to the ICP indicating the 15-day cut-
off late. When this is done, an inventory request is sent to the computer one day prior to
the established cutoff date. All actions thereafter are identical to the special inventory
that is ICP - originated.

c. Nonmovement inventory, statistical sampling method. A 4% statistical sampling criteria
has been programmed into the computers for use by the Inventory branch and the ICP for sampling
the materials stored at an HCLB. To initiate action of this programed criteria, the inventory
branch selects the Federal groups to be sampled and transmits card input with a document iden-
tifier code XF4, indicating the groups to be sampled and a random nrmber between 1 and 25 to
the computer. The computer will select the ASN's to be sampled, based on the random number
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provided by the inventory branch, and transmit an inventory notification card with a DIC BZA to

the ICP with a cutoff date. The cutoff date is a minimum of 15 days prior to the preparation

of the inventory notification card. When the ICP receives the inventory notification card from
the it freezes the records of the items that were selected for statistical sampling. The
freezing of the records at the ICP allows all of the NRO's that are being held in consolidation
suspense to clear the system prior to the commencement of the actual count. As a result of the
inventory notification card processed to the ICP, a physical inventory request transaction is
produced and forwarded to the inventory branch. The inventory branch places this request
transaction in a suspense file until 1 day prior to the cutoff date that was set by the
transmittal of the inventory notification card to the ICP. Then the physical inventory
request is transmited back to the computer. The computer freezes the local records, produces
inventory count cards, and sends the cards to the inventory branch for action. The inventory
branch completes the count and transmits the count cards back to the computer. The computer
then produces and transmits inventory count cards to the ICP. The local records are then
unfrozen, and the count cards quantity are written over the item locator record quantity by
the computer. The cause of any errors discovered Is transmitted to the systems error file by
the inventory branch. Inventory recount request received from the ICP as a result of the
inventory count cards ejected by this process are utilized by the inventory branch to compute
error rates within the groups of the statistical sample inventory that was condicted.

d. Inventory systems error file. This file, referred to from time to time in the prece-
dine) paragri5U, is the collectfon of information for use by the stock management and inventory
elements as a tool to measure operational effectiveness and inventory program techniques.
Errors are recorded on the systems error file by the use of a systems error card indicating
primary and secondary responsibility error codes. The primary code indicates what the error is
and during which inventory process ft was discovered. The secondary error code indicates the
nature of the error and where and how it occurred. The responsibility code indicates who
committed the error and/or where the error was committed. Each month, or upon request of the
inventory branch, the data processing element produces the consolidated systems error
management report. This report will be furnished to the inventory branch in the following
three formats:

III Inventory segment.

(21 Federal group.

(3) Warehouse or picking station number.

Upon receipt of these reports from the data processing elements, the inventory branch
analyzes and makes an evaluation of the data furnished on the consolidated systems error manag-
ement report, reports its findings, and makes recommendations to management concerning the cor-
rective action required. For example, if excessive errors are found to carry a secondary code
04, it would mean that the controlling factors at the PP&P elements were failing to report
material under their control. As you can see by the codes listed in Appendix VI, the reasons
and causes are many.

Section III. CARE OF MATERIAL IN STORAGE

4-11. INTRODUCTION

Care-in-storage is the insurance that the material that is issued is the best that can be

had. In other words, it insures that material that is received at a storage activity has been
inspected, protected, preserved, and cared for fp storage in such manner that, when it is is-
sued, it will perform its intended purpose. The basic principle of the care-in-storage
program is first -in, first-out. This means that the material that is received first will be
issued before material received at a later date. The MCIB's have established controls to
insure that this method is adhered to. This control is accomplished by means of shelf-life
codes, scheduled surveillance inspections, and operational inspection of items.

a. Shelf-life items. These are items which have unstable characteristics to the Ogree
that a storage time period must be assigned to insure that they will perform satisfactorily
when issued. There are two types of these shelf-life items. Type 1 shelf-life items have a
definite (nonextendablel storage time period that is established by technical test data When
the storage time period expires, the items must be disposed of
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Type 2 shelf-life items have an assigned storage time period which may be extended after the
completion of prescribed inspection and restorative action. Shelf-life items are coded under a

shelf-life code system and updated on a scheduled basis (App IV). The shelf-life code is one
digit and represents the expected shelf-life period of the item. The PP&P element in the

receiving line affixes a preprinted label to the material (fig 4-6). The inspector on the re-

ceiving line fills the blank spaces on the label to indicate the manufacturer/cure/assembly
date and the expiration date, and circle the appropriate type of condition code. For instance,
if the label in figure 4-6 were placed on a shelf-life type 1 item, then the correct code would
be circled on the label as well as Type "I". When the shelf-life expiration date reaches a
period of between 3 to 6 months, then the condition would be changed to B. When the
expiration date reaches a period of less than 3 months, the condition code should be changed
to C. For a complete listing of shelf life codes, refer to the current edition of UM 4400.71,
Marine Corps Users Manual, Data Control.

Pe

1 2

1-

-

*mimeo OATS

I 14,ta441

Fig 4-6. Shelf-life Item Label (NAVE 10701-SD).

b. Computer records. The computer, upon receipt of a location confirmation card from sto-
rage verITYTng that shelf-life material has gone on location, establishes a separate trailer
record for each lot received. The location confirmation card shows the expiration date of
shelf-life material in the next inspection date card columns. On a monthly basis, the computer
scans the item locator file for those items indicating a shelf-life code and the computer up-
dates the shelf-life. The computer makes condition code changes from A to B or B to C, in
accordance with the criteria established by the shelf-life code. When condition code changes
are made within the computer, the process produces a material management change card (with DIC
DAC) which is transceived to the ICP to update the master inventory records. The computer will
also create a storage item change card with a DIC 1S3 which is sent to the storage section so
that it can change the condition and obliterate the past condition code. For example, if the
condition code has changed from "A" to "B" obliterate "A" circle the "B," and return the
material to location.

4-12. STORAGE QUALITY CONTROL AND RELIABILITY MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

a. Introduction. This program at the Marine Corps Logistic Bases and Fleet Marine Force
(FMF) actriiitlii-KiVing custody of mount-out stocks to support mobilization is organized to
prevent deterioration of the system, Quality :ontroi is defined as measures taken by the mate-
rial producer to eliminate causes of defects i1 products during production. This program is so
designed as to insure that material is ready for service through a constant surveillance of
material in storage. This program consists of, but is not limited to, cyclic, scheduled, and
special inspections. These inspections are conducted to:

(1) Properly identify items.

(2) Determine the condition of it 3S.

(3) Correct observed deficiencies on location to the greatest extent possible. This may
include the following:

(a) Container repairs.

(b) Correction of incomplete markings.
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(4) Determine completeness of items.

(5) Detect mildew, spoilage, insect infestation, and rodent or other pest damage to

stocks.

b. Invections. Under the care-in-storage program, automated inspections are processed on
schedules Walleye been predetermined. The inspection is completed manually, but the process
of having to make lengthy reports has been eliminated.

Cl) Inspection of incoming material. When a procurement source inspectioa has been per-
formed, duplicate inspections are not conducted, except for the customary exterior
inspection for in-transit damages, quantity, and verification of contracted specified

levels of protection. Material protection beyond that called for in the procurement

. document is forwarded to the PP&P branch of the MCLB.

Inspection of material returned from user. Material returned from a user receives
a 005 inspectiron for Condition, preservation, and packing. When material Is
received from a using unit, whether internal or external to the Marine Corps, it
must receive a 100% operational inspection. The PP&P element of the receiving line
determines the level of preservation and packing required and, within its
capability, packages and marks serviceable material with the current USN and unit of
Issue. Unserviceable reparable material is presented, packed, and marked with the
current NSW and unit of issue. In this case preservations and packing is only
applied to the extact necessary to prevent further deterioration. Both serviceable
and unserviceable reparable material requiring preservation and packing beyond the
capability of the PP&P element of the receiving line is sent to the PPS& branch for
processing.

(3) Inspection lots and dates. Operational test code (OTC) "i° maJor end items
received-at the 'MB are assigned a surveillance inspection and operational test lot
number and the next scheduled inspection date according to local methods,
determinations, and capabilities of the receiving MCLB. The inspector annotates the
location confirmation card, indicates inspection lots, and assigns 0* next
inspection date. Additionally, a change card is transmitted to the comptater to
update the 0SM/serial number file. For a secondary technical OTC "2, 3" items, the
inspector annutates the location confirmation card and indicates the inspection
dates assigned.

(4) Shelf-life. When testing indicates that the shelf life may be extended on a type "2"
:111suerrveillance inspection is performed and a new preprinted label is affixed to

the material indicating the type, date, expiration date, and condition code. If the
material was removed form location for the inspection, it should be returned to the
location from which it was removed. When material passes the surveillance test but
fails the PPP phase of the inspection, it should be represerved to the level called
for on the original levels of protection set forth upon receipt.

(5) Unserviceable material. Occasionally during routine care-in-storage inspection, the
Tot or saiiiTe sire passes, but a few unserviceable items are found. These must be
taken from the lot since they have a different condition code. hotification is sent
to the computer for the necessary adjustments, the ICP is notified, and the material
is disposed of in accordance with current regulations.

c. Control measures. Some of the control measures that may be employed in conducting an
effective storage quiTfty control program are as follows:

Ill Sanitation. Cleanliness is one of the most important of these control measures since
insecfi and rodents thrive in filth.

(2) Control of tenlperature. The proper control of temperature is anotner measure that
caib-e-dsicrto-iiitifd-insects. Temperatures of 400 to 500 F will retard most
insect activities and temperatures of 300 F will kill most insects.

(3) Sprays. There are three types of sprays that are effective against Insects:
residual, contact, and aerosol.



(a) Residual insecticide sprays (those that leave an effective residue) should be used
to provide long-lasting protecti)n to noninfested stock% or to prevent the spread
from previously infested materials.

(b) contact sprays (those that kill on direct contact only) should he used for the
control of flying insects (moths, flies, etc.)

(c) Aerosol sprays are liquids suspended in a gas. This type of spray is generally
used to supplement the residual spray.

(4) Rat control. To be effective and successful, this must he thorough and continuous.
TETTWOT4ulation must be reduced, and conditions favoring return of rats must be
eliminated. Rodent control measures consist of ratproofing or the use of poisons.
Ratproofing is accomplished through the use of mesh wire or sheet metal around win-
dows, pipes, and doors. No opening greater than 1/4 inch should be allowed. There
are several poisons which can he used sucessfully, such as red squill, antu dust, and
sodium flouracetate. The most effective but most dangerous of these poisons is the
sodium fluoracetate, and it should be applied by a registered exterminator on'y.

(5) Fumigation. Fumigation should be carried out only by personnel who have been trained
in the handling and properties of fumi'ants. These personnel should also be trained
in first aid, with special reference to gas poisoning. A person should never work
alone during fumigation operations. When a storage unit that is normally inhabited
is to be fumigated, large warning signs most be placed on all possible entrances and
one or more guards should be placed during the fumigation and aeration periods. The
medical officer should he notified beforehand of the type of fumigant to be used and
the place and time of fumigation operations.

Section IV. SHIPPING OPERATIONS

4-11. STOCK LOCATION FACTORS

The ODD location numbering system that is used for location of stocks at a storage unit
is designed so that you can pick material on a continual line flow. This eliminates the neces-
sity of traveling hack and forth and saves time in getting material ready for shipment. Figure
4-7 illustrates the pattern of stock picking in relation to aisles and segments. Note that the
arrows start at one end of the station and flow back and forth to the other end. With this

method, picking documents are computer-sequenced by segments within each aisle or row enabling
a stock picker to pick both sides of an aisle during one traverse.
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4-14. PROUSSIIIC ISSUES

LOCAT ION A 22 AC

v.STOCK PICKING PATTERN

Fig 4-7. Stock picking patters (arrows).

.

a. Routine and_priority issues. Before material can be shipped to the using unit, it must
be locatia-iia-packed. The usi-irthe computer to arrange picking documents in sequence of lo-
cation has accelerated the picking operation. When the picking document is received at the
picking station, it has been processed through the computer files and the documents have been
sequenced by priority. The material release order has been matched against the item locator
file for availability of NSN and operational test code application. If the material release
order does not have a special-handling code (App III), it will be assigned to a shipment and
transportation unit and to a cyclic shipping day (App V) within the time frame of the priority
on the materiel release order (0n form 1348-1).

b. Priority designators. The Uniform materiel tiovement and Issue Priority System (UMNIPS)
provides (he basis Tor expressing the relative importance o* requisitions and other materiel
movement transactions through a series of two-digit codes known as priority designators. This
priority designator is used to insure that request for materiel are processed in accordance
with the military importance of the requesting ynit and the urgency of need of the requested
item There are certain time frames and processing standards established for the different
priorities as set forth in figure 4-8. A.standard delivery date (SOD) is the maximum ending
calendar date by which normal processing and shipping in the logistics system will permit re-
ceipt and recording of the materiel by the consignee. The SOD is computed by adding the total
appropriate time allowance indicated in figure 4-8 to the date of the requisition. A required
delivery date (RDD) is a date whin materiel is actually required by the customer aad may be
used when supplies are needed sooner or later than the SOD. When RUD earlier than the computed
SOD is cited, all activities must .xert every effort to effect delivery by the specified date.
TO 4400.16" contains detailed instructions on assignment and use of the priority designators.
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Fig 4-8. Priority processing standards.

c. Shipments that are off base. When the material release order is processed by the oper-
ational control office, those that are off-base shipments are assigned a cyclic shipping day
(CSO) and a transportation unit. The CSO is the normal date that the materiel must be shipped
in order to reach the customer by the required delivery or standard delivery date. The computer
obtains the CSO code and transmit time from the activity code directory. Transmit time is then
subtracted from the required delivery date or priority deliver date to obtain a mandatory ship-
ping date (MS0). The CS0 is then determined by utilizing the assigned code to select the regu-
larly scheduled shipment date closest to but not exceeding, the mandatory shipping date.

d. Shipment/ transportation units. A single shipment consists of one or more MRO's or line
items having a common denominator making them compatible for combining into one shipment.

The common denominators are:

(1) Same consignee or activity code (AC).

(2) Same approved project.

(3) Compatible CSO.

(A) Same cargo compatibility code.

Each shipment unit will contain material for only one AC. The MRO's AC must be identical to

the shipment unit AC. The shipment unit CSD must not exceed that of the MRO, the compatibility
codes must be equal, and the project codes must match if oae is assigned. An MRD which exceeds
10,n00 lb in waight, 850 cube, or is for an outsize dimension item will cause the Aliment unit
to be closed. Shipment units are always closed upon reaching 9,999 line items, 10.000 lb in
weight, 850 cubic feet, or documentation release date. Even though shipment units are closed,
they are not released until either a shipment release request is received or the documentation

release date is reached. When a new shipment unit is built, the document release date is com-
puted by deducting 3 working days for domestic and 5 working days for export shipments from the
cyclic shipping date. The transportation unit consists of one or more shipment units under
one or more transportation control numbers (TCN's) consolidated for shipment under one TCN,
moving in a single conveyance from one origin to one destination or trans-shipping point.
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Each MRO is assigned to a transportation unit at the time it is assigned to a shipment unit.
Transportation units are closed upon reaching 30,000 lb in weight, 1,500 cube (cubic feet), or
documentation relea.e date.

e. Issue management reports.

(1) Shipment workload forecast. The shipment unit file is screened daily, and a shipment
workloirai.ecast prepared. This forecast is a summary of all MRO's pending shipment
and lists the forthcoming workload for a period of approximately 3 weeks. The opera-
tional control office utilizes the forecast to balance the workload by requesting
additional shipping units for slow periods. Additional workload is requested by sub-
mitting the shipment release request.

(2) Warehouse workload summery. A warehouse workload summary is produced by the data
OF6Ciii14PWIE an forwarded to the storage element daily. This summary indi-
cates the next day's issue workload by warehouse based on the shipment units to be
released. It should be used to determine personnel and equipment requirements to
accomplish this workload.

f. Parcel post issues. The storage element must process parcel post issues by accompli-
Oling the-Following.

(1) Pick the mortal and forward it to the accumulation area together with DO Form
1348-1.

(2) The accumulation area personnel locate the material, match the DO Form 1348-1 against
the shipment planning control listing (SPCL), and insert the proper copies of the DO
Form 1348-1 inside the container.

(3) Place the parcel post label, one copy of the DO Form 1348 -1, and two copies of the
SPCL with the container.

(4) Destroy the freight labels and deliver the shipment to the postal authorities.

(5) Complete the materiel release order control cards and transmit them to the computer.

(6) When the MRO control cards are fed into the computer, they will be processed to the
MRO register. This process causes a materiel release confirmation to be transmitted
via AUTODIN to the ICp.

g. On base issues. The MRO's that are determined to be on base issues will be processed
by the stoeadreiiiii in the following manner:

(1.1 Pick the material and forward it to the accumulation area with the 00 Form 1348-1.

The accumulation area personnel match the DO Form 1348-1 against the shipment plan-
ning control listing and either deliver the material to the customer or notify him
to pick it up.

(3) Complete the MRO control cards and transmit them to the computer.

4.15. ROUTINE GENERAL FREIGHT ISSUES

When a determination is made that a shipment is not on base and cannot go parcel post,
the flies are accessed to obtain the necessary transportation data to recommend a carrier and
routing and create the transportation planning worksheet. Documentation is then produced and
ictriboied. The OD Form 1348-1 goes to the storage element in location sequence to be used as
a picking ticket. Both bin and bulk location are furnished if both are to be picked. The
warohwoe iorklnad summary is forwarded to the storage element and used to determine personnel
ant equipment requirements. The MRO control cards are forwarded to the transportation element

9
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in SUCH (shipment unit control number) and line number sequence for completion by the transpor-
tation element upon receipt of the materiel and OD Form 1348-1 from the storage element. One
control car.' is furnished for each DD Form 1348-1 released to the storage element and is used
to provide actual weight and cub: to prepare the Government bill of lading (G8L). The SPCL
(shipment planning control listing) will oe used in lieu of NAM 10607 SD. The SPCL is for-
warded to the transportation element in SUCK sequence. Upon receipt of SPCL, the transporta-
tion element inserts the piece number, type of pack, total pieces for each NRO, total weight
per NRO, and total cube for each NRO. The transportation element also receives the transporta-
tion planning worksheet that provides the recommended carriers and routing.

4-16. SPECIAL-HANDLING SUSPENSE ISSUES

Upon receipt of an NRO for an item which has been assigned an operational test code. the
MRO is written to the NRO register and special-handling suspense file. A notification of spe-
cial-handling item card is produced and transmitted to the operational control office. One
card is produced for each OTC 1 item to be selected. That is, of the NR0 quantity is 50, then
50 special-handling cards are produced. If the OTC is 2 and the HRO quantity is 50, there will
be only one card produced, and it will be for the total quantity of 50. .he operational con-
trol office selects the items by USMCI serial number, inserts the serial numbers in the
special-handling item cards, and transmits the cards back to the Iomputer where they are
written in the work request file. Upon receipt of the special-handling cards the computer
accesses the file, obtains the necessary data elements, and produces a repair notice for the
end item and stock selection documents for collateral equipment, if required.

This stock selection card is forwarded to the stnrage element which picks the collateral
equipment (preassembled and stocked by sets) and forwards it to the PPM) element. The storage
element then transmits the stock selection card back to the computer. This causes a materiel
release confirmation to be produced and transmitted to the ICP for the collateral equipment.
Stock selection arc's for collateral equipment will always bear the same document number
assigned to the TIRO for the end Items The document melba* is then the kw. 'or the association
of the collateral equipment to the end item. The PP&P element receives collateral
equipmt, preserves it, packs it, and turns it over to the major item 1. .son team for holding
until completion of repair processing of the end item.

Upon completion of repairs to the end item, the repair element releases it to the major
end item liaison team (HILT), who associates ft with the collateral equipment it has been hold-
ing. The HILT then request a final inspection by the quality control inspectors. If ft passes
inspection, it is released to the transportation element for shipment.
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30.3h

WAREMOUSIMG OPERATIONS

Lesson 4

Storage Procedures

STUDY ASSIGNMENT: MCI 30.3h, Warehousing Operations, chap 4.

LESSON OBJECTIVE: Completion of this lesson will enable you to identify the principles used
in receiving operations, inventory procedures, and quality control,
which includes care-in-storage and insect and rodent control.

WRITTEN ASSIGNMENT:

A. Multiple Choice:
question. After
circle.

Select the ONE answer which BEST completes the statement or answers the
the corresponding number on the answer sheet, blacken the appropriate

Value: 1 point each

I. Receiving operations concern the manner in which material is brought into Lne

a. warehouse. c. transportation system.
b. supply system. d. storage element.

2. When there is no advance copy of a delivery document, what is checked to determine if
the correct shipment was received?

a. Seel number
b. Quantity received

c.

d.

3. It is possible to plan a receiving operation
supplies by using

a. the Storage and Material Handling Manual (NAVMC 1101).
b, advance copies of bills of lading,
c. a copy of the billing document.
d. shipping documents attached to material.

4. What type of inspection should be conducted prior to unloading of incoming supplies?

Characteristics of supplies
Size of carrier

in advance of the actual receipt of

a. Visual

b. Technical
c. Surveillance
d. PP&P

5. WhiIh is NOT a principle in unloading of supplies?

a. Straight-line flow c. Efficient handling
b. Continuous flow d. Surveillance inspections

6. Which unit normally assigns the checker for tallying of incoming supplies?

a. Warehouse c. Receipt
b. Transportation d. Inventory

7, Which form is used to tally incoming supplies?

a. DD Form 6 c. DD Form 825
b. 00 Form 25Q d. DO Form 826

lsn 4; p. 1
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8. What type of deficiencies are reported on the SF 351?

a. Marking
b. Repeated deficiencies from

the same activity

c. Overklef
d. Inventory deficiencies

9. Which form is used to report discrepancies in shipments?

a. SF 361 c. DO Form 285
b. OD Form 6 d. OD Form 826

10. The SF 361 can be prepared for

a. marking discrepancies.
b. adjustment of property records.

Which form is prepared to support official claim files?

a. SF 361 c. 00 Form 826
b. 00 Form 1348-1 d. 00 Form 6

12. What is a factor which would cause repacking and marking containers at the time of
unloading?

a. To verify the quantity of each container
b. Changes in stock number, item identification, or other data
c. To insure uniformity of all containers
d. To check for proper preservation

13. Which piece of equipment is generally used for horizontal movement of supplies a
distance of 300 ft?

a. Cargo trucks c. Truck tractor
b. Warehouse tractor d. Forklift truck

14. Frequency of inventory is determined locally based on item characteristics
pilferability, and

a. shelf life and movement history.
b. serviceability checks

15. Which is a purpose of an inventory?

a. Determine National Stock Numbers (NSN)
b. Adjust records, as appropriate

c. stock location.
d. locations verification report.

c. supply officer's discretion.
d. higher echelons of supply.

c. Determine unit of issues
d. Determine mass movement items

16. Determining the quantity of materiel actually on hand is a purpose of

a. gain transactions. c. a preliminary survey.
b. an inventory. d. taking a count.

17. Subsistence items are inventoried during a inventory.

a. periodic c. special

b. cyc1 4... d. spot

18. How often are w;11-to wall location verifications required for activities operating
stock accounts?

a. Annually c. Quarterly
b. Semiannually d. Monthly



19. Which type of inventory is conducted to insure that all assets are verified by physical
count'

a. Periodic
b. ^4clic

c. Spot
d. Special

20. When a warehouse refusal occurs, which inventory function is performer!"

a. Statistical sample count c. Cyclic inventory
h. Spot inventory d. Wall-to-wall location verification

71. The purpose of the inventory preliminary survey conference is to determine

a. the type of inventory. c. counting assignments.
b. a cutoff date. d. the type of stickers to he used.

7'. After a mass pavement of an item, how soon should stock of this item he verified?

a. Within 30 days after the movement
b. At the next periodic inventory
c. At the next scheduled cyclic inventory
d. Forty-five days after the movement

73. What action is taken on materiel received during the day of the inventory cutoff date'

a. Hold materiel in a special holding area.
b. Process receiving documents and post to stock records.
c. Stack materiel on location and hold receiving documents.
d. Issue all outstanding request for supplies.

74. What action is taken on documents prepared or discovered during the inventory?

a. Route to inventory control desk.
o. Forward the documents to stock locator.
c. Hold all documents until inventory is completed.
d. Process as routine documents.

75. What is the purpose of using an inventory stickee on materiel'

a. To indicate quantity on location
b. To tlentify items requiring PP&P
c. To identify unserviceable materiel
d. To indicate the materiel has been counted

26. Wherever the location error rate is 1% or less, what inventory procedure is used to
measure stock record and location accuracy'

a. Statistical sample location verification
h. Location verification 190%
c. All-items count
4. Periodic inventory

?/. What inventory procedure is used when the stock denial error rate excee4s. '% for
consecutive months?

a. Spot inventory
b. Statistical sample location verification
c. Location verification 100%
d. Periodic inventory

30.1
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28. 'hat is the location purity rating for an MCLR?

a. 96% c. 94%
b. 96% d. 91%

29. What action do you take with the DO Form 1348 -1 when a warehouse refusal occurs?

a. Transmit it to the inventory branch for action.

b. Forward it to the stock locator.
c. Stamp it as stock denied and return it to the receipt section.

d. Attach a systems error file card to it.

30. A warehouse refusal must be investigated within

a. 4 hours.
b. 24 hours.

c. 4 days.
d. 7 days.

31. Which form is used as a shelf -life item label'

a. NAM 10701 c. OD Form 8,6
b. DO Form 6 d. OD Form 874

3?. What is the basic principle of the care-in-storage program'

a. First-in, first-out issue c. Packaging and preservation
h. Last-it, first-out issue d. Sanitation and pest control

33. What is indicated by the shelf-life code?

a. Expected shelf-life period c. Level of preservation
b. Shelf-life type 1 or 7 d. Receipt date

34. What action do you take regarding type 1 shelf-life items whose shelf-life period has
expired?

a. Dispose of them. c. Issue all assets as soon as possible.
h. Repackage them. d. Change all assets to type "7* shelf life.

15. What type of inspection must be conducted on material receiver from a using unite

a. Visual exterior c. Operational 100%
b. Surveillance d. Operational 6n1

16. Which action do you take when a few unserviceahle items are found in a tot during care-
in-storage inspections?

a. Pull the entire lot from the location.
h. Pull the unserviceable items from tho lot.
c. Assign a new shelf-life code to the unserviceahle items.
d. Assign a new shelf-life code to the entire lot.

37. Which poison, or type of poison, should he used by a registered exterminator?

a. Red squill c. Residual insecticides
h. Antu dust d. Sodium flouracetate

38. Which type of spray should he used in the control of moths,

a. Antu dust
b. Contact

30.1
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39. A unit in Hawaii submitting a request for supplies on priority 03 should receive the
supplies within days.

a. 9 c. 11

b. 7 d. 15

40. Which system is used to insure that request for uteri.; are processed in accordance
with the mission and urgency of need?

e. Quality control c. Performance measurement
b. Priority designator d. Reliability management

41. What date is assigned by the operational control office for off-base shipments?

a. Cyclic shipping day c. Required delivery date
b. Mandatory shipping date d. Priority deWery date

42. What is the maximum cubic feet allowed before a shipment unit is closed?

a. 10,000 c. 850
b. 1,500 d. 800

43. What is the maximum number of line items allowed before a shipment unit is closed?

a. 99 c. 9,999
b. 999 d. 95,000

44. Several items may be combined into single shipment unit whenever they have any
one of four common denominators that make them compatible for combining into one
shipment. Which is NOT a common denominator?

a. Same approved project c. Same consignee or activity
b. Same condition code d. Compatible cyclic shipping day

45. Which issue management report should be used to determine personnel and equipment
requirements for shipment and issues?

a. Shipment workload forecast c. Shipment planning control listing
b. Warehouse workload summary d. Transportation planning worksheet

46. Which code indicates that a materiel release order is for shipment of special-handling
items?

a. Operational test code (OTC 1, 2 & 3)
b. Shelf life
c. Transportation
d. Ownership

47. To enable a stock picker to pick both sides of an aisle or row during one traverse,
picking documents are computer-sequenced by

a. compartments. c. station
b. levels. d. segments.

46. How pony special-handling cards are'produced for an MRO quantity of 50 OTC 1
items?

a. 1 c. 60
b. 25 d. 100

Total Points: 48

30.3 a a a
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Chapter 5

STORAGE OF SPECIAL CONKODITIES

Section I. LUMBER

5-1. HANDLING AND STORAGE

a. Ob ctives. The objectives of lumber handling are to load, transport and unstack lum-
ber economca y mnd without damage. The objective of storage is to maintain the lumber at or
bring it to, a moisture content suitable for its end use with a minimum of deterioration.
These objectives are easily attained if good handling and storm, practices are followed.
Adequate protection of liamber in storage will help prevent deluge by fungi, insects, and
Changes in moisture content.

b. Condition of lusher placed in storage. The condition of lumber placed in storage, with
respect to moisture content and fungus-infestation, has an important bearing on the keeping
qualities of the lumber over long periods. Fungi and termites are kept down when the moisture
content of the wood is less than 20%. All lumber must be chetked thoroughly for moisture con-
tent and fungus before placing it in storage. During storage it is important to protect the
lumber from changes in moisture content. Moisture-content can lead to checking, warping,
twisting, and stains which 'eke the limber unsuitable for its intended use.

c. Examination of incomini shipments. When lumber is received fn ,!rafts (assembled
units), choose several from differents parts of each shipment to dissassemble for examination.
The method of statking each shipment must be determined by competent personnel. Lumber is re-
ceived hand loaded in boxcars or in strapped unit loads on gondolas, flatcars, or trucks. Met-
hods have been designed to eliminate double handling. These methods may vary under certain
conditions, and the warehouse supervisor can determine the best method to use. Standard
storage and handling methods are found in the Storage and Material Handling manual (DOD
4145.19-R-1).

5-2. BUILDING OF LUMBER DRAFTS

a. Size. A draft of lumber is formed by stacking lusher to a desire4 height and width.
Drafts far yard drying are likely to vary between 3 1/2 feet and 4 feet (4ith 4 feet the most
common) wide and 3 feet to 4 feet the average height. The width of the draft will be
determined by the width of the lumber and fork capacity of available forklift trucks. When
statking lumber, it is necessary that the drafts be uniformed in size so that each draft of
the same material contains the same number of board feet. Random lengths of lumber should
never be used to make up a draft unless a small amount is received and sorting would make
small drafts. In this case the lumber is sorted by length with the longest pieces placed on
the bottom and the rest grouped in length sequence.

b. Air circulation within the draft. The air drying of limber is dependent on temperature
end humidity. Increasing the height of the stack tends to retard drying in the lower part of
the stack. Tall stacks also tend to restrict wind movement at the grouno level of the yard.
Lumber stacked in drafts may range from 4 to 20 feet in height with a 6-inch spacing between
the drafts which will increase the air circulation at the lower levels of the stacks.

c. Stickering of lumber.

(1) Moisture contents over 24%. Partially green lumber or lumber with a moisture content
of 248 or mofsiiWiffii-iiod air circulation within the draft to carry excess
moisture off as fast as possible. Lumber with 24% moisture or more should be
stitkered between each layer with sticks 2" or 3" thick. Hardwoods with a thickness
of 1 114" and over should be stickered with stids 1° or thicker.

(2) Moisture contents over 20% to 23%. This lusher should be stickered with lath (1 1/2"
x 1/2" x 45") between each two -layers of material unless the lumber is 1 5/8" or
thicker. Then you should place sticks between each layer. Hardwood with this mois-
ture content must be stickered with in or 1 1/2" by 3/4" stickem of sufficient
length to provide support and prevent warping. A sticker guide should be used in the
placing of tne sticks to meintafn proper alignannt. Sticker spicing may be altered
to conform to pile foundations according to the storage plan used.

5-1
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d. Binding and marking. Each draft of lumber assembled for storage or shipment should be
secured with appropriate binding, prior to or immediately after moving the draft from the
stacking butt board. Bindings are placed directly over the stickers in order to prevent
distortion of the lumber. Bindings should be over the second and last sticker in each draft.
If the lumber is to be moved immediately from the unloading point to the point of use no
binding is required. The binding material should be either 10-gage round steel galvanized wire
or 1 1/4-inch .035-gage flat steel straping. Ile galvanized steel wire is the preferred
binding material because it is more resistant to corrosion. After binding and prior to final
storage, each draft should be marked. /larking should include stock number, board feet, and the
date received. Lumber received on 13 July 1976 would be dated 196/70 (196th day of 1976).
Marking in this manner will make it possible for each activity to issue the oldest stock first.

5-3. STORAGE AREA

a. Yard location and surface. The best storage yard is located near the spot where lumber
is receiVid:--T5i-Wition should be on high ground that is level, well drained, remote from
water bodies or wind-obstructing trees, buildings or other objects. The storage yard can be
covered with cinders, gravel, shell, crushed stone, asphalt, or concrete.

b. Yard layout. A yard for storage of lumber is laid out in blocks separated by aisles.
The actuiT-iia-TiYout is determined by the size and shape of the available area and the equip-
ment used for stacking. Aisles in yards where the lumber is machine-stacked are usually 24 to
30 feet wide, the optinum being 24 feet: To increase a'r circulation within the stacks, an
aisle 2 to 3 feet in width should be maintained between the rows of stacked lumber.

(1) Spacing between stacks. In actual storage, the spacing between stacks of lumber
varies -but a space of 6" to 12" generally should be sufficient.

(2) Roof proctection for stacks. Lumber which cannot be stored under cover should be
protected from the moather by adequate roofing. To afford maximum protection a roof
should project 12 to 18 inches at the end of the stack and approximately 6 inches
over the sides.

(a) Roof lumber. A good low-cost roof which is adequate for lower grades of lumber or
lumber Which will not remain in storage for a long period of time can be built into
each draft as it is formed. To form this roof, one piece of lumber is left out of
the top layer and the remainder is staggered or placed so each board covers an ope-
ning between the tiers. Moisture is prevented from entering the draft and the two
top layers of each unit becomes the roof.

(b) Special roofing. Building paper Jr roll roofing may be combined with boards to
form a roof: -rhis type of roof consists of a double layer of boards with paper or
roofing between. Boards, roofing, plywood panels, alnminum, metal sheeting, and
other materials may be combined to form the roof. Special roofing should be used
only when lumber such as oak and other high-grade lumber is to be stored for long
periods of time for air drying or when thoroughly seasoned lumber must be placed in

open storage. Regardless of the type of roof used, it should be raised several
inches to perMt air movement between the roof and the top of stack.

c. Covered storage

(1) Open sheds. An open shed is similar to a storage yard without a roof. In this type
of CiiiFia storage, however, lumber may be stored on level foundations 12 inches in
height. The end moisture content requirements for lumber stored in open sheds should
be oetween 12% and 19%.

(2) Closed sheds. Closed sheds are used primarily for the storage of kiln-dried or well
plywood, molding, frame stock, and other show-type lumber intended

for special use where moisture content requirement is 12% or less.
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Section II. AMMUNITION ANA EXPLOSIVES

5-4. GENERAL

Military ammunition and explosives are products of war and manufactured primarily to kill
and destroy. Such products have hazards that affect all handling operations from the time of
manufacture until they are expended. The foremost consideration of ammunition storage is that
ammunition and explosives must be handled, stored, and shipped in A manner that will afford
protection against deterioration, accidental ignition, and detonation. Safety rules and regu-
lations governing the care, preservation, and storage of ammunition are issued by the
appropriate military services. These rules and regulations clearly state those that are
mandatory and those that are advisory. Tae latest editions of American Standards as published
by the American Standards Association and the National Bureau of Standards Codes are accepted
as references for the military services.

5-5. FACILI1IES

Magazines are used to store ammunition and explosives. 4 magazine can be any building or
structure except an operating building. Igloos are the most commonly used. An igloo magazine
is an arch-tyne earth-covered magazine which may be constructed of concrete, metal, or wood.
There are several different types of magazines such as: igloo magazines barricaded, igloo maga-
zines unbarricaded, standard igloo magazines, special-type magazines, and above-ground maga-
zines. In case of emergencies, open storage may be utilized.

a. Igloo magazines barricaded. This type of magazine is located so that the earth-covered
sides or hacks are toward each other or the front of one igloo with a barricaded door is facing
toward an earth-covered side, back, or barricaded front of another igloo.

b. Igloo ma unbarricaded. This type of magazine is located so that the front of
one igloo w Lout a door barricade is toward an earth-covered side or back of another igloo.

c. Standard igloo magazine. A standard igloo magazine is an earth-covered, reinforced
concrete, arch-type magazine with or without a door barricade. Igloos prov4ie good ventilation
and the temperature usually ranges between 400 and 450 F in winter and 600 and 700 F
in summer. The arched roof is an added safety feature because, if an explosion occurs, the
highest point of the arch would collaspe, causing less damage.

d. Special-type magazines. These are igloo magazines with steel or wood (instead of con-
crete) arches and steel, wood, or concrete end walls. Carta covered reinforced concrete maga-
zines, either dome or box-type, are considered special-type magazines.

e. Above-ground magazines. These can be any type of magazine other than standard igloo or
special-type magazines, either barricaded or unbarricaded.

f. Open storage. This type of storage is undesirable and should be used only as an emer-
ge 'expedient when authorized by controlling authority. Such items as pyrotechnics, propel-
lanu,, rockets, and black powder should not be stored in the open. If it is necessary to
store these items in the open, ventilated cover must be provided.

5-6. WAREHOUSING

a. Storage for certain ammunition and explosives

(1) 5,101-arms ammunition. May be stored in above-ground magazines. Where there is
morthatYpiliailable, the type that offers the best protection from fire
should be selected.

(2) Bombs with high explosives (HE) components. Bombs should be stored in barricaded
earth-covered magazines if possible.

(3) Separate - loading shells or projectiles. These should be stored in earth-covered
magazines.
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(4) pyrotechnic items. These items should be stored in magazines which are well venti-

Tated, dry, and fn good repair.

(5) Pilferable ammunition. Special precautions must be taken in storing such items as

anuurrtlFfouriniSTr .22, .32, .3B, shotgun shells, firecracker', and similar
items. The use of special locks and keys is required. The keys must be controlled
and issued only to the personnel necessary to carry on the normal receipt, storage,

and issue mission.

b. Storage aids,

(1) Box allots. Small quantities of ammunition may be retained in box pallet storage to
me current demands. The box pallet should to used to store hard-to stack and crus-
hable items such as carton-packed items, fiber containers, and small loose items.

(2) Dunnage. Dunnage should be placed beneath the first layer of ammunition or explo-
sives to keep them from coming in contact with the floor or ground. The type of dun-
nage is specified on agency storage drawings, on skeUhes, and in narratives.

(3) Steel racks. Steel racks which are grounded -4y be used for storage of separate -
o Shells, and other cylindrica jects of ammunition.

c. Aisles. Inspection aisles should not be maintained except when specific instructions
to the aiy are issued by the controlling authority. Operating aisle widths in magazines
should be adjusted to conform to widths required for specific types of available forklift
equipment or other operational needs. Aisles shoul4 be provided for use of handling equipment,
inventory, surveillance, ventilation, or as necessary to distribute the load within the floor
capacity. Aisles should not be maintained solely for inventory purposes.

d. Care of ammunition in store e. Incoming ammunition should to. inspected to determine
its con on whether adequate preservative protection has been applied. Those packages of
ammunition which have been opened or are being returned to the activity as excess should be
cautiously checkeu to determine further serviceablity and preservation requirements. Inspec-

tion of 'munition in storage should made to determine if the pre 'Natives and protective mea-
sures are adequate. Proper preservation and cleaning methods are .,tablished and published by
each military service.

e. Locator system. Locator records must be established at all military establishments
where ammunition and explosives are stored. There should be two records established which can
be cross-referenced. One is a record of each lot of ammunition and the location in which it
is stored; the second record should be a planograph for each storage building.

f. Safety. The most important part of all ammunition handling operations is consideration
for the safety of personnel, property, ammunition, and explosives. The controlling authority
is responsible for insuring that safe Practices are being observed in all operations that per-
tain to handling of ammunition and explosives. This line of resrnsibility reaches all the way
to the individuals that handle the item. General instructions governing the storage and care
of explosives should be pnsted in each magazine and building where ammunition and explosives
are stored. These instructions are found in the Storage and Materials Handling manual (DOD
4145.19-R-1).

Section III. STORAGE OF HAZARDOUS COMMODITIES

5-7. COMBUSTIBLE MATERIALS

This section includes some of the more common hazardous commodities sTared in military
installations, but it is not intended as a complete listing. Storage and handling precautions
to be observed with respect to other hazardous commodities are prescribed by the appropriate
military service.

a. Carbon (lampblack). Carbon should be stored in barrels, steel drums, multiwall sacks,
or kegs and should be kepi dry. Carbon in dust form is a dannerous fire hazard but not sponta-
neously flammable.

5-4
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b. Biphenylamine. Should be stored in wooden barrels, fiber drums, or kegs in a cool
well-venTiTated area. If diphenylamine is spilled on the skin, it should be washed off
immediately.

c. Ester um. Ester gum should be stored in tight wooden or steel barrels in a cool,
well- ventilat rea.

d. Fusel oil. Fusel oil should be stored in steel drams, tight wooden barrels, cans, or
steel taiki7niel oil fumes are dangerous in empty tanks or closed comportments. The liquid
is poisonous and care should be taken not to spill it on the skin.

5-8. FLAMMABLE LIOWNS

Flammable liquids present a fire hazard
that requires expert handling and .orage tech-
niques. It is important to segregate items
which, when combined with other substances,
cause combustion.

a. Characteristics. Flammable liquids do
not actually burn; the vapors from these liquids
do the burning. The rate at which liquids
vaporize varies with the vapor pressure of the
liquid, and vaporization increases with the in-
crease in temperature.

(1) Flash oint. The flashpoint is the low-
est tempera ure a which enough vapor is given
off to form a flammable mixture of vapor and air
above the surface of the liquid. Fig 5-1 gives the
flashpoint of some of the materials commonly car-
ried it the stock by the military services that
require careful handling. When in doubc about the
flammability of any item to be stored, you should
consult with the officials in charge of safety and
fire prevention.

(2) Fire point. The lowest temperature at
which a liquid-will give off enough vapors to
continue burning after ignition is called the fire
point. It is slightly higher than the flashpoint.
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b. Storag7. Flammable liquids should be stored in fire - resistant warehouses. They should
not be stored- n general warehouses except in emergencies. However, ohen flammable liquids
must be storel in general warehouses, the following should be observed:

(I) Storage should be at the end bays of the warehouse, if suitable access is available
to end bays by doors and windows.

(2) Containers should be identified in accordance with Interstate Commerce Commission
regulations.

(3) Containers should be checked for leaks before being placed in storage and inspected
from time to time in storage. Leaking containers must be removed immediately.

(4) curbs should be provided to prevent the flow of spilled liquids to other sections of
the warehouse.

(5) Flammable liquids should not be stored in any area where flammable vapors from leaks
cr other sources may be ignited by sparks, flame, or extreme heat. Adequate ventila-
tion should be provided for any area where flammable vapors or gases may be present.

5-9. COMPRESSED GASES

a. Characteristics. Compressed gas is one which is confined under a presure geater than
atmospheF1Firiii4W7--Because compressed gases are under pressure, such gases must he handled
with extreme care. Compressed-gas cylinders must never come in contact with fire, sparks, or
electrical circuits. the explosion of a steel container would have the same effect as a bomb
explosion.

b. 'forage. In the storage of compressed gases, cylinders of oxygen gas must be stored in
separate rooms from other compressed gases and highly flammable material. Certain compressed
gases in cylinders such as acetyline, chlorine, sulphur dioxide, and liquefied petroleum should
be stored upright to prevent damage to valves and to prevent separation of ingredients. Cylin-
drical units stored in horizontal position must be blocked or separated by notched spacers.
Figures 5-2 and 5-3 illustrate the correct methods of storing cylinders.

Fig 5-2. Vertical storage of acetylene Fig 5-3. Horizontal storage of cylinders
using notched spaces.gas cylinders.



5-10. RODENTICIDE POISONS

a. Calcium cyanide, fumi ant dust. Calcium cyanide must be handled with extreme care. On

contact with water this item g ves o a deadly poisonous gas which smells like peach blossoms.
The storage area for calcium cyanide mu be isolated from flan. able and combustible supplies
and acids. Only packages in good condition are placed in storage and the storage area must not
be subject to dampness or excessive moisture. This item should be stored under lock and key in
a section of a flammable-storage warehouse or an isolated scction of a warehouse, protected by
a barrier of wire fencing or other materials equivalent to wire fencing. Containers must be
examined at least once a week. If an area is suspected of contamination from leaking con-
tainers, it will be entered ONLY for emergency reasons and then only by personnel wearing air-
supplied rescue - breathing apparatus. Rubber gloves must be worn when handling packages of
calcium cyanide.

b. Zinc phosphioe. On contact with water or acid, this item gives off a deadly flammable
phosphide gas which can ignite spontaneously. Zinc ehosphide must be stored in an isolated
area away from flammable and combustible supplies and acids. This poison reacts violently with
oxidizing agents and gives off a garlic-like odor. Contaminated areas are entered ONLY for
emergency and then only by personnel wearing air-supplied rescue-breathing apparatus. This
item should be stored in a flammable-storage warehouse or an isolated section of a warehouse
protected by a wire fence barrier or a barrier made from equivalent material.

c. Locked storage items Locked storage poisonous new are poisons requiring maximum
security-1170Eiction to personnel. An area that can be locked should be used for the stor-
age of the following poisonou. items:

(1) Calcium cyanide

(2) Sodium monoflouacetate

(3) Thallous (thallium) sulfate

(4) ruprocyanide (copper cyanide)

(5) Potassium cyanide

(6) Sodium cyanide

(7) Barium hydroxide

(8) Strychnine

(9) Zinc phosphide

Svrl.iOn IV. MISCELLANEOUS COMMODITIES

5-11. BATTERIES

a. Dry cell. Batteries can be stored on pallets, in bins, or in racks depending on the
quantity and to be stored. Batteries removed from their original containers should never
come in contact with steel or other metal objects which can cause short circuiting or discharg-
ing. Since dry batteries are a perishable commodity, they should be stored in refrigerated
spaces or in warehouses having controlled temperatures. The most desirable temperature is
NW; however, spaces having temperatures between 350 F and 500 F with relative humidity
of 50% to 80% may be used for normrlly moving stocks. For long term storage, dry batteries
should be stored in areas having temperatures as close as possible to -300 F, but not lower
than this, and no higher than 500 F. The expiration dates are filled in by the issuing
activity at the time of issue.

b. leadacid

(1) Charged and dry. Batteries received charged and dry should be stored in a dry area
not subject Ei(TitTeiiiiilinperature changes. These can be stored in bins, racks, or palletized
loads. Tile vent plugs should be kept tightly closed.
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(2) Charged and wet. These are stored fully charged and ready for use. Equalizing char-
ges are given norms y aT 30-day intervals. The individual activity determines the frequency
of charges.

5-12. PHOTOSENSITIZED MATERIALS (ram AND PAPER)

Unexposed photveositized materials are perishable and deteriorate with age. The re-
quired relatite humidity for sensitized materials ranges from 301 to 60% with 50% considered
ideal and temperatures of 500 F or lower. Refrigerated space should always be used for
proper storage of photosensitized materials. Immediately upon receipt, this type of material
must be stored under specific conditions. The material should be placed on shelves, dunnage,
or pallets, allowing sufficient space between packages for adequate circulation of air.
Refrigerators used for photosensitized material must not be used for the storage of food or
water. Regardless of the level of preservation and packaging, these materials must not be
stored in damp basements, on damp ground, near steampipes, boilerrooms, windows, or to floors
of uninsulated buildings.

5-13. INTERNAL- COMBUSTION ENGINES

Engines should be stored in a clean, dry area which is not subject to extreme temperature
changes. Pallets, skids, or racks should be used to store engines. The correct dunnage can be
datermided by the type of engine, method of pack, and quantity to be stored. One important
fact to remoter is: engines in storage are not to be cranked or turned over in storage
because to do so would damage the coating of preservative compound. Engines stored in nonde-
humidified storage must be treated periodically with preservative compounds. Periodic checks
in nondehumidified storage should bn made on 5% of the engines on hand at intervals of
approximately 6 months. Engines in dehumidified storage do not require as much attention and
normally an annual check of 1% of the engines in str4 is sufficient.

5-14. LUBRICATING OILS AND GREASES

Oils and greases should be stored in a fire-resistant, sprinkled building, or warehouse.
If a general-purpose warehouse is used, storage should be in end zones with immediate access to
exterior doors and separate from blocks of other materials by aisles. These separating aisles
should not be less than 3 feet wide. Containers should be inspected before being placed in
storage and periodically thereafter. Those containers which show signs of leaking or excessive
corrosion, or are otherwise unfit, should be removed from storage and their contents trans-
ferred to a satisfactory container. Oils and greases in bulk storage should be palletized, and
the height of stacks and size of storage blocks must comply with regulations governing load
capacities and height of ceiling.

5-15. PAINTS

Where facilities are available, paint and paint materials should be stored in fire resis-
tant storage buildings. If space is limited, supplies bearing Interstate Commerce Commission
red labels should be given preference. If the general storage warehouse is to be used for sto-
rage of paints, the end zones are used, and the paint stored must be be segregated from highly
coebustible supplies. Containers are inspected prior to storage to check for leaks. The con-

tainers should be palletized and good ventilation provided. The containers should be so placed
in storage that they can be issued on first-in first-out basis. Paints in general should be
stored in a cool dry place. Nonfire-resistant unsprinkled warehouses should be used only as
last resort.

5-16. TIRES AND TUBES

Light, heat, air and motion, dust, and dirt are factors that contribute to deterioration
of tires and tubes. Tires and tubes should.be stored in cool, dry warehouses and should be
protected from light, especially sunlight to prevent checking. Skylights and windows should be
painted with sun-filtering paint to reduce the amount of light to a minimum. Tires should not
be stored in the vicinity of radiators or other sources of heat. Storage temperatures should
not exceed 700 to 800 F. Tires should be stored in a vertical position because stacking
in piles distorts the tire. Tires should be stored on standard pallets with frames and
special storage racks. Serviceable used tires should be handled and stored in the same manner
as new tires. Tubes require more careful handling than tires. New tubes should be left in
their original containers. Tubes not packaged should be stored in a cool, clean, and dry
place, well covered and Protected from elements that cause deterioration. Tubes should not be
inflatee: in storage and must be piled carefully so that weight does not cause stretching along
the folds.
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5-17. FIER ROE

Heat and moisture causes deriorating in fiber rope; therefore, it should always be stored
In a co. 1, dry, and covered space. When the rope is manufactured. it is impregnated with oil
which adds 10% to its weight. As the oil leaves the rope, the ro;.e deteriorates. Rope that
has been in storage for a long period of time should be weighed prior to shipping. When pro-
perly stored, rope loses its strength because of age at about 2% per year. Life of the rope
will be shortened further by the presence of mold, acid, or water. Ropes must not be stored
near acid, batteries, chemicals, or alkalies, and it oust have adequate ventilation and be well
protected from direct sun rays. Prior to stasae, it should be checked tc insure that it is
not wet.

S-18. PACKAGED PETROLcUM PRODUCTS

a. Use of drums. As a general rule, storage of filled drums should be held to the abso-
lute minliiirieddid-to meet ordinary requirements. When bulk facilities are available, it is
safer t' store empty drums, provide adequate drum-filling equipment, and store only enough
filled drums to meet immediate requirements.

b. Outdoor storage location. A level site should be selected that is not adjacent to a
congested-area, and werelh/Tiiintour of the terrain permits immediate runoff of surface water
through a network of open ditches. DRAINAGE TO ANY SEWER SYSTEM IS PROHIBITED. Areas with
cinder base, marsh, or waste land overlaid with peat and usually more or less wet should not be
used when other, more suitable sites are available.

c. Outdoor storage of 55- gallon drums. The drums should be placed horizontally in double
rows, butt To butt, with the vents facing outward. If stored on ends, the drums tend to col-
lect rainwater, which rusts the tops of the containers and may seep through and contaminate
the contents. For low flashpoint products, the rows of drums should not extend more than 35
&mos long. The second tier will contain 34 drums and the third tier 33 drums, thus the double
row will contain a total of 204 drums. To insure drums against damage from rolling, cross-bra-
cing every fifth drum is required. In addition, the ends 2f bottom tiers must be braced. The
bottom tier of drums should be placed on not less than two inches by six inches (or comparable)
dunnage running parallel to the lene,ch of the rows.

(11 Palletized stacking. Ocassionally drums may be placed on special drum pallets, which
Mow four 55- gallon drums to be placed on their sides on each pallet. Pallets must
be constructed to prevent drums from rolling. Pallets are stacked one over the
other with drum closures toward aisles. No end braces are necessary for palletized
sta,ks.

(2) Aisles. Aisles between double rows will normally be ten feet. The aisles may be
eidiieid to four feet where materials handling methods permit.

(31 Dikes. Each major storage division that contains products with a flashpoint of
13fl'T or below must be surrounded by a dike at least 18 inches high on level
terrain. This is tc prevent burning liquids from flowing to adjacent division,
buildings, storage areas, or waterways. in any case, the dike must be sufficient to
retain all of the liquid contents of drums stored in the division.

d. Storage of 5:gallon militarylasoline containers. Prior to storage, you must inspect
for leakage'ind-rW'proper marking of the containers. Check for the date of filling so that
the oldest product can be issued first. To conserve space and provide stability of stacks,
filled cans should be stacked in pyramids, unless cans are palletized. To stack cans in a pyr-
amid, lay out a 50-foot square and build a partial flooring for the first tie,. of cans by
laying out rows of 2-by 6-inch lumber or other comparable dunnage. Beginning 0: one corner of
the square, place six cans side by side along one side of the square. Place cans six inches
from edge of dunnage and allow 1/4 in expansion space between the cans. Place a row of six
Can: side by side with backs facing the aisle along the adjacent side to form an "I.". Place a
wood tier of cans on top of the first. Indent the second tier on both sides approximately 3
1/3 inches so that each can in the tier rests on three or four cans. Place a third and fourth
tier OP the stack, indenting each tier. Do not stack cans more than four tiers high.
Cnrtinue building the pyramid outward until the entire 50-foot square is completed. There
should he a total of not more than 13,370 cans in the section.
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e. Storage of empty containers. Empty containers oast be protected from mechanical damage
due to careless handling from contamination of their interiors by dirt, water, and other
matter. Tightly closed containers will greatly retard interior corrosion. New or recondi-
tioned containers received ?or storage probably will not have product markings on then. These
containers should be inspected periodically to insure their usability. Containers with
evidence of interior or exterior corrosion should be removed for reclamat;In. Stacking of
empty 55-gallon drums should be in accordance with methods proscribed by the military
services. Empty 5-gallon gasoline cans may be stacked in the same manner as full cans but
without limit to the height of stacks. Occasionally empty 5-gallon cans are strapped side by
side in groups of five. Groups may be placed on pallets with the cans r9sting on their bases
or their sides. Groups may also be stored without the use of pallets, but dunnage must always
be used between the bottom tier and the ground, and the containers should not be stacked as
high as containers stacked by other methods unless shoring is placed at the ends of eaci row
to prevent slipping. Filler plugs must be tightened before cans ere stacked.

f. Quality surveillance. A vigilant quality surveillance program is necessary to insure a
supply of clean specified products to the using field units. Many things can happen to petro-
leum products to affect their quelity and performance value after delivery and during storage
and dispensing at the depot. Careless handling, contamination, exposure to abnormal tempera-
tures, confusing of marking, or inefficient control of stock can cause leakage and spoilage.
Packaged products opened for spot checking or quality surveillance tests should be consumed as
soon as possible. When this cannot be done, the containers should be reclosed tightly and mar-
ked as having been previously opened. Inefficient supply control of products can result in
spoilage and loss. The "first-in first-out' issue procedure will reduce spoilage caused by
long storage.

Section V. SUSSISIENCE

5-19. PERISHABLE ITEMS

a. General. All chilled and frozen subsistence is highly perishable and subject to rapid
deterioritliiihen improperly stored. Storage at temperatures which are too high or too log,
under unfavorable conditions of humidity, and in the absence of proper air circulation will re-
sult in rapid spoilage and loss of the product. Storage temperatures for all frozen subsis-
tence items mist not be above 00 F. Products should be stacked on pallets in storage with a
4-inch wall clearing and a 2-foot ceiling clearance to provide for air circulation.

b. Storage.

(1). Meat vat products, and poultry. Proper air circulatic9 is the key to keeping the
temperature in all parts of meat storage spaces at the recommended level. Meat must
not be statked on the floor, but should be stacked on pallets to allow free circula-
tion of air under all items stored in the storage space.

(2) Quick- frozen fruits and vegetables. Upon delivery, quick frozen vegetables and
fruits should be transferred promptly to a low-temperature storage space. Tempera-
tures of the load should be checked upon arrival by taking temperature readings of
cartons selected from top layers inside the shipping containers. If the temperature
of the product is higher than the freezer-room temperature, shipping cases should be
scattered loosely about the room on handtrucks or on pallets on the floor with plenty
of room between 4ndividual cases to permit rapid lowering of the product temperature
to freezer-room temperature. If the product temperature upon delivery is the same as
below the temperature of the freezer room, the cases should be stacked compactly
immediately.

(3) Dairy products and eels. Air in the cold-storage room must be kept fresh. The room
must be kept clean and air circulating slowly. Ordinarily the air circulation can be
provided by use of pallets on the floor and proper stacking of various lots. Egg

cases should not be stacked more than 5 cases high to avoid pressure damage. Storage
life of persihable subsistence is explained In the Storage and Materials Handling
manual (000 4145.19-R-1).



5-20. SEMIPERISHABLE ITEMS

a. General. The term semiperishable subsistence refers to food items that are canned,
dried, dihWited, or processed to the extent that such items may under normal conditions be
stored in nonrefrigerated storage. Although semiperishable subsistence is not subject to spoi-
lage as fast as perishable subsistence, spoilage can and does occur if the products are
mishandleo, improperly stored, or kept in storage for an excessive period of time.

b. Storage. Where sharply changing temperature and high humidity prevail, the lack of
proper ventilation may cause excessive high temperatures in the storage room. Proper ventila-
tion is one of the most important factors in protecting foods. Careful, correct storage
methods not only prevent damage to items in storage but insure speed and efficiency in the
receipt, handling, and issue of such items. Shipments should be marked and segregated so that
the oldest lots as packed are issued first, unless the newer lots shoo evidence of
deterioration or spoilage. It is important to member that the length of storage should be es-
timated from the date of packing and not from the date of receipt. Care should be taken not
to stack items so high that their weight is liable to burst or crush the bottom layers.
Pallets are used vo raise subsistence off the floor and individdal lots should be piled in
such a way as to permit the circulation of air. All items should be properly cross-stacked to
keep the stack solid and prevent it from falling.

c. Physical environment factors

(I) Freezing. Dry products such as grain, flour, sugar, starch, and cereals ordinarily

are nothurt by freezing. Emulsion such as canned cheese, butter, and mayonnaise
will be destroyed by freezing even though the food is not spoiled.

(2) Heat. High temperatures in storage can cause bacterial growth and mold or insect in-
nnation. High temperature is the chief cause of rapid spoilage in canned foods and
should be controlled when possible by providing proper ventilation.

(3) Moisture (humidity), High humidity causes growth of bacteria and mold. High humidi-
trains sue qu c -moisture-absorbing products as flour, sugar, and salt t^ cake
and become hardened.

(4) Ventilation. In storage areas where temperatures fluctuate and there is a high Mimi-
all5c-IATTack of proper ventilation can cause a high temperature in the storeroom
and in extreme cases it may become necessary to open doors and use fans to provide
air circulation to reduce heat. Proper ventilation is one of the most important
factors in protecting foods, especially in tropical areas.

(5) Oght. Damage from light is restricted o produces that are packed in glass or
transparent containers. Exposure et) light may cause flavor changes in foods
containing oils and fats.

Storage life for semiperishable subsistence items is outlined as a guide in the Storage and
Materials Handling Manual(DOD 4145.19-A-1).
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WAREHOUSING OrRATIONS

Lesson 5

Stco.ge of Special Commodities

STUDY ASSIGNMENT: MCI 30.3h, Warehousing Opqrations, Chap S.

LESSON OBJECTIVE: Upon sucessful :ompletion of this lesson, you will be able to identify
the care-in-stome and proper procedures for correct storage of the
special commodities most common to the Marine Corps distribution
system.

WRITTEN ASSIGNMENT:

A. Multiple Choice: Select the ONE answer which BEST completes the statement or answers the
question. After the corresponding number on the answer sheet, blacken the appropriate box.

Value: 1 point each

1. Before placing incoming lumber in storage, it must be checked thoroughly for

a. correct binding. c. fungus and moisture content.
b. correct markings. d. size of drafts.

2. What is the average height of lumber drafts?

a. 2 to 6 ft

t. 2 tO 5 ft

c. 3 to 6 ft
d. 3 to 4 ft

3. Which lumber characteristic determines the width of a draft of lumber?

a. Width
b. Length

c. Thickness
d. Moisture content

4. Which factor is used to determine if stickers are to be used between each layer of
lumber?

a. Moisture content c. Length of lumber
b. Height of the stack d. Width of lumber

5. Marking of each draft of lumber should include all of the following information

EX(EPT

a. board feet. c. width of draft.
b. stock number. d. date received.

6. Whi:h is the preferred binding material for binding drafts of lumber?

a. Round steel galvanized wire
b. Flat steel strapping

c. Flat aluminum strapping
d. Flat tin strapping

7. What is the final step taken prior to moving

a. Stacking
b. Stickering

!so 5; p. 1

lumber drafts to final storage?

c. Marking
d. Binding
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8. Which Is the correct marking of lumber received on the 196th day of 1976?

a. IS Jul 1976 c. 196-1976
b. 196/76 d. 6196

9. Besides the equipment used for stacking, which other factor determines the actual
layout of a lumber yard?

a. Size and shape of available area c. Quantity of lumber to be stored
b. Type of lumber to be stored d. Length of lumber to be stored

10. To increase air circulation, how wide should the aisles be between rows fl stacked
lumber?

a. 2 to 3 feet c. 12 to 18 feet
b. 6 to 8 feet d. 24 to 30 feet

II. Lumber which cannot be stored in enclosed places must have at least adequate roof-
ing. To afford maximum protection from the weather, a roof should extend 12 to 10
inches at the end of the stack aid inches over the sides.

a. 24 c. 12
b. 18 d. 6

12. For long -term open storage, which would require special roofing?

a.

b.

Oak lumber c. Box pallet
Frame pallet d. Stickering material

13. The end-use moisture requirement for lumber stored in open sheds should be between
percent.

a. 6 and 12
b. 8 and 12

14. Which storage facility

a. Closed shed
b. Open shed

c. 12 and 19
d. 19 and 23

is used for the storage of plywood?

c. Open lot storage
d. Special warehouse

IS. Which facility is most commonly used for storage of ammunition and explosives?

a. Flammable warehouse c. Open storage
b. Dehumidified warehouse d. Igloo

16. Which magazine is located so the front of one igloo without a door barricade is
toward an earth-covered side of another igloo?

a. Igloo magazine barricaded c. Above-ground magazine
b. Igloo magazine unbarricaded d. Special-type magazine

17. Which commodity should NOT be stored in open storage?

a. Lumber c. Empty drums
b. Slack powder d. Vehicles

18. Which type of magazine should be used for the storage of bombs with high explosive
components?

a. Earth-covered barricaded c. Open storage
b. Earth covered unbarricaded d. Above-ground
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19. Separate-loading shells should be stored in

a. earth-covered magazines. c. above-ground storage.
b. open storage. d. fire-resistant warehouses.

20. Which storage aid should be used for storage of carton-packed or loose ammunition?

a. Steel wits c. BOA pallets
Metal bin units d. Standard pallet

21. The most important part of all ammimition handling operations is

a. storage aids. c. locator system.
b. equipment. d. safety.

22. Which commodity should be stored as hazardous material?

a. Fusel oil c. Photosensitized film and paper
b. Lead acid batteries d. Dry-cell batteries

23. The lowest temperature which enough vapor is given off to form a flammable mix-
ture of vapor and air above the liquid is called the

a. fire point.
b. flashpoint.

24. Which item has a 1000 F flashpoint?

c. melting point.
d. boiling point.

a. Paint thinner c. Ethyl alcohol
b. Ethyl chloride d. Rubber cement

25. If flammable liquids oust be stored in a general warehouse, in which part of the
warehouse should they be stored?

a. End bays c. Center aisles of each bay
b. Center bays d. Bays closest to the office

26. Which compressed gas must be stored in separate rooms from other cylinders of
compressed gases?

a. Sulphur dioxide c. Acetylene
b. Chlorine d. Oxygen

21. Containers of calcium cyanide must be examined at least once each

a. day. c. month.
b. week. d. quarter.

28. Which item should be stored in an isolated section of a warehouse with a protective
wire barrier?

a. Zinc phosphide c. Acetylene
b. Rubber cement d. Oxygen

29. Which item is considered a "locked storage item'?

a. Ifnc phosphide c. Liquefied petroleum
b. Acetylene d. Chlorine

30. What is the maximum satisfactory temperature at which dry-cell batteries may be
stored?

a. 600 F c. 400 F
b. 500 F d. 300 F

30.3
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31. For storage of dry-cell batteries, what is the most desirable storage room
temperature?

a. 300 F c. 500 F
b. 350 F d. 600 F

32. Temperatures in tire storage areas should not exceed

a 400 to 500 F. c. 600 to 700 F.
b. 500 to 600 F. d. 700 to 800 F.

33. Which commodity should be stored in a cool and dry warehouse?

a. Dry-cell batteries c. Perishable subsistence
b. Tires and tubes d. Photosensitized materials

34. What percentage of engines stored in dehumidified storage should be checked annually?

a.

b. 2

35. Fiber rope must rot be stored near

a. tires.

b. tubes.

C. 3
d. 4

c. engines.
d. batteries.

36. Which commodity should be stored in a cool dry warehouse and protected from direct sun
rays?

a. Cable c. Dry-cell batteries
b. Lumber d. Fiber rope

37. Which is a true statement concerning outdoor storage area for petroleum products?

a. Storage area must have a cinder base.
b. Storage area should be located near wasteland.
c. Drainage into any sewer system is prohibited.
d. Drainage ditches must be connected to a sewer system.

38. In storage of frozen subsistence, how much ceiling clearance should be allotted for
air circulation?

a. 6 in c. 2 ft
b. 8 in d. 3 ft

39. Which factor can cause rapid spoilage of frozen subsistence?

a. Improper air circulation c. Improper lighting
b. Loose stacking d. Quick freezing

40. In frozen storage, the purpose of the 4-inch wall clearance is to provide

a. an inventory aisle. c. .ir circulation.
b. an inspection aisle. d. pest control.

41. Storage temperatures for all frozen subsistence must NOT be above

a. 00 F. c. 100F.
b. 50 F. d. 250 F.

30.3
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42. The length of storage for semiperishablo products is estimated from the date of

a. receipt. c. packing.
b. shipping. d. actual storage.

43. Which factor causes canned butter to be destroyed?

a. Moisture c Freezing
b. Heat d. light

44. Which factor causes rapid spoilage in canned foods?

a. Heat c. Moisture
b. light d. Air

Note: Questions 45 to 52 require you to identify the storage facility (a-e below) in
which the respective commodity should be stored.

a. Refrigerated space
b. Closed shed
c. Barricaded igloo

45. Dry -cell batteries.

46. Well-seasoned lumber.

47. Photosensitized materials.

48. Paints,

49. lubricating oils.

50. Slabs with HE components.

51. Plywood.

52. Molding and frame stock lumber.

30.3
lsn 5; p. 5

d. Controlled-humidity warehouse
e. Fire-resistant building or warehouse

Total Points: 52

* * *
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Chapter 6

PRESERVATION, PACKAGING, AND PACKING

6-1. INTRODUCTION

Rough handling and exposure to extreme climatic conditions are two common problems to be
faced in the moving and storing of military supplies and equipment. In view of this, the
Armed Forces have given much time and thought to the development of packaging methods to
protect materials against deterioration and damage in any climatic area. Supplies that are
ruined or damaged because of faulty packaging can have a disastrous effect on a tactical
situation, since one failure in the logistical effort is one mistake too many. Time will not
permit the requisitioning or replacement of damaged items when it is a matter of life or
death. In general, NCO P4030.36, sets fuith the objectives that all Marine Corps material
will be afforded the degree of preservation, packaging, and packing required to prevent
deterioration or shinment damage due to hazards to which material is subjected during
shipment, handling, and storage.

6-2. MOTECTION OF SUPPLIES DURING NAMING, SHIPMENT, AND ST'lRAGE

a. Procedures

(1) Protection re uirements. The nature of an item determines the type and extent of
Tie pfUTIR on refpWid to meet shipping, handling, and storage conditions.

(2) Selection of levels of rotection. The selection of appropriate levels of
protection depends on a cCUITTons expected during shipment, handling, and
storage of the notarial. The guidance outlined in NCO P4030.36 is designed to
assist in the selection of levels which will meet specific shipping, handling, and
storage conditions.

b. Level of protection

(1) Level A - Maximum Protection. The degree of protection required against the most
severe conditions known or anticipateJ to be encountered during shipment,
handling, and storage. Items awarded preservation, packaging, and packing level A
are designed for direct exposure to all extremes of climatic, terrain,
operational, and transportation environments without protection other than that
provided by the package and packing. The conditions to be considered include but
art not :totted to the following:

(e) Multiple rough handling during transportation and in-transit storage from
manufacturer to user.

(b) Shock, vibration, and static loading.

(c) Environmental exposure oaring shipment or transit where port and warehouse
facilities are limited or nonexistent.

(d) Loading on shipdeck, transfer at sea, helicopter delivery, and offshore or
over-the-beach discharges to the ultimate user.

(e) Special package and pack features for field and combat operations,

(f) Extended open storage in all climatic zones.

(g) Static loads imposed by stacking.

(h) Final destinations where handling and storage conditions are unknown.

(2) Level B - Interuediatc Protection. The degree required for protection under
condilTonsinownesfilifere than those requiring level A but more severe
than these for level C. in general, the following criteria will determine the
requirement for level 8:

(a) Multiple handling during transportation and in-transit storage.

(b) Shock, vibration, and static loading of shipment worldwide by truck, rail,
aircraft, or ocean transport.
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(c) Favorable warehouse conditions for extended periods.

(d) Stacking and supporting superimposed loads during shipment and extended
storage.

(3) Level C - Minimum Protection. Minimum protection will be used whenever the
privalTfrigToVitrcCIWt-em permits use of this degree, based upon the
considerations stated within. In general, the following criteria will determine
the requirement for this degree of protection.

(I Use n, consumption of the item at the first destination.

(b) Limited shock, vibration, and static loading during the limited transportation
cycle.

(c) Favorable warehouse environment for temporary periods (less than six (6)
months).

(d) Effects of environmental exposure during shipment and in-transit delays.

ie) Item characteristics which require no special or peculiar preservation,
packaging, or packing provisions.

(f) Stacking and supporting superimposed loads during shipment and temporary
storage.

(4) Industrial Packaging. Industrial packaging will be used, whenever logistics
conditions-justify and may be used to satisfy any degree of protection when the
technical design details of the package meet all conditions of the level of
protection specified. Industrial packaging must protect items against physical
and environmental damage during shipment, handling, and storage. In general:

ia) Items will be given the degree of protection normally employed by the supplier
to afford protection &gains+ corrosion, deterioration, and damage during
shipment.

(b) Protection will be that used for distribution directly to a using customer or
for subsequent redistribution as required.

(c) Wholesale assembly bulk-type packaging practices such as those used in
interplant and interplant shipments to jobbers are not acceptable unless they
are the usual trade practices for selected commodities.

(d) The technical requirements will be incorporated in standardization and
acquisitions documents where applicable.

(e) Specific industry standards such as Electronic Industries Association or
Aerospace Industries Association Standards may be used, where appropriate.

(f) ASTM 3951-82 is an acceptable reference document for industrial packaging.
Well defined individual company standards meeting the minimum requirements of
ASTM 3951-82 may also be used.

6-2
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Figure 6-1 illustrates the three levels of protection afforded in packaging of items of
supplier.
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6-3. PACKAGING OPERAIION

a. Cleaniniprocess. Thorough cleaning by an approved process is the first essential
1peratfin in any effect-14e packaging cycle. Contaminants or contaminating residue, if left on
the wriace of an item, will render all subsequent packaging ineffective. The approved
cleaninq process and materials to be used are prescribed in MIL-P116_. There is no single
cleaning process which will be applicable to all items and surfaces.

(1) Conditions governing the process choice. Unless the proper process is applied,
more Warm than goodrmay result- Re aoice of a cleaning process will depend on
the following:

(a) Material composition of the item.

(b) Nature of the item's surface.

(c) Complexity of construction.

(d) Nature of contaminant to be removed.

(e) Portion or area of the item requiring cleaning.

(f) Degree of contaminant present.

(g) Availability of cleaning materials and equipment, and hazards involved.

(2) Cleaning applications. Items should be cleaned by a process or a combination of
processes which will accomplish thorough cleaning without damage.

(a) Cleaning solvent. Items requiring this type of cleaning should be cleaned in
cleaning solvenf and drained. The initial cleaning, when other than pressure
spray is used, must be followed by a secondary cleaning in another tank of
clean solvent. Items with critical surfaces must be cleaned in perspiration
and fingerprint remover. First clean the items with cleaning solvent then
immerse them in fingerprint remover and agitate for 2 minutes to remove
fingerprints. Rinse in a second tank of clean solvent for at least 1 minute
to remove the fingerprint residue. After rinsing is completed, remove the
items and allow excess solvent to drain off.

(b) Vapor degreasing. Cleaning with this process applies to items of simple
construction when the contamination consists of oil, grease, or other
contaminants which are soluble in vapor solvent or readily removed.

(c) Alkaline cleaning. This process of cleaning is the oldest and most widely
used system for cleaning metal. It is accomplished by 'emersion, soaking, or
pressure spray of alkaline cleaner MIL-C-5543 , or P-C-436 , and rinsing in
clean water above 1800F. for alkaline immersion cleaning, lower the items
into the hot alkaline solvent and soak 2 to 10 minutes depending on how badly
they are contaminated. Then remove the items and place them in the hot rinse
for approximately 1 minute.

(d) Electretcleanieg. Items are immersed in a solution of platers eleCtrocleaning
compound IP-t335 __), making the items an element of an electrochemical cell.
The electrocleaning process is followed by rinsing items in clean hot water
above 1800f.

(e) Emulsion cleaning. Items are cleaned by pressure spray or immersion soak in
grease-cleaning solvent of emulsion-type compound P-C-444_ at room
temperature. Cleaning is followed by a rinse in hot water above 180°F.

(f) Steam cleaning. The steam - cleaning process may be used by subjecting the
Items to steam alone or to steam with added steam-cleaning compound P-C437...
If the steam - cleaning compound Is used, follow with cleaning by steam alone.

(g) Abrasive cleaning. Abrasive cleaning breaks down solid, tightly adhearing
contaminants on item surfaces by blasting them at high velocity and impact
with hard or ;oft granulated particles.

b. Drying procedure. It is necessary to dry parts immediately after cleaning to remove
cleaning-Solvents and residual moisture. The selection of the drying procedure to be used is
at the discretion of the officer in charge unless otherwise directed. The awhorized drying
procedures are prescribed in paragraph 3-3 of MILP416_, and detailed applica 'qv, techniques
are found in MCO P4030.31 .

6-4
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c. Preservative. A preservative is defined as "a material which, when applied to another
iiliFilT77Will protect the latter from deterioration." To prevent deterioration,

preservative compounds which form a coating around the items are needed to protect

them. The application of preservative should follow the cleaning and drying operation
as closely as possible and should be scheduled so the overnight exposure of
unpreserved items is avoided. Preservatives are classified into two groups: those

for metal and those for nonmetals.

(1) Preservatives for nonmetals may be applied at the time of manufacture or later.
They are Intended- to provide protection to items that are subject to deterioration

by hfadliiig, dryness, aging, fungus growth, rotting etc. Examples of these are
moistureproofing and fungus-proofing materials and wood, leather, and textile
preservatives.

(2) Preservatives for metals are classified as either permanent or temporary.

(e) Permanent preservatives for metals are normally applied at the time of
manufacture of the item. They da not need to be removed before the item is
used.

(b) temporary or P-type preservatives for metals are applied after manufacture to
items with corrodible surfaces. They are generally oily or greasy in nature
and usually must be removed before putting the item into use. Table 6-1

illustrates the groups of temporary P-type preservatives.

Table 6-1. P -type Metal Preservative Groups
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d. Method of unit protection. The proper application of the methods and materials of
unit protection will neTp to insure that cleaned, dried, and preserved items remain in a
usable condition after overseas shipment or long-term storage.

(1) Terms and definitions.

(a) Unit protection. That protection given to an item by the use of appropriate

wrappings, cushioning interior containers, and marking for identification,
preceded by an necessary cleaning, drying, and application of preservatives.

(b) Unit package. A unit package is the first tie, wrap, or container applied to
a single item or multiple thereof or to a group of items, preserved or
unpreserved, which involves a complete and identified package.

(c) Intermediate packer. An intermediate package is an interior container which
ctitlfirts two or more identical unit packages and bears adequate identification
of the contents.
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(2) Factors governing the selection of the method of unit protection. These four
factors govern your selectial-7-1TREWetnod of WU-protection:

(a) Composition of the Item. Whether the item is metal or nonmetal.

(b) Nature of the Item. hoes the item have a critical or noncritical surface and
iFiriS the effect of water and vapor on the item.

(c) CoL,truction of the item. Whetlr:r the item is simple or complex in
coistrrw

(d) Level of_packagio, required. Whether the item is to he packaged level A, It, C
or industrial

(3) Basic methods of unit protection. The methods of preservation are established by
T/itary Specification IGL-0:77 and consist of six basic methods (fig 6-2). The

basic methods are:
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Fig 6-2. Concept of basic methods of protection.
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(a) Method I. Method I with a hard-drying, thin-film preservative 1)-1 or P-14 is
Wilirnised for preserving metal parts. to selecting the type of preservative,
you most elet_rmine if the item can he used without preservative removal. if not
then a soft film preservative must he used. Method I must be of such a nature
that depreservation by means of solvents, vapor degreasers, or alkali
metal - cleaning compounds will not damage the item nor impair its operation.
Figure 6-3 illustrates an ftem with method I preservation that can be used without
depreservation.
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Fig 6-3. Application of method 1 using a hard-drying preservative.

(b) Method IA. This method is a water -vaporproof enclosure in which the items are
placed for storage or shipment, with or without preservative coating.
Originally intended to prevent corrosion on metal parts, it is used without a
contact preservative to keep fabric, paper, plastic, and other nonmetallic
items clean and dry during shipment and storage. The enclosure may he a rigid
container, or a water -vaporproof barrier depending on submethod being used.
There are seven applications of suhmethads of method TA and they are employed
with or without contact preservatives as required except submethod IA-6 where
a preservative is always used.

Submethod IA-5, Rigid metal container, sealed.

Submethod IA-6. Rigid container (items immersed in oil-type preservatives)
seared. This submethod always requires the use of preservatives (fig 6-4).

Submethod IA-8. Water-vaporproof bag, sealed.

Submethod IA-13. Rigid container, other than al! metal, sealed.

Submethod IA-14. rontainer, bag, container.

Submethod IA-15. rontainer, bag.

lubmethod.1A-26. Floating hag, sealed.

A-7
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Fig 6-4. Submethod IA-6 (items immersed in oil preservatives).

(c) Method IO. Strippable compound coated by dipping the item in a tank of melted
plastic to specified temperatures. Coated items must be blocked,
braced, or cushioned to insure that static load on the compound does not
exceed 30 pounds per square inched (psi). In no cas.. should the minimum
thickness of the coating be less than 0.025 inch. This method can be
accomplished by dipping the item in the compound or by wrapping the item and
sealing the wrap by dipping.

(d) Method IC. Method IC consists of enclosing the item in a waterproof barrier.
Thee tiOrof waterproof barrier depends on the submethod to be used. Method IC
protects the item from water but not from water vapor. There are seven
applications of method IC used with or without a preservative:

IC-1. Greaseproof, waterproof bag, sealed.

IC-2. Container, bag, sealed.

IC-3. Waterproof bag sealed.

IC-4. Rigid container, other than all metal, sealed.

IC-7. Blister package, multiple-compartment, individually sealed.

IC-9. Skin package, waterproof; grease proof-vacuum formed.

IC-l0. Skin package waterproof, vacuum-formed.

(e) Method II. Water-vaporproof barrier with desiccant (with contact preservative
WiffifiqUired). Method II is used for items of highly critical nature which
require the highest degree of protection from damage by water vapor, and
mechanical or electrical items which cannot be treated with preservatives.
Since corrosion of an item will not normally occur when a relative humidity of
30% is maintained, method II affords complete protection by keeping the
humidity below this level, usually 20%. The effectiveness of method II
preservation rests upon five factors:

6-0
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(I) The volume of enclosed space.

(2) The surface area of the enclosing barrier,

(3) The water vapor transmission rate of the enclosing barrier.

(4) The moisture content of the item and dunnage at the time of preservation.

(5) The quantity of desiccant used.

There are six suhmethods of application of basic method II preservation. For a list
of these suhmethods and their uses, refer to the current edition of MCO P4030.31.

(f) Method III. Method III provides mechanical and physical protection only and
rfrgrioefford any protection against water, water vapor, fumes, or
atmospheric gases. Mechanical and physical protection is provided by typing,
wrapping, cushioning, blocking, bracing, palletizing, boxing, etc. Items
packaged by method III are generally those of noncritical nature made of
corrosion-resistant metals or inert nonmetals such as crockery, ceramics, or
nonoptical glass.

6-4. PACKING PRINCIPLES AND STANDARD SHIPPING CONTAINERS

a. Levels of packing.

(I) Level A military pack. The degree of packing which will afford adequate
protectron during sriTiment, handling, indeterminate storage, and worldwide
distrioutlon (fig 6-5).

(2) Level B limited military pack. The degree of packing which will provide adequate
protection against damage during multiple shipments fn which shipping and handling
will be under COver and storage in warehouses or °the' structures providing
equivalent protection from the weather.

(3) Level C minimum military pack. This level of packing will provide adequate
protection against damage during direct domestic shipment from the supply source
to the first receiving activity for immediate use. This level, as a minimum, must
conform to applicable carrier rules and regulations and may be the supplier's
commercial pack when such meets the requirement of this level.

(4) Industrial Packing. This level of packaging will be used whenever logistics
conditions Justify.

IMO
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b. Types of loads. The term "type of loads refers to the physical characteristics of the
item as t conlilbiTiT to the support of, or damage to the container. There are three types
of loads: type 1, type ; and type 1 (fig 6-6).

(1) Type 1 (easy load). This type of load consists of a single item or single
(interior coifiTiWF which provides complete and uniform support to all faces of the
shipping container. The contents are of moderate density and are relatively
sturdy. Examples are: wood or metal chest, toolkits, and canned or hoxed items
packet in a fiberboard box that completely fills the outer shipping container.

(2) Type 2 (average load). This type of load is composed of more than one item or
interior container which gives some support to all faces of the shipping
container. The contents are of moderate density and relatively sturdy. Some
examples are: goods in metal cans which are not packed in an interior container,
bottles individually cusioned, hardware in cartons, etc.

(3) Type 3 (difficult load). This type of load gives little or no support to the
shipping container. The contents can be extremely heavy, very fragile, irregular
in shot:, bulk materials which are free to shift and flow, or a combination of
several of these factors. Some examples are: rivets, bolts, and nuts, delicate
instruments, machined parts, and assemblies.

Fig 6-6. Types of loads.

ftsprecur

c. Se quence of packing aerations. Since packaging alone cannot provide ail the
protection nee e or th and storage of military items, it most he supplemented by
adequate packing. Packing is defined as "the application or use of exterior shipping
containers and assemblies of items or packages therein together with any necessary hlocking,
bracing, cushioning, weatherproofing, exterior strapping, and marking of the shipping
container." Nilitary packing is accomplished through the use of some or all of the following
steps (fig 6-7.).

(1) Selection and use of exterior shipping containers.

(?) Assembling of items or packages into the container.



(3) Blocking, bracing, or cushioning the items or packages within the container.

(4) Weatherproofing the contents.

(5) Strapping the container.

(6) Harking the container for content identification.
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Fig 6-7. Operations involved in packing.
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d. Selection of containers. In selecting an exterior container, you must relate the type
of load 511W-666filf4F7--56iral factors must be considered, the characteristics of the item
to be packed and weight of the article. Weight is one of the most important factors. When
the choice falls between the use of two or more different containers, each offering the same
degree of protection, you should choose the container that will keep tare weight and cube to a
minimum. Tare weight is the weight of the container only; cube refers to the amount of space
occupied by the container. Table 6-2 gives a paia1 listing of the containers suitable for
level A, Et and C shipments.



Table 6-2. Containers for Level A and B shipments

Specification Number
Current edition

Description

PPP -0 -585 Box, WOod, Wirebound

PPP-B-591 Box, Fiberboard, Wood-Cleated

PPP-B-601 Box, Wood, Cleated Plywood

PPP-B-621 Box, Wood, Nailed and Lock Corner

PPP -B -636 Box, Fiberboard

PPP-B-640 Box, Fiberboard, Corrugated, Triple Wall

MIL-C-52950 Crate, Wood, Open and Covered

PPP-0-705 Drums, Metal Shipping, Steel lover 12 and

under 55 gallons)

MIL-C-104 Crate, Wood, Lumber and Plywood Sheathed,
Nailed and Bolted

MIL-C-3774 Crate, Wood, Open 12,000 and 16,000

MIL-D-6054 Drum, Metal -Shippinp and Storage

MIL-B-17757 Box, Fiber, Corrugated (Modular Site)

MIL-C-22806 Crate, Sheathed, Wood, Wirebound

MIL-B-26195 Box, Wood-cleated, Skidded, tuad -bearing Base

MIL-15 -400030 Drum, Plastic molded polyethelene

(1) Nailed wooden boxes. As an exterior shipping container, the nailed wood box is

the most frequently uses: small shipping container. Additional information on
materials and construction requirements, styles, and intended use of nailed wood

boxes can be found in section III of MCO P4030.21_ and PPP-B-621...

(2) Sheathed and unsheathed crates. A crate is a container formed of frame members
aiajwctect and sustain-the contents against damage due to hazards encountered
in transportation, handling, and storage. Crates must be capable of withstanding

extreme shipping handling and storage conditions (fig 64).

Isa---

Fig 6-8. Sheathed and unsheathed crates.
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(3) Fiberboard boxes. Fiberboard boxes are the lightest and least expensive. There

are several limitations to consider when you use fiberboard containers. The
maximum weight of a fiberboard box and its contents is 140 pounds for domestic
shipment and 110 pounds for overseas shipment. Type 1 and 2 loads are the only
ones permitted to be packed in this container. Fiberboard boxes are made of
V-board which is a heavy-duty highly weather,' resistant board, or W-board which is
a lower strength, highly weather resistant board. These containers may be used as
interior or exterior containers but the primary use of boxes made of V -board is
for overseas shipment and those node of 11-board for domestic shipment.

(41 Wirebound wood boxes. A wirebound wood box consists of face bards that form the
sides, top, and bottom with two or more binding wires stapled to the boards to
form a mat or blank. These boxes are used for export shipment of materials
weighing not more than 400 pounds. When properly designed, these boxes may carry
either type 1, type 2, or type 3 loads. For type 1 and 2 loads, the contents must
fit snugly into the boxes and give support to all faces of the container.
Additional information on wirebound wood boxes can be found in section 111 of NCO
P4030.21 .

01 Cleated panel boxes. Cleated boxes are made by attaching wood cleats to sheets of
plywood, fiberboard, or other similar material to form panels that are later

Thisfastened together at the cleats to form a container. is container has complete
coverage of all faces. It has good water and moisture resistance when the panel
material is of water-resistant type. When plywood is used, these containers have
a high resistance to mashing at the corners and will withstand severe dropping.
Cleated panel boxes consist of 11 styles, A through K. Styles A and R are
designed for both overseas and domestic shipments and styles C through K are for
domestic use only. Fiberboard cleated panel hoxes are limited to type 1 and 9
loads and to weights of 400 pounds for domestic shipment and 200 pounds for
overseas shipments. Plywood cleated panel boxes can carry the three types of
loads and up to 1,000 pounds for both domestic and overseas shipments (Co 4-41.

CLEATED PleIRSOARD BOX
STYLE A

SAVO MOW

.---oom"-
"407_

tenieWelit

CLEATED PLYWOOD IOWA
STYLE

Fig A9. Overseas style of cleated panel boxes.

(6) Triple-wall corrupted fiberboard boxes. A triple-wall corrugated fiberboard box
is a container age of triple -Ali corrugated fiberboard and it consists of three
Sheets laminated to four flat facings resulting in a relative'y sturdy structural
material. These hoses are suitable for difficult heavy loads that require
exceptionally large containers resistant to sudden forces, are highly resistant to
compression, and able to sustain heavy loads for long periods of time. They are
light in weight and smaller in cube than wooden containers and have cushioning
characteristics due to the corrugated stock from which they are huilt.

6-5. SPErIAL-PURPOSE CONTAINERS

a. Metal drums. All cylindrical metal containers of more than 10-gallon capacity are
geoeralli7MUrrrid as drums. Drums are usually made of steel or alloy.



b. Shipping and storage metals drums (MILD-6054). These are reusable containers

incorporating a Tully removable cover with a bated-ring or twist-lock closure. Rolling hoops

increase the strength and serve to anchor internal dunnage through the use of split steel
locking rings which fit within the rolling hoops. These containers come in various sizes

ranging from 3 to 80-gallon capacity. The inside diameter ranges from 10.50 to 30 inches and

the inside height from 8.08 to 41.12 inches. These containers are suitable for the packing of

delicate items which require a high degree of protection from physical, chemical, and

mechanical damage.

c. Metal drums 55-gallon (PPP-D-729 ). These drums are intended for use in the

shipment of noncorrosive materials.

d. Fiber drums. Fiber drums are cylindrical containers with bodies made of fiberb4ard.

These drums are Tow in tare weight, dustproof, waterproof, and can be easily opened and

closed. Fiber drums should be used in lieu of metal drums, whenever possible, to save initial

costs. Unless otherwise specified, drums should be provided with a full open top (fig 6-10

and table 6-3).

Table 6-3. Fiber Drums (PPP-D-723)
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Fig 6-10. Typical closures of fiber drums.
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e. Paper shipping sacks. Paper sacks are custom-side, flexible containers made from 1 to
6 plies or waTTS of specified papers. They have a low tare weight and offer an ecnomical way
of consolidating powdered and granular materials for shipment. Their single limitation is
that the weight of contents must nut exceed 110 pounds. Wen using these sacks, you should
insure that the top and bottom of the sack are properly closed (fig 6 -ill.

KA* vAIW

0011
0100

MI 0 104,00 vA00 SAM

yin pi gm vA0,1 SAC'S

Fig 6 -11. Types of paper shipping sacks.

f. Textile, burlap, cotton) and waterproof laminated b!gs. These bags are constructed
from burlap cloth, textile ianonated to paper, or other suftT&Ile material. The choice of
proper type, class, grade, and style of bag depends on the requirements of the product to tie
packed, such as the moisture or water resistance, strength, sifting, etc. For specifications
and uses of these bags, refer to NCO P4030.71_.

4 -6. RACING, BLOCKING, CUSHIONING, WEATHERPROOFING, AND STRAPPING

a. General. After the correct type of container has been selected, you must then
determini7Threorrect method of putting the items into the container to prevent damage Mom
jolting and weather.

b. Blockineand bracing. Blocking and bracing provides phYsical and mechanical
protection by means of firm rigid materials which prevent free movement of the item within the
container. Figures 6-17 through 4-15 illustrate methods of bracing and %locking applied
during packing.

t_LJA

_ 1/111111

41

TIE ROD

Fig 6 -17. Vertical use of tie rods. rig 6-11. Diagonal use of tin rods.

ti -16
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Fig 4-14. Blocking and bracing
on item to a skid hase.

fig 4-14. Blocking and bracing the interior
of a drum with the use of internal
locking rings.

c. Cushioning. Cushioning is the protection given an item against physical and
mechanical damage by means of absorbing the energy of shocks and vibrations through a gradual
but increasing resistance to the movement of the item. Figures 6-14 through 4-14 illustrate

methods of cushioning.

POW KM%

cusinom macs

fig A-16. rushion blocks hetween interior .g 4-17. SusplAsion, item cushioned

and exterior container. by xowrcing on springs.

c-1R
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Neat =UM
?FLOTATION

Fig 6-18. Item cushioned by shock mounts. Fig 6-19. Flotation, item encompassed by
cushioning material.

d. Weather rcmfin . Water in its different forms is the main damaging factor in climatic
exposurei7--Exposure axards are controlled by preservation and packing and by using
water-resistant exterior containers and waterproof barrier material. Figures 6-20 through
6-24 illustrate methods of waterproofing.

=Mr

4.44

Fig 6-20. Interior shroud. Fig 6-21. Crate liners. Fig 6-22. Crate top covers.

Fig 6-23. Individual packages waterproofed.

6, ..'

Fig 6 -24. Case liner.

e. Strapping. Strapping is the process of reinforcing containers with steel straps,
wire, metiTTT-c bands, or filament tape. The size and type of containers will determine the
number and the placement of the strapping.

6-17
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6-7. REUSABIE CONTAINERS

a. General. The materials saved from in-shipments can often be used for out-shipments.
Care shoird5itaken in the opening and removal of the contents of a package to preserve the
packaging mater'al as such as possihle and to cause the least damage possihie to the

container. The following items should be saved if at all possible:

(1) Barrier materials.

(2) Cushioning materials.

(3) Cleated fiberboard and metal container....

(4) Wooden containers.

(S) Wood blocking and bracing materials.

b. Conservation and maintenance of metal drums. You should do your utmost to conserve
metal drums because of their high cost to the Government. When empty, returnable drums must
be closed tightly and returned promptly. They should not he cleaned, rinsed, or contaminated
by filling with any other material. Drums should be inspected as soon as returned, cleaned
promptly, have necessary repairs made, repainted, and placed in dry storage with all openings
tightly closed. Be careful when handling a returnable drum because the commodity shipped in
it may have been poisonous liquid, acid, or other dangerous material. Exercise care in
opening and closing these drums. Apply necessary ICC Empty caution labels.

c. Wooden boxes and crates. If care is exercised in opening these containers, they can
1, reused and thereby save money for the Government. Engines, transmissions, transfer
assemblies, and axle assemblies are packed in reusable containers, and these should be saved
for reshipment. Care in opening and the use of proper tools in opening containers will aid in
saving containers for out-shipment of similar items. Normally containers are marked to
indicate "reusahle* and "do not destroy*: however, it is up to the individual to determine if

a box or container is reusable even though it is not so marked. Figure 6-n illustrates types
of reusable containers.
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Fig 6-'4. Types of reusable containers.

6-8. MARKING FOR STORAGE AND SHIPMENT

NWT IN SIM

40

a. Marking materials. All marking materials used must either he as specified In
MIL-STD-7211WWFmappd by proper authority. Marking materials may be divided into
waterproofing materials, stenciling materials, obliterating materials, and tags or labels.

(1) Waterproofing materials.

(al Spar varnish ITT-V-141 I. This varnish is used for waterproofing of exterior
6564,1TriirMiRarii-iii-d-labels. It is sultable for use in both exposed and
covered storage areas.

(h) Acrylic coating compnund. this coating compound is clear and
WatiF4-mrltatir.--TT-it;rves the same purpose as spar varnish and also prevents
CArem:IOn 04 M041 turf ales.

4.in
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(c) Adhesive, cellulose nitrate hese. Thh material is used to apply labels to
containers anuto waterproof them. The dual purpose of this material mates it
economical and handy for use.

(d) Adhesive and protective coating material. This material is used not only as
an adhesive but also to waterproof tags and markings.

(2) Stencil materials.

(a) Stencil inks (TT-1-558 , and TT-I-554 1. These inks are weather-resistant,
fast-drying, and have a fiat finish. They are made in black, white, red,
yellow, green, blue, gray, and orange. For narking fiberboard or wood boxes,
black is generally used. Separate inks are made for use on porous and
nonporous surfaces.

(h) Stencil lacquer (TT-L-70 1. This material is weather-resistant and
Fast- drying. It is intended for use on primed metal surfaces, preferably
zinc-chromate primed.

(c) Stencil enamel ITT.1484 1. A synthetic glass enamel that is weather-resistant
and fast-drying, This enamel is suitahle for use on exterior and interior
wood and smooth metal surfaces that have been previously primed.

(d) Gasoline-soluble paint (MIL-P-11483 ). 'his paint is used when markings are
applied directly to equipment such as vehicles, At destination, the markings
can he removed with the use of gasoline.

(3) Obliterating materials (those that blot out, erase, or cover upl. Quick- drying

opaque paints and lacquers approximating the color of the container (when
approved) may he used as obliterating Materials. lusterless lacquer conforming to
specification TT-L-40 , and a stenciling and obliterating water emulsion paint
conforming to speciffEations MIL-P-52108 , are examples of obliterating materials.

(4) Tags and labels.

(a) Tags (UU-T-Al ). Cloth or paper shipping tags must he either white or
manila. Metal shipping tags must he corrosion-resistant, Tags should he
attached to items with corrosion-resistant wire or twine as specified,

(b) Labels. Labels must be made of white paper and have a smooth finish. They
are used on interior packages, paper-wrapped rolls, unpacked items and, under
certain conditions, on shipping containers. Lahels applied to level A packs
must he waterproofed by coating the entire outer surface of the lahel with
waterproof lacquer, varnish, clear acrylic coating compound, or label adhesive,

b. Marking requirements. According to the current edition of MIL-STO-114, marking must
he done by the use of labels, stamping, stenciling, printing, or tagging. Except for piece
number, total pieces, and weight and cube information, handlettering or writing cannot he used
unless specifically authorized.

(1) Condition of surfaces to he marked. All surfaces must he clean and free of oil,
grease, and any marks not applicable to the shipment. Advertising matter and ease
markings are permitted. The required markings mutt he of a different color than
the advertising matter when they cover part of the advertising.

(2) Legibility. Markings must be clear, legible, nonfading, and durable. The color
orali markings must be hlack, except when applied to surfaces on which black is
not legible.

c. Size of mark ink.

(1) Unless specified otherwise in MIL-STO-174, lettering for all markings must he in
capital letters of equal height, and proportional to the availahle space of the
container.

(7) Lettering for markings, other than the address, should not he loss than 7/1A or
more than 1 inch in height. The lettering may he reduced to 1/4 inch in height
when necessary.

(31 Lettering for address markings and for labels or tags must he not less than ln
point type (101 inch). On metal tags the minimum size marking is 3 /1' inch.
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d. Identification. The following identification markings must be applied, as required,
to all calilian-TaTietited unit loads, and unpacked items. Refer to figures 6-26 through
6-28 for illustration of the markings described below.

(1) Stock number. This identification marking is required and should he the national
stock number. When the NSN is not available, space should be left on the
container for later placement of the same. In such cases, the manufacturer's part
number is used and a space left immeliately above such number for the NSN.

(2) item description. Item description is the name and necessary a'.ectives of the
Item or part. It is required at all times.

(3) Quantity and unit of issue. The quantity is the number of items in a unit
package, shipping contaTner, bundle, or secured lift. The unit of issue is a
standard or basic quantity in which an item of supply is divided, issued, or
used. This is a required marking.

(4) Level of preservation and date. This required marking consists of the level of
preservation and packaging, the level of packing, and the month and year of the
earliest interior package.

(5) Gross weight and cub*.

(a) Gross weight is the weight of the contents, dunnage, and container. This is
expressed in pounds to the nearest pound.

(b) Cube is the volume of space occupied by the container. Cubic feet are shown
decimally to the nearest 1/10 of a cubic foot.

(c) Gross weight and cube are required markings.

(6) Lot, batch, or control number. Used when specified or required.

(7) Outside dimensions. Outside dimensions must be shown on all containers having a

TrilMirrlensonof 72 inches or over. These dimensions are shown in order by
length, width, and height, in inches to the nearest inch.

(8) Seri:1 number. The serial number is the number appearing on the item as assigned
rrioanuacturer or Government for identification or control purposes.

(8) Special markinthee applicable). Special markings for the protection of item
and shipping container or to Identify sets or assemblies being shipped must be
applied when necessary. Special warnings must also be shown, as required,
regardless of the destination of the shipment.

(10) Address marking. Address markings must be applied to shipping containers by means
of a Military Shipment Label (DD Form 1387) or a Military Shipping Tag (DD Form
1387-1). Exceptions to the use of these tags or labels are bundles of lumber,
loose poles, and ties. Address markings for these items must be stenciled on the
side directly below the identification markings.

(a) Overseas address. The overseas address should contain the following:

1. TCN (transportation control number).

2. RDD or expedited handling code (when applicable).

3. Project code when specified.

4. Consignor, shown coded and in-the-clear.

5. Transporation priority.

6. POE /APOE: Port of embarkation/aerial port of embarkation.
in-the-clear.

7. POD/APOD: Port of debarkation/aerial port of debarkation.
and in- the - clear.

8. Consignee, coded and In-the-clear.

6-21
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9. Piece number not required for shipments of a single commdity in standard
pack containers or export shipments of wood products).

10. Total pieces (not required for export shipments of wood products).

11. Weight and cube (not required for export shipments of wood products).

(b) nomestic address. The domestic address should contain the following:

1. TCN (transportation control number).

2. ADD or expedited handling code when applicable).

1. Project code, when specified.

4. From: Name and address of consignor 'coded and in-the-clear).

A. To Name and address of consignee (coded and in-the-clear).

A. Piece number and total pieces not required on full carload and truckload
shipments of like items).

7. Weight and cube.

(11) Packing_ list. A packing list is used on containers packed with unlike items
omen aTull description of the contents cannot be shown on the containers.
One copy must be placed inside the container on top of the contents and the
other in a waterproof env'looe which is secured to the outside of the
conta:aer in the most protected location. For overseas shipments, the outside
copy is further protected with a packing-list protector which is secured over
the packing-list envelope.

A-92
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ITEM
NO

REQUIRED MARKING

1 IDENTIFICATION MARKING
2 CONTRACT DATA MARKING
3 ADDRESS LABEL MO Form 1387)
4 BAR CODE

JMPTC 1232L

Fig 6-96, Identification and contract markings.
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Fig 447. Handling marking.



Fig A-',R. Se: or assemhly markings.
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e. Special markings.

(1) Restrictive markings. Restrictive markings are for classified material,
especially items, and security items. These markings must be of such
nature as HOT to reveal classification or permit ready identification of material.

(2) Set or assembly markings. When a set or assembly is placed in two or more
ContaineiV,--iadk Cat-el-her must bear, in addition to its own number, the total
number of containers making up the set and the number of the set in each
shipment. A 2-inch black-colored disc must be placed above the numbers on each
container signifying that all containers in the set should be shipped together.
When machines are disassembled for shipment and the component parts are packed in
two or more containers, each container must bear the serial number of the machine
in addition to the regular set marking.

(3) Era ile items. At leas two surfaces of all rectangular containers or two equally
spaciaWriffi on the circumference of cylindrical containers packed with delicate
or frailo articles must be marked FRAGILE by the use of labels, stencils, or
imprints as applicable.

(4) Arrows. liken the safety of the contents necessitates that containers be stacked
withthe top surface up, two sides of rectangul** containers and two equidistant
points on the outside of cylindrical containers should be marked with the word UP
and with an arrow toward the top of the containers. The length of the arrow
cannot be less than 1 inch and the stem not less than 1/2 inch in width with the
size proportioned to the available space on the container.

(5) Center of balance. A one-inch wide vertical line not less than three inches long
locating the center of balance should be extended up from the bottom edge of both
sides of containers over 10 feet in length or those which are unbalanced. This
line mist be identified by stenciling or printing in one-inch letters the words
*CENTER OF BALANCE* immediately above or alongside the line.

(6) Boxes andlackages containing magnets, magnetron magnets, or magnetron tubes
suitable for air shipment. These boxes and packages must be conspicouiTY marked
on two opposite sides with a red caution label with white lettering (fig 6-29).

MAGNETIZED
...MATERIAL

I 6.4011. 11 MONETIZED MATERIAL LABEL

Fig 6-29. Caution label for magnetic equipment suitable for air shipment.

(7) Boxes containing majets not suitable for air shi ment. Boxes and packages
c6nfiT6Tiqmagnits, mi-0-66EFbn mijii117,76r magnetron tubes not suitable for air

shipment must be conspicuously marked on two opposite sides with a red CAUTION
label with white lettering (fig 6-30).
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WHITS CIRCLS

RI BACKGROUND,
WITH WHITS LITTER3

Fig A -30. Caution label fosr magnetic equipment not suitable for air shipment.

(8) Method IT marking. Method II packages which are shipping containers must bear a
precautionary label. When Labels are not available, a reproduction of the label
may be printed or stenciled on the container with waterproof red ink. When there
is not enough space for labeling, the words 'Method 11 pack, 00 NOT OPEN UNTIL
READY FOR USE," must he printed or stenciled on the container in letters as large
as space permits.

f. Location of markings.

(1) Boxes and crates. The top, hottom, and one end of boxes and crates must he free
of outings exProt 'or special markings required for safe handling or by existing
regulations (fig 4.01).

ITEm
REQUIRED MARKINGto

ibliaiiciailiqiitiitieS...-:,
7 CONTRACT OATANARKING.
3 ADORESEI LABEL (DO Form 1319/)
4 8AR CODE

Fig g -II. RASic markings for boxes over In cubic feet.
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(a) Identification markings. Stenciled or printed on one end and one side. End

the upper two-thirds of the end. Side markings are
placed on the side to the right of the marked end, on the left, upper
two-thirds of the container. Containers of less than 10 cubic feet do not
reluire the end to be marked (fig 6-31).

(b) Contract data marking!. Contract data is stenciled or printed directly on the
contaTnIr-oir,airapplied to fiberboard containers, may be shown on a
printed, reproduced, or typed label. Markings are placed below the
identification marking on the side of the container. Contract data may be
omitted from shipments overseas whenever such data interferes with thl
placenent of handclasp emblems or other required markings (fig 6-31, C).

(c) Address label or tag. For transportation priority 1 a red-bordered label or
fig Ts used, for transportation priority 2 it is blue-bordered, and for
transportation priority 3 the plain label or tag is used. The label is
applied on the identification marked side.

(2) Barrels and drums. The identification markings on barrels and drums must be shown
DI the upper third of one side and on the top. On the same side, the address
label must be placed in the middle third. On the upper third of the opposite
side, place the contract data.

(3) Rods, shafting, bars, etc. Tabricated rods, shafting, bars, etc., which are
ihipped-iithout packing must be marked with two tags securely attached to the
article, one of which is concealed by being bound to the article with burlap or
other covering and each end of the covering securely fastened (fig 6-32).

(4) Reels of spools of cable and wire (except barbed wire). Reels or spools of cable
and wire muse be stenciled as specified for the sides of boxes or tagged in such a
manner as to prevent the possibility of the marking becoming illegible during use
of the reel or spool, regardless of whether or not the spools or reels are
enclosed within a shipping container.

(5) Coils of wire. Identification and contract data markings are applied on two tags
secuoeTY attached to the coil (fig 6-32).

(6) Paper-wrapped rolls. Rolls wrapped with paper are marked on one side
(approxinateTy 114 of circumference) by stenciling or printing or by a typed label
which contains the identification and contract data. This combined marking must
not occupy more than one-third of the side of the roll. One end is marked with a
typed label. This label should contain only the national stock number and
quantity. DD Form 1381 or DD Form 1381-! is used for address markings (fig 6-32).

6.28
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9510-00-200-0100
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12/72
ilt 100 el 2 0
061125-72.11-010S 20? 10
SW IMP 11010
MOM 1IJ 00631

Fig 6-37. Basic markings for miscellaneous packs.
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6-co. fOURSE onrostnN

Now that you have completed the lessons for this course, it is time to prepare for the
final examination. Yot.' best preparation will he to review the lessons until you can answer
all of the question corectiy without reference to the text. When you can do this, you may
be sure you will have no trouhie with the final examination. If you have the time available
to yo.i, . second reading of the chapters of the text wilt be helpful. Good luck on your final
exaronation.
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30.3h

WAREHOUSING OPERATIONS

Lesson 6

Preservation, Packaging, and Packing

STUDY ASSIGNMENT: MCI 30.3h, Warehousing Operations, chap 6.

LESSON OBJECTIVE: Upon successful completion of this lesson, you will able to identify
the procedures used in required methods of preservation, packaging,
and packing and determine the correct placement and methods for marking
of military supplies for storage and shipment.

WRITTEN ASSIGNMENT:

A. Multiple Choice: Select the ONE answer which BEST completes the statement or answers the
question. After the corresponding number on the answer sheet, blacken the appropriate
circle.

Value: 1 point each

1. Which situation requires level *C.' protection?

a. Favorable warehouse conditions for temporary periods
b. Multiple rough handling during transportation
c. Special package features for combat operations
d. Multiple rough handling during in-transit storage

2. What level of preservation and packaging is applied to items for whose final desti-
nat 3n, handling, and/or storage conditions are unknown?

k. A b. IR c. C

3. Material to be stored for extended periods of time under favorable warehouse conditions
is packed to what level of protection?

a. A b. B c. C

4. What is the first essential operation in an effective packaging cycle?

a. Drying c. Identification
b. Cleaning d. Wrapping

5. Which cleaning solution is used for the removal of fingerprints?

a. Steam vapor :. Fingerprint runover
b. Gasoline d. Vapor emulsion

6. When an alkaline method is used fcr cleaning of material, the temperature of the clean
rinse water should be at least

a. 110° F.
b. 1500 F.

p. I
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7. Which cleaning process requires the cleaning solvent to be at room temperature?

a. Vapor
b. Emulsion

c. Alkaline
d. Electrocleaning

8. Which submethod of protection always requires the use of preservatives?

a. IA-5
b. IA-6

c. IA-B
d. IA-13

9. Submethod IA-6 requires items to be immersed in oil and packed in a

a. sealed waterproof bag. c. sealed rigid container.
b. container, bag, container. d. floating barrier.

10. Which submethod requires items to be packed in a sealed water-vaporproof bag?

a. IA-5 c. IA-14
b. IA-8 d. IA-16

11. Which method of protection requires the use of strippable plastic compound?

a. I

b. IA
c. IB
d. IC

12. Which method of protection provides ONLY physical and mechanical protection?

a. 18

b. IC

c. II

d. III

13. Which criteria requires level "8" protection of supplies during handling, shipment,
and storage?

a. Favorable warehouse conditions for extended periods
b. Controlled warehouse conditions for temporary periods

c. Limited handling during transportation and in- Transit storage
d. Handling and storage conditions unknown

14. In which situation will level C packing provide adequate protection for shipment of
supplies?

a. Direct domestic shipment to the first receiving activity for immediate use
b. Direct domestic shipment for long-term open storage
c. Indeterminate handling, storage, and worldwide distribution
d. Overseas shipments for storage in covered warehouse areas

15. Which type load provides complete support to all faces of the shipping container?

a. Type 1 (easy load) c. Type 3 (difficult load)
b. Type 2 (average load)

16. Which items constitute a type 3 (difficult) load?

a. Metal cans c. Toolkits
b. Machined parts d. Metal chests

17. Which is NOT a packing operation?

a. Blocking and bracing c. Weatherproofing
b Strapping d. Wrapping

30.3
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18. You are faced with the choice of two containers, each of which gives the same
protection to an item. You should choose the one that

a. has the lowest original cost. c. wall keep tare weight and cube to a minimum.
b. stacks and handles the easiest. d. is more adaptable to the unit load.

19. The maximum weight of a fiberboard box and its contents for domestic shipment is
pounds.

a. 110 c. 140
b. 12S d. 160

20. Which box container is unsuitable for shipment of type 3 loads?

a. Wirebound wood c. Fiberboard
b. Plywood panel cleated d. Nailed wood

21. For export shipments, the maximum load weight in pounds for wirebount wood boAes is

a. 100.
b. 200.

c. 300.
d. 400.

22. Which styles of cleated panel boxes are used for overseas shipments?

a. A and 8 c. 8 through K
b. A through 0 d. C through K

23. What is the maximum weight of contents for paper shipping sacks?

a. 10 lb
b. 25 lb

c. 60 lb
d. 110 lb

24. Which container should be conserved ani reused whenever possible due to its high
initial cost?

a. Metal drums
b. Crates

25. which operation provides

a. Weatherproofing
b. Cleaning

c. Wooden boxes
d. Fiber drums

physical and mechanical protection?

c. Blocking and bracing
d. Strapping

26. Which packing operation provides mechanical protection to an item by absorbing the
energy of shocks and vibration?

a. Blocking
b. Bracing

c. Strapping
d. Cushioning

27. What is the prescribed color for cloth or paper shipping tags?

a. White or manilla c. Blue
b. Red d. Orange

28. Lettering for markings of addreses on containers must not be less than in height.

a. 3 in
b. 2 in d.

c. 1/8 in
1/4 n

29. What is the minimum height for lette, markings on metal tags?

a. 3/16 in
b. 1/4 in

30.3
lsn 6: p. 3

c. 7/16 in
d. 1 in
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30. What markings may be applied to a package by hand lettering?

a. Identification c. Contract
b. Stock number d. Weight and cube

11. A 2inch black-colored disc above the shipping packoge number on a group of containers
indicates

a. all the containers must be shipped together.
b. the items should be shipped as soon as possible.
c. the containers are fragile.
d. the containers must be shipped by air.

32. When a container holds fragile articles, how many surfaces of the container should
be marked FRAGILE?

a. 1 c. 3

b. 2 d. 4

33. Whm arrows on a container are used to indicate *up,* what is the minimum length of
the arrow?

a. 1 in

b. 4 in
c. 5 in
d. 6 in

34. Which marking is a 1-inch wide vertical line placed at the bottom edge of both sides
of a container?

a. Set or assembly marking c. Fragile item
b. Center of balance d. Contract number

3S. What color markings are used to indicate that a container holds magnets?

a. Slack and white c. Red and white
b. Slue and orange d. Red and black

36. What is the proper place for identification markings on the end of a container?

a. Lower one-third of the end c. Upper two-thirds of the end
b. Center of the end d. Lower half of the end

37. Which marking is placed below the identification marking on the side of the container?

a. Contract data c. Domestic address
b. Special markings d. Shipping piece number

38. Where Is the address label placed on the shipping container?

a. On the identification marked side
b. On the side above the identification markings
c. On the side above the contract data
4. On the end with the special markings

39. Where should the serial number be placed on shipping containers?

a. Lower riga-hand corner of the container end and marked side
b. Lower left-hand corner of the container end and marked side
c. Directly on the container side in the upper two.thi'ds
d. center of each end of the container

10.3
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40. When using a label to mark the end of paper-wrapped rolls, what information should
you enter on the label?

a. National stock number and quantity c. Quantity and price
b. Address markings d. Contract data

41. Which narking is placed in the middle third of the side of a drum?

a. Identification marking c. Contract data
b. Address d. Weight and cube

Mote: Questions 42 to 46 require you to match the appropriate method of protection (ae
below) to its appropriate use.

a. Method IA
b. Method 18
c. Method IC

d. Method II
e. Method III

42. Maintain humidity below 30%.

43. Provide physical and mechanical protection only.

44. Protection from water but nut from water vapor.

45. Protection for electrical items which cannot be treated with preservatives.

46. Protection from damage by water vapor.

Note: Questions 47 to 50 require you to identify the appropriate container (ad below) to
its appropriate use.

a. Plywood cleated panel box c. Fiber drums
b. Paper shipping sacks d. Fiberboard boxes

47. Normal overseas shipment of semiliquid materials.

48. Normal overseas shipment of hot-poured materials that solidify on cooling.

4g. For shipment of type 1, type and type 3 loads.

50. Used only for type 1 and type 2 loads.

30.3

1sn 6; p. 5

Total Points: SO

a * a
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Code

N-1

N-2

APPENDIX I

CONDITION CODES (MATERIEL)

Notes: to be used only with DOD excess advice card, DOD excess advice deletion card,
DOD excess advice revision card, and DOD excess status card.

Expanded definition

New or unused ropgty in excellent condition. Ready for use and identical or
liiTiFchangea e niiTITmes delivered by a manufacturer or normal source of
supply.

New or unused_proparty in good condition. Does not quite qualify for N-1
because slightly shopworn, soiled, or similar, but condition does not impair
utility.

N-3 New or unused property in fair condition. Soiled, shopworn, rusted,
NUM-orate:id, or damaged to the extent that utility is slightly impaired.

M-4 New or unused property so badly broken, soiled, rusted, mildewed,
deteriorated, damagedror broken that fts condition is poor and its utility
seriously impaired.

E1 UseLpropertybut repaired or renovated and in excellent condition.

E-2 Used property which has been repaired or renovated and, while still in good
usable condition, has become worn from further use and cannot qualify for
excellent condition.

E-3 Used property which has been repaired or renovated but has deteriorated since
reconditioning, and fs only in fair condition. Further repairs or renovations
fiipiffid'or expected to be needed in near future.

E-4 Used property which has been repaired or renovated and is in poor condition
from serous deterioration such as frogsWear and tear, corrosion,
exposure to weather or mildew.

0-1 Property which has been slightly or moderately used. No repairs required, and

still in excellent condition.

0.2 Used property, more worn than C-1 but still in good condition with
considerable use left before any important repairs would be required.

0-3 Used property which is still in fair condition and usable without repair,
However soaeWhat deteriorated, with some parts, or portion worn, and should be
replaced.

Used property, which is still usable without repairs but in poor condition and
Undependible or uneconomical in use. Parts badly worn and deteriorated.

Used property, still in excellent condition, but minor repairs
required:-esillated repairs would cost no more than 10% of acquisition cost.

0-4

R-1

R-2

R.3

R-4

$

x

Usod_preperty in good condition but considerable repairs required.
edil-T:fffepalrs would-be from 11$ to 251 of acquisition cost.

Used property, in fair condition but extensive repairs required.
repair costs would be from 7bs to 40% of acquisition cost.

Usedroperty, in poor condition, and requiring major repairs. Badly worn and
would still be in doubtful condition of dependability and uneconomical In use
if repaired. Estimated repair costs would be from 26% to 40% of acquisition
cost.

Estimated

Estimated

Scrap. Material that has no value except for its basic material content.

Sal e. Persona' property that has some value in excess of its basic
MOTU content but which is in such condition that it has no reasonable
prospect of use for any purpose as a unit, either by the holding or any other
Federal agency, and its repair or rehabilitation for use as a unit, either by
the holding or any other Federal agency, is cltarly impractical. Repairs or

rehabilitation estimated to cost in excess of 65% of acqusition cost would be
considered clearly impractical for purposes of this definition.

1-1
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APPENDIX I'

CONOITION CODES tt1ILSTRIP)

PURPOSE: To classify materiel in terms of readiness for issue and use or to identify
action underway to change the status of materiel.

CHARACTER: One digit, alpha.

COLUMN POSITION: CC 71.

Code Explanantion

A Serviceableissuable without qualification. New, used, repaired, or
reconditioned materiel wfttch is serviceable and issuable to all customers
without limitation or restriction.

B

C

D

E

H

4

Serviceable-issuable with qualification. New, used, repaired or
reconditioned materiel which is serviceable and issuable for its intended
purpose but which is restricted from issue to specific units, activities,
or geographical areas by reason of its limited usefulness or short
service-life expectancy.

Serviceable-priority issue. Items which are serviceable and issuable to
selected customers, but which must be issued before condition A and B
materiel to avoid loss as a usable asset.

Serviceable-test/modification. Serviceable materiel which requires test,
alteration, modification, conversion or disassembly. This does not
include items which must be inspected or tested immediately prior to issue.

Unserviceable-limited restoration. Materiel involves only limited expense
or effort-to restore to serviceable condition and which is accomplished in
the storage activity where the stock is located.

Unserviceaftle-re arable. Economically reparable materiel which requires
reps r, au , or reconditioning. Includes reparable items which are
radioactively contaminated.

Unserviceable-incomplete. Materiel requiring additional parts or
components to complete The end item prior to issue.

Unserviceable-condemned. Materiel which has been determined to be
unservicealle and is uneconomical to repair--includes condemned items
which are radioactively contaminated.

Sumended-in stock. Materiel in stock which has been suspended from issue
ping condition classification or analysis, where the true condition is
not known.

Y. Suspended-returns from customer awaiting classification.

Suspended-litfgation.

ii Suspended-in work.

Suspended-ammunition suitable for ever ency combat uso only, Ammunition
Stocks suspendessueliajir or emergency coihnite.

0-V NoT assigned. Reserved for future assignment by DOD.

*Reparable-repair cost 11% to 25% standard uoilxioo.

*Reparable7repair cost 26% to 40lt standard unit price.

*Reparable - repair cost 41% to 65% standard unityrice.

2 Reparable-ctst of repairs above 65% of unit price. Total of repairs
Tilacifid-TA-Feilafks TUTU me: M71 P44010'.32

*THESE CODES ARE FOR INTRA-MARINE CORPS USE ONLY.
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AM-EMU III

SPENAL-HANDLING COMS

PURPOSE: To indicate that external cuntroi Is required prior to

APPLICATION: Provisioning division shall designate the new item to be assigned a
special-handling code. Technical support division shall assign a
special-handling code to establilied items. They are loaded in the master
inventory file item header record.

CHARACTERS: One digit, alpha/numeric.

Code Wanation

1 Technical check required prior to issue of item with serial/4SW number. (Put

State: Code MA in initial status.)

2 Preservation and packing Unit required prior to issue of item with serial/usmr
number. (Put Status Code MA in initial status.)

3 Codes 1 and 2, preceding

4 Hazardous item with Seriao/Ustil number requiring technical check prior to
issue.

5 Hazardous item with terial/WM1 numhr requiring packing and preservation
prior to issue.

6 Hazardous item with seridOUSK number requiring both codes i and 7, preceding.

7-4 (Reserved.)

A Technical check required prior to issue of item without serial/USW number.

B Preservation and packing time required prior to issue of item without
serial /USMC number.

Codes A and 8, preceding.

0 Hazardous item without serial/USW number requiring technical check prior to
issue.

E Hazardous item without seriaI/USW number requiring packing and preservation
prior to issue.

F Hazardous item without scii1/11Stir number requiring both codes A and ft,
preceding.

G-Z (Reserved.)



APPENDIX IV

SHELF-LIFE CODES

PURPOSE: To indicate the time element before deterioration starts to become a factor.

CHARACTER: One digit, alpha/numeric

Code Code Shelf-Life Table for Application of Condition Codes to
Type I 'Type II Period Self Life

0 0 Nondeteriorative Shelf Life
Condition

A 1 month Code Explanation

B 2 months A Shelf life remaining is more than 6 months

C 1 3 months B Shelf life remaining is from 3 to 6 months

D 4 months C Shelf life remaining is less than 3 months

E 5 months

F 2 6 months

G 3 9 months Table for Application of Condition Codes to
Potency Dated Medical Materiel

H 4 12 months
Condition Item Unexpired Potency Period

J 15 months tiai----- PotenZY-Pertat --Months remaining--

K 5 18 months A 1B months or more over 9 months
A 12 to 17 months over 7 months

L 21 months A 6 to 11 months over 3 months

M 6 24 months 18 months or more 3 to 9 months

B 12 to 17 months 3 to 7 months
N 27 months B 6 to 11 months 2 to 3 months

P 30 months C 1B months or more under 3 months
C 12 to 17 months under 3 months

Q 7 36 months C 6 to 11 months under 2 months

R 8 48 months

S 9 60 months

Note: Shelf-Life Codes, upon assignment in the master inventory file, are converted from
the above codes to appropriate three digit numerical representation of number of
shelf-life months as follows:

Code

000

001-120

Shelf-Life months

Nondeteriorative

1 month thru 120 months

Note: All users of Federal supply catalogs should report any differences on items coded
Ito the item manager for review.
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APPENDIX V

Miff SHIPPING DAY rODES

PURPOSE: This is a local code used as an aid in scheduling shipments to certain
geographical areas.

APPLICATION: Utilized in the MOUASP subsystem and maintained in the At address file.

CHARACTERS: One digit, alpha.

Code Explanation

A Ship on Monday.
B Ship on Tuesday.
C Ship on Wednesday.

Ship on Thursday.
E Ship on Friday.
F Ship on Monday, Wednesday, or Friday.
6 Ship on Tuesday or 'hursday.
H Ship every day.



APPENDIX VI

ERROR CODES

PURPOSE: Primary error codes indicate the type of review action conducted which disclosed
the error. Secondary error codes indicate the factors that actually caused the
error.

APPLICATION: Generated by MOWASP for management which will analyze and evaluate the
information contained in error listings for subsequent corrective action.

CHARACTERS: Two digits, alpha/numeric

PRIMARY ERROR CODES

CODE EXPLANATION

A Warehouse refusal that results in complete stock denial.

B Indicates error discovered as a result of a statistical sampling.

C Indicates error discovered as a result of wall -to -wall location verification.

Indicates error discovered as a result of a special inventory that was
directed by the DM or other authority.

E Warehouse refusal that results in complete found issue.

F Indicates late receipt report error.

G Warehouse refusal that results in partial stock denial.

H Warehouse refusal of bin replenishment notice -2111-.

I Warehouse refusal of care in store material.

SECONDARY ERROR CODES

CODES EXPLANATION

01 Material found on a location that was not loaded to the item locator file.

02 Material found in receipt warehouse holding area.

03 Material found in receipt holding area.

04 Material found at PP and P.

05 Material found at repair.

06 No material found. Use with complete stock denials when valid location is
cited in OD 1348-1/481. Code A-06 -/H -06..

07 Material found but no ILF loaded. -no record found-.

013 Material found on the location indicated on the picking ticket/281.

09 No material found on location indicated in the picking ticket/ZB1. Material
found on other location that is loaded on ILF.

10 Partial quantity of material found on location not shown on picking ticket/ZBI.

11 Material improperly marked, i.e. transposed digits as a result of repacking or
NSN change that is not recorded.

12 Picking ticket /Z8I produced with dummy or non-existent location. No material

is found. Use code A-12-AZ/11-12-AZ.

VI-1



13 Picking ticket produced with no location. No material is found. Use code
A-13-A7.

14 Material found on location but !IF record reflects erroneous quantity.

15 Deletion of erroneous 'IF trailer.

1S Conso/idation of material. Elimination of multiple location within same area.

17 No material found on location indicated on picking ticket/ZBI. Material found
on other location that is not loaded on the TIP.

Ifl Picking ticket /78I produced with dummy or no location. Material found on
location the is not loaded on the 1LF.

14 Picking tieket/ZD1 produced with dummy or no location. Material found an
location that is loaded on the ILF.

20 A6 reject to trp. No ILF record. Use A-'0-7.

71 Insufficient quantity found on bin replenishment notice or care in store
material.

27 Incorrect/incomplete NY trailer loaded.

23 XS did not process - use code F-73.

24 Shortage of Shipment at traffic because of damage/pilferage. Ilse code n-44.

VI-2
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MAW MUMS CCOIENT ASSISTANCE Mom tCI-CP19a

DATE:

COURSE NUMBER COURSE TITLE

NAME RANK ADS

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

1. Use this form for any questions you may have about the course. Write out your question and
refer to the study unit, work unit, or study question with which yi.0 are having problems.
Complete the self-addressed block on the reverse side. Before mailing, fold the form and staple
it so that Ma's address is showing. AdditionalWas may be attached to this side of the fors.

MY QUESTION IS: OUR ANSWER IS:

..

*A.

SIGNATURE TT OR RANK

STUDENT: Detach and retain this portion.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
(5 U.S.C. 522A)

1. NfNIMUTY: Title 5, USC, Sec. 301. Use of your Social Security Number is authorized by
Executive Order 9397 of 22 Nov 43.

2. PRINCIPAL PURPOSE: The Student Course Content Assistance kequest is used to transmit infor-
mat ion concurning student participation in MCI courses.

3. ROUTINE USE: This information is used by MCI personnel to research student inquiries. In
same cases informatioa contained therein is used to update corresl..mdence courses and individual
student records maintained by the Marine Corps Institute.

4. MANDATORY OR VOtUNTARY DISCLOSURE AND EFFECT ON INDIVIDUAL NOT PROVIDING INPORMNTION:
Disclosure is voluntary. Failure to provide information may result in th' provision of incomplete
service to your inquiry. Failure to provide your Social Security Number will delay the
ilmonssinto of your assistance request.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
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MARINE BARRACKS
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OFFICIAL BUSINESS
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
MARINt CORPS INSTTuTe

MARINE BARRACKS
SOX 1/75

INASWINOTON. O. C. 40011

OFFICIAL SUSINES

PENALTY FOR PRIVATE USE. $100

AT T: COI Ikct PRE l'Afei rt ON. .... .

40 114 mi ... *a . op.. .... VIP VP ,E,

THE DIRECTOR
MARINE CORPS 'MI ilTUVE
SOX 11715

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20019

DETACH BEFORE MAILING
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smite HKARRIF/RQUIRY
MI I - PI41

01IRSE Kum 'COME ?FM

ESN

DM Mrs
EAU roam AT !cis

CENTIME ALL PORFIONS Cr SECTION I

Section 1. St*ient Identifinetion

Li 174 17-1

ZIP CtiDE

1

MOK

1REPORFING t1NIT COM

Print or type name, rank,
and address clearly. Include ZIP CODE.
npty Class 111 Reservists may use civilian
address.

..
Section 2. CHECK TIM APPROPRINIE BOX AND FILL IN THE APPROPRIATE SPACFS.

FOR MUM AND CLASS I I RESLIIVE MINIS falls FORM MS- BE RIMED BY SIR CONONDDIG OFFICER OR
MS REPRESENTATIVE, ..e. 'TRAINING NCO.

1. (..3 EXTENSION - Please grant an extension.

hetll not be war's, if already on extension.)

2. 0 NOTICE OF COURSE COMPLETION - Final Exam Sent
un . Dawexaswill be sent
1t exam not received at MCI.1

1. RmNPOLLARNT - Student has course materials
ow page :-3 of MCI catel for eligibility

reenrolbent.

4. (21 °AMIE FINAL EXAM - Last (Review) lessor.
sent on . Please send exam.

S. 0 Please send new ANSWER SUERS.

6. [ ncase send missing course materials (Not
included in course package')
..aeons 14mnUal Other__

7. 0 mem: - Panic Mom
.octal SeouritTliiiar
ICC

B. Donn (explain)

smina

!tote: This form will not be
returned by MCI. If request
is trans:lotion will SirMA41.04LwITTLE OR RANK

on next UAR nr an (MUSS* BE C0 OR REPRESEARWM
1 fnn.

a. On SSP K L

3. C

4. L.

S. o

6. P

7. E

OM COMPLETED

ORMINATOR CODE

Student: Detach and retain this portion.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
U.S.C.sS S22111

1. AUTHORITY: Title r), USC, Sec. 301. Use of your Social Security Number is authorized by .4ecutlie
Order 9391 of 22 Nov 43.

m ,.

2. PRINCIFAL PURPOSE(S): The Student Request/Inquiry is used to traniv't information concerning student
participation in MCI courses.

3. ROUTINE USE(S): This information is used by NCI personnel to research student inquiries. In some
ases Information contained therein is used to update indliidual student records maintained by the Marine
Corps Institute.

1. MANDATORY OR VOLUNTARY DISCLOSURE AND EFFECT ON INDIVIDUAL NOT PROVIDING INFORMATION: Disclosure
is voluntary. Failure to provide !nformation may result in the provision of incomolete service to your
inquiry. Failure to Provide your Social Security Number will delay the Pretesting of your inquiry request.
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